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Affordability.HousingCosts.

Affordabilty and Access
I think it a terrible idea. Driven by notion that there is some unfairness that some people can afford something that other people
can’t. I can’t afford a house in Great Falls. The fact that others can doesn’t bother me.
The fact that people can’t afford single family home or can’t afford to live in Arlington is not an issue for me. People live where
they can afford to live. County doesn’t have any business in trying to manipulate that.
Arlington has a certain nature, that it is an area of SFH. If people want to live in 8 plex, Columbia Pike, Wilson Blvd has those. If
they can’t afford those, they can’t afford to live in Arlington. How does living next to an 8 plex benefit me?
Have son who will be 22 – born and raised in Arlington. He would love to come back here, have no idea how he would afford to
live here.
I want to see where the board leads this whole conversation. Are they going to listen to those who can’t afford to live here? How
are they hoping to help those who can’t afford to stay in Arlington?
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
Participant feels that the initial goal of the proposal of increasing affordability has failed. Adds that maybe it’s time to admit the
study has failed to yield results.
Rationale on Missing Middle Housing in increasing affordability and addressing discrimination.
Affordability
Hope they listen to those who can’t afford and want to stay in Arlington. Families are moving out and we want them to stay and be
part of Arlington no matter what.
Having been in Arlington, would love to stay here, but it is very expensive and prices are going up. It’s difficult for someone to
live in Arlington and be able to afford it. The affordability aspect is something that is really important.
That’s the most important piece I’ve learned tonight. I thought it was about affordability. That’s how it’s been characterized. I was
going to propose that perhaps if you had a fourplex that 25% of it had to be for an affordable family. But going from $3M to $1M,
what’s the impact?
What you hear Arlingtonians raise concerns about housing, affordability is important. We all have concerns about it. If you have
$1M multiplex, it’s not addressing the needs out there. The study is misrepresenting.
A lot of conflating between affordability and capacity.
Concerned that County is conflating quantity with housing units with affordability of housing units.
People want to move from a condo to a house with a yard. A duplex can offer that, but an 8-plex cannot. A duplex can provide
mobility, but affordability is entirely different. This proposal is not offering either a 3-bedroom, 2-bathroom product.
Do I think it’s a problem if they reduce the number of single-family homes? No. But will it solve our affordability problems? I
don’t think so. I’m not convinced that this is really going to solve the affordability problem.
On the affordability component, MM is not the end-all-be-all of affordable housing, it’s one piece of the larger housing picture.
The most unaffordable and unattainable housing type is single-family homes. I think single-family homes will still be difficult to
attain under MM, but other types of housing will be more accessible.
Desire to find out how the Missing Middle effort will ensure the affordability of housing units. Building more units doesn’t mean
they are more affordable.
Lack of data (or lack of awareness of data) that ensures that Missing Middle housing will be affordable in the future even if it is
not immediately.
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Affordability.HousingCosts.
Point that Missing Middle is about relative affordability, not what is affordable to a person or household at an income level of
60% of the Area Median Income. Today a single-family home can cost $2.5 million. But if you build two townhouses, they will be
$1.7 million each. So those townhouses will be more affordable. It is a step toward more affordability, but this is not an
affordability program. It’s a supply and demand issue. Missing Middle is a program about housing supply and housing options,
not about affordability.
The comment about relative affordability (with the example that a $1.7M townhouse is more affordable than a $2.5M singlefamily home) is mind-blowing. The Board is selling this saying we will have more affordable housing. But $1.7 million is not
affordable. What they want is more revenue for the County.
Agreement in the meeting chat about “affordability” not really being affordable.
And addressing the matter of diversity, I live in Barcroft. It’s an affordable apt complex owned by APAH. When I talk about
affordability, is it affordable with a capital A or lower A. We are talking about affordable with a small A, something that people
can afford to buy. The point is simply, affordability I really see is the issue, and with that, opportunity.
Affordability is very important. I am a renter and my rent increased $300 per month for 2022. More housing, more units will
prevent huge increases in rent.
There’s a lot of misunderstanding about the missing middle, people thinking it’s about affordability and access.
How will Missing Middle improve affordability in Arlington?
How Missing Middle Housing would accomplish the goals of diversity/affordability (participant wasn’t convinced it can
accomplish it) Believes this would incentivize teardowns and increase housing prices.
This isn’t meant for affordable, pre-pandemic avg income was $110K…what are the incentives to not build the most expensive
housing? See in Ballston, where townhouses were built at 800K and now over 1M. What about set asides for public servants?
I am on the other side. I’m a stay-at-home dad. I moved to Arlington with my wife in 2020. We have 3 bedroom that we’ve fixed
up. There’s a lot more people that want to live here now. We’ve had to make decision to move out of Arlington. It’s not affordable
for us to climb that ladder into that four bedroom.
Lived in Arlington my whole life. My parents still live here. Many of the things you mention are in South Arlington. That’s an
area that is not afforded as much input. With respect to climbing the ladder, the ladders are not there as much as you see them. I
was able to buy a place in most affordable place I could find. Now my family could not afford to buy here. There are dwindling
opportunities.
I’ve been in community almost 30 years. I have son and DIL that would love to live here. There is nothing. They don’t want a
condo. You can’t touch Arlington for less than $800K.
I’ve done a lot of research on this plan, hours and hours. I’ve been on the website, and I’ve noticed that the information about
affordability is pretty close to the top. They clearly stated that the income needed was $108K.
No brand new car will be affordable to the average person – an affordable car is a 15 year old used cars. Can’t build used cars,
have to build new cars now so there is a supply of affordable used cars. These won’t be initially affordable, but will be in the
future for other people
Affordability and capacity. MMHS is to address capacity, not affordability. Helpful to have more discussions around that – a lot
of conflating. Re cars analogy – cars depreciate, but houses appreciate, so there’s a lot that goes into houses and taxes.
I am concerned that they will probably never be able to have the opportunities that we did 30 years ago when we purchased here
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Affordability.HousingCosts.
I’ll share that I grew up in a nice little neighborhood, I grew up in Penrose which was affordable. The house wasn’t a quadplex or
a duplex and it was a great neighborhood group. One of my friends, her father was a police officer, another one rode as a
motorcycle carrier for CBS News, that job no longer exists, and his wife was a typist at the Navy Annex. These were people that I
would consider to be of a moderate income, and I am concerned that there is no place for these people to find a home in Arlington
and I don’t know that Missing Middle is going to be able to move the ball a lot on that but doing nothing just means that those
people will never be able to join our community and will never see them again.

Affordability.HousingCosts

I work with younger people. They come here and like the environment, but if they want to start a family, they cannot stay here.
They have to move further away. I’ll rather see more options. This plan should help with some of the units that are proposed.

Affordability.HousingCosts

I came to the County in 1992 in those years rent was 900-1100 a month in the Arlington Mills area, my worry is that no one can
afford to live there with today’s increases in cost.
Missing Middle Housing would not decrease housing costs; would Missing Middle Housing Study work if it can’t increase
affordability?
How will the County ensure that zoning changes will ensure affordability?
The MMH proposal is good for affordability, since there is a need for new market-rate housing stock.
There is a disconnect between MMH and attainability.
I would like to learn more about affordability, and the extent to which this would expand access to neighbors and if this middle
ground will accomplish those goals.
I am really curious as to how this is truly targeting the missing middle. From what I’ve seen when you build new homes,
townhomes, etc. they seem to be more expensive (because of new construction) than single family homes. My concern is that this
is going to be harder for families who want to get a space, get a yard. That this is not going to actually help families get affordable
housing in the area.
I’m not a housing policy expert. My family and I really care about equity and diversity, and we want to live in a diverse
neighborhood. At the same time, affordability sounds good in principle, but I don’t see that these new units will go to families in
need. Maybe that’s not the point of the initiative. But I’d like to learn more than that. I am afraid this will go to higher earners and
displace others.
As for affordability, adding a supply of housing even at market rates lowers the overall housing prices. It is cheaper than the
alternative newer homes would be but relieves pressures on price.
My understanding is that an 8-plex would provide lower cost housing. The letter from the NAACP is there that supports this, and
the County has put out expectations of who can afford the 8-plexes. So I think it’s important to have the 8-plexes to accommodate
those on the lower end who can afford those houses. Also, if the NAACP is supporting this, how can we dismiss them and those
supporting the NAACP.
Even with the duplexes and townhouses that could be built in SF neighborhoods, they’re not built for the “missing middle”
(referring to income level). I think the County Board needs to look at this a lot more. Going to have to ensure that the units that get
built are actually affordable.
As for affordability, I think the county has to offer subsidies of some kind (voucher/LIHTC) because the new properties won't be
affordable.
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Affordable Housing
I think that this is too broad. I have some very specific concerns. I would like to know what other issues or solutions the county
has to create affordable housing. I don’t think that this is the best way to do that.
Participant in favor of housing for low-income individuals.
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Affordability.HousingCosts.
I think the plan needs to be focused on an opportunity to purchase. I live up here in Williamsburg where the houses are not 1
million dollars, they’re 2 million now they’re tearing down an old bungalow that probably cost about $600,000 or more in our
neighborhood and the prices just keep going up. Our house is worth three times that so it’s not going to be affordable necessarily,
it’s not affordable housing for someone with limited funds. What is the County planning to do in the way of providing funds and
support to purchase for people like firefighters, police, and teachers and others to bring them to our communities? If the goal is
ownership, to be able to purchase homes because you when I read a lot of these stories and things sent around by the
neighborhood associations, it appears to question what percentage of the new development of missing middle housing is really
going to be affordable? That would be one question and then the second is if the County is going to help people to purchase?
The most affordable housing units are garden-style apartments. MMH would allow a healthier ecosystem of housing stock going
forward.
Was under the impression that tonight was an educational format – looking forward to learning a lot about the plan. Most
interested in how the plan is designed to increase affordability in Arlington and how it would add homes that would be within the
price range that currently is not available.
Read this initiative was not affordable housing. Are there ways to do set asides? What pilot initiatives are we looking at if we want
to make it more affordable? Want some incentive to not build the most expensive housing, like we saw with townhomes in
Ballston that are now over $1 million
There is an underlying assumption that increasing number of housings, will have affordable housing. If County has data that get
both at the same time, would like to see it. Might increase quantity and still might not have affordability.
We need affordable housing not missing middle.
If this is an affordable housing issue this proposal does not address, it.
Very concerned about the expense of housing. We sellout to developers. Many townhomes going up in place of SFH for $1M+ =
Cash cow for developers. What problem is it helping glean balance of housing and diversity. Understand MM is not affordable,
but how would it be affordable even in my neighborhood. What problem it seeks to address and how does it impact accessibility
financially?
All want more affordable housing, safe place to live, more trees, better storm water mgmt. Concerned that it will not be more
affordable. Concerned that prices will increase due to increased supply and raising demand.
I am new to the area and joined just to find out more about it. Having moved from New York City this all seems familiar so I am
interested in opportunities for people who are working in the area and would like to have access to affordable housing
Missing Middle does let the market decide because right now the zoning laws regulate that only single-family homes can be built
in certain areas. The problem here is a shortage of affordable housing that’s available for purchase. Obviously, limits need to be
set, but right now the current system is too restrictive.
Why do we need to change the zoning regulations? Single-family homeowners can already convert garages or other spaces into
accessory dwelling units and rent them out. Affordable housing options already exist.
The question is “what does affordable mean?” There are tiers of affordability and of who needs what kind of help. The average
AMI is $120,000. In 2015, after a three-year process, the County adopted the Affordable Housing Master Plan. It says that 17%
makes 60% of AMI, and the first goal is to never go below that %. The second goal is a large number of new housing units for
people who make $100-120k a year through zoning changes. A healthy community as a wide range of all kinds of incomes, and
we are quickly losing the lower end of that wide range. This is also designed to help seniors age in the community.
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Affordability.HousingCosts.
I attended a meeting with Latina leaders with VOICE. All the leaders had been living in Arlington for at least 10 to 20 years, and
many had kids attending the schools. However, many said that after all that time, they had been unable to afford to buy a home
because of the lack of generational wealth for non-white people. They were saying that they felt like Arlington was treating people
like they were not welcome. Many Latino communities are now having to move out because the rents and mortgages are too high.
We need to allow missing middle housing (rent 8 plexes) and also implement other policies for more affordable housing,
Doesn’t think the proposal will add to affordable housing.
Please be honest that new housing that will be created through MMH will NOT be affordable. It will cost $800,000 - $1.8M for
new 3-4 bedrooms. Note: the new supply will not decrease costs of existing homes, so this MMH proposal will not increase the
supply of affordable housing. Families making over $150,000/households will be able to afford $600,000. Families who want to
be $1M 3BD duplex need to earn (note: stopped in the middle of a sentence)
Does anyone actually believe MMH will result in affordable housing?
I support doubling the County’s existing affordable housing efforts.
Whether anybody believes this will result in more affordable housing in Arlington. This isn’t related in any way. Just creating
opportunity for developers to make more money
Participant feels that there is a conflation between committed affordable housing and MMH. One is for lower-income earners and
the other is for middle-income earners.
Currently, the most affordable housing stock in Westover and Barcroft is the old 6-plexes. The problem is that back in the 40s
they were made illegal. MMH is an opportunity to rectify that mistake.
MMH is all about density, not affordability, and will not affect racial diversity.
I don’t see how this addresses, in any way, affordable housing. A duplex, only instead of one $2M house it’s two $1.5M houses.
That only helps the developer.
The main goal should be affordable living spaces
Affordable housing doesn’t apply well. Condos would be expensive. Odd pieces of property not conducive to concept. Not sure it
will address low cost housing issue.
I heard that this is supposed to create more affordable housing. However, nobody will be able to afford this kind of housing. The
public has not been educated.
Plan doesn’t focus on people making less than $125,000 a year. This helps families that make 125K or more, not the communities
that really need help.
This plan has no focus on helping Latinos because it does not help those earning lower incomes.
My family moved here in the 80s from Guatemala. My parents were not able to buy (a house) here. It bothers me when people say
that before, you could buy a house easily in Arlington. Affordability has not been at the center. So, this (MMH) is not going to
solve the problem for poor people. Also, how will you help provide stability so people can pay for rent?
People sharing thoughts will improve the plan. I can here as someone starting out in the housing journey, we can’t afford a singlefamily home, think lots of issues are tied in parking/transportation. The simple resolution that the supply of housing is causing the
price to be too high and pricing people out of being able to own. The prices keep going up and no housing available for lower- or
middle-income housing.
People of lower income and middles class are being squeezed out, even in South Arlington it is not affordable. We need to have
this conversation.
Would like to challenge the statement that only rich people live in Arlington, there are poor people in Arlington. We have a
bottom, we have a top. Working on the MIDDLE. There’s also the notion that people on the bottom can’t become the top.
The County continues to allow residents to believe that this is about creating affordable housing. It is not. There are no plans to
make any of the MM affordable.
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Affordability.HousingCosts.
APS had a live where you work program – it would only get you over the line if you were 95% there. Don’t know how police,
firefighters, etc. can live in Arlington. Salaries are not commensurate with peers.
I agree we should preserve the community we have, we need the community together, people are leaving, and we need programs
to help bring teachers, police, and firefights to Arlington because right now they can’t afford to live here.
Non-Resident (NVA Housing Alliance): Missing Middle is not affordable housing, it’s an approach to creating more options that
lower prices. It’s a tool that goes along with affordable housing.
Secret from being on Planning Commission – for most development, very little control regarding requirements of planting and
cover. Existing cover requirements we do have are very liberal and difficult to change. Have to use a Site Plan requirement for
mature trees – MMHS does not include using these. Site Plan areas along corridors –Will not result in any affordable housing – all
advocates admit that. Bottom line is the land price is too expensive for that to work – unfortunate, but true. Units will be
expensive. Arlington has an aggressive affordable housing program within the limits of the law
Tons of apartment buildings being built in the Crystal City/Pentagon City area, and I don’t know how many they’re setting aside
for affordable housing, but I’d like to know how the County affordable housing fund is used, and why don’t you make developers
put in affordable housing units instead of contributing to the fund?
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Housing.Land.Value
Notion that multi family houses will lower value of neighboring houses has not been shown to be the case.
Architect with focus on regional economic development – no objections to mixed income and mixed use communities. In favor of
that. Generally in favor of the concept of MMHS, but the County proposal for what they want to do in hot economic market of
Arlington will backfire. It will increase property values and make it harder for people to live here.
Our neighborhood is full of retired couples and their homes are their nest eggs for retirement. Unfair to deprive them of the value
they have put into those homes in favor of people who wander into the neighborhood.
Is there anything in the current plan that would promote affordability by preventing very pricey multi unit housing. If not, what
would prevent that?
I would like to stress my concern that MMH will not be targeted to middle income earners. Will be too costly so the whole point
feel disingenuous. If developers decide to build a duplex, for ex., in my neighborhood, the cost of each would likely be more than
the cost of my house which will significantly increase the land value and my assessment.
I’m sympathetic, but the problem is the value of the new houses. My 3 bd room house can be replaced with multiple units. Each
unit will cost more than my house, cover more surface than my property, and cut more trees.
Regardless of people living here the land is valuable, the rents will also match the value of the land.
Planning eliminated older communities and now there is no middle class. With more density, there is a loss of housing value. The
middle class cannot afford a $1.5 million dollar house.
We bought our property with the idea that we’d have a third of an acre.
The value of my house won’t remain if trees in the neighborhood are torn down and larger, more urban buildings are put up.
Taking away value from people’s property for unclear results is not a winning proposition.
How would MMH influence costs of the land. The land itself is being sold for more than $500,000. How can Missing Middle
Housing be less expensive?
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Housing for Workforce
Asked how County Board would define “affordable” in Missing Middle Housing concept; would public employees (teachers,
firefighters, police officers) be able to afford housing?
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Affordability.HousingCosts.
I’m not sure what the middle is. If you’re putting up a townhouse or a duplex that is going to be a million dollars is that what the
middle can afford? Not in my book. If you’re trying to say the teachers and a fireman need to stay in Arlington, I am not sure
those two salaries together can afford that.

Affordability.HousingCosts

Libby suggested that if the public thinks that MM is about affordability, it is based on rumored misinformation. But the reality is
that County Board members have said – and keep saying – that this is form teachers and firefighters. Many think MM means
middle income people—not MM housing. Someone in our group was shocked to learn that affordability is not the goal.

Affordability.HousingCosts

Supports the idea of set asides for public servants, teachers, etc who make less than six figures. Doesn’t think MMH will help
middle class Americans. Pays $2 / day for sewer.
Missing Middle does not address the housing needs of people of work in the service industry such as hotels, restaurants, or
employees who are police officers, firefighters, or teachers.
I have read the study. Teachers, police, and firefighters, can’t afford to live here in Arlington and it’s the same for many Latino
families and concerned about how to preserve the environment
At Arlington Mills, these duplexes have trees and plants. So I think there is a plan. But the question is whether housing will be
affordable: for teacher assistants, babysitters, etc.
Will this provide opportunities for teachers, police, firefighters, early-stage federal employees, etc.?
Missing Middle is not housing for teachers and firefighters according to the County’s own data. They cannot afford to live in
Arlington.
Participant says that we live in a very expensive part of the country. Teachers, firefighters, police officers and other public
servants need a place to live and doesn’t see MMH solving that issue. Essential services are important to keep in Arlington.
Suggests offering a housing allotment for public servants while they are employed with the County to ensure essential services are
available.
We have a housing crisis. People are suffering, paying 60% of income on rent. 92% of bus drivers cannot live in this county.
People who cut are hair. I think the County for the affordable housing master plan, this isn’t a willy-nilly decision about density.
People have thought long hard and deep about this problem and something has to change. 70%+ of our land is unavailable to help
solve our housing crisis because it’s required to be single-family.
Salaries for public servants are not commiserate with neighboring jurisdictions.
Teachers and young people can’t afford million-dollar homes, and we have to be realistic about how much these properties are
going to cost.
I’m failing to see how this is going to create affordable homeownership opportunities for our teachers and our firefighters. Also
concerned about effect of uncontrolled development on schools, infrastructure, and parking.
Efforts to enhance or expanding existing programs middle-income earners.
What is really the problem we’re solving? If it’s affordable housing for County employees, do we need to pay them more? If it’s
to have affordable homeownership – have lived here long enough in Douglas Park, once a year someone takes a starter home,
MMHS, and use it as a rental and leave the County. What will prevent someone from making these a rental? Condo building in
Shirlington – it was apartments, but was supposed to be condos. Whatever policy it is, there has to be some protection to keep
properties on the market so people can actually buy them. There are multiple problems being discussed and it’s not the best
answer. Can’t solve the problem if you don’t understand what it is
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Affordability.HousingCosts.
Good evening, This session was informative and insightful on the various comments presented. Our family has lived in Arlington
since 1992 in Donaldson Run neighborhood down the street from Marymount University and just love it. Our son was born and
raised in the county. He currently is an Arlington Co. Firefighter and EMT who embraces serving the community he was raised in.
As part of the MMH initiative if would be responsible to look at avenues where public servants in the community have an
opportunity to afford to live here. I am not sure the MMH initiative addresses this. What is the real goal of 'affordable' housing if
we don't address the infrastructure of the people who serve it. Thank you for providing a forum to learn more about MMH.

Affordabiity.Housing Costs

The Board needs to take stock of the residents concerns and proceed with caution. Since we know it’s not about affordability, then
do we want to cram more MMH that goes for a minimum of $700k. A recent listing in Westover for a duplex was $1.1m. This is
not housing for teachers and firefighters or first home families. Are we just housing more rich people? Is that our goal?

Affordabiity.Housing Costs

There is a lot of focus on implementation and not much focus on the problem of having super expensive housing that can't be
afforded by many Arlington workers who have to commute long distances.

Affordability.HousingCosts

General Affordability.Housing Costs
When we were building Orange Line in 70’s and 80’s, County chose transit oriented development – a lot of what we love about
the community is a result of that. I don’t know if we will see the benefit of MMHS in next 5-10 years. But see it as a way to set up
for 20-30 years down the road. Will probably be priced out of Arlington, but hope my child could buy here.
Can see how the prices have changed since we moved here over two decades ago. Also skeptical of larger units and how they will
work
There is wealth transfer going on – concern that property values would go down. McMansion communities have already insulated
themselves from that. There are no original houses anymore in some neighborhoods – no one would build a duplex or something
there.
Participant said they understand that there are some County subsidies and other programs for families with 60% median annual
income and below. Missing Middle Housing is not affordable; it’s a supply-demand thing because we don’t have different
housing styles.
Participant mentioned housing insecurity in major cities such as Seattle, San Francisco, etc. Worried that Arlington will become
the same. Businesses are struggling to find the workforce in this region because people need to live farther to afford housing,
especially entry-level and retail/service industry workers. In addition, there is no good public transportation, so our working
people cannot live here. Missing Middle Housing will make housing more affordable.
Participant expressed wanting to understand how to make Arlington more affordable in terms of Missing Middle Housing.
How does Missing Middle Housing improve affordability.
Another participant agrees on the lack of affordability; sounds like “wanting your cake and eating it too.”
Wanted to live in SFH out of school too, but couldn’t afford it. Lived in apartment, then townhouse, then bought small house.
Probably couldn’t afford to buy there now. Its appreciated a lot – partly due to developers upping the price of the lots.

Affordability.HousingCosts
Affordability.HousingCosts
Affordability.HousingCosts

Affordability.HousingCosts

Affordability.HousingCosts
Affordability.HousingCosts
Affordability.HousingCosts
Affordability.HousingCosts
affordability.Housing Costs

If someone wants to put up an 8 plex next to me, could put up $1.5 million units, which is not unusual in this area. Not as though
you are creating a diversity of incomes by utilizing MMHS. That’s just as exclusionary as what exists now. Unless a builder could
not build a structure where rent is above a certain level. Then it would be garbage, because builders would use cheap materials.

affordability.Housing Costs

High housing costs are bad for everybody. When someone spends their entire life savings on a house, they are not spending that
on other businesses or investing in community in other ways. Just pouring all money into a house. MMHS is part of the larger
conversation about changing zoning that allows people to better allocate own money and land

affordability.Housing Costs
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Affordability.HousingCosts.
We don’t know how this is going to play out and how the housing market will respond.
How does the MM proposal address affordability?
That would help. It would be better than what we have now.
There’s concern if there are multiple dwelling units on one lot, but they think it’s already happening.
Concern that developers are building large houses that are being rented out. House is given variance to not have much driveway.
Renting to 5 people, all 5 have a car on the street.
Housing – new construction has skyrocketed. Numbers on the handouts are an aggregate of new and used. When knockdown old
property, replace with expensive new construction it won’t be cheap.
So I’m not sure how much I have to learn but I mean hopefully I will learn some things but one of other things that I would like to
share is how much I’m concerned about how my wife and I were will buy a house where we have raised our children here in
Arlington in a small single-family house now it is not likely that my children who are now young professionals will be able to do
the same I am.
Tearing down bungalows for million-dollar houses.
We live in Bellevue Forest there’s a lot in our neighborhood. A lot that is worth about $1 million and a builder who buys that lot
and works to tear down those houses and starts building huge mansions everywhere we look and then like we’ve gone from $2
million to $3 million in our neighborhood, and I hate it. I really don’t like it and I see that we have this real lack of opportunity for
middle class purchasers and building MMH on a $1 million lot is that allows them to build 4, 6, or 8 units on it, is going to charge
$1 million per unit or more, so I don’t see how it will work unless the builders are checked in some way. I am having a hard time
seeing how this is going to work unless the County can hurry up and agreed to find a way to support buyers or to buy some of
those small houses that are currently in our neighborhood, for the county to purchase them or to provide developers some
incentive to build smaller houses or do something along those lines instead of just leaving it up to the economy, which is great for
the builder, so that’s my point.
MM is caving to builders. They are in favor because they can build 4 units on same lot as a 2M house and sell for 650K.
Arlington is bleeding from commercial real estate yet looking for more revenue and overturning decades of zoning laws to get
more revenue.
I live in a 1 bd condo. Having more choices for 2 and 3 bd will serve the purpose. The cost of construction is a factor.
Construction costs are really high. Allowing building more units will lower construction costs—the same with parking. If you
reduce the requirements, the price can go down.
You were lucky to get a house 40 years ago, but now you cannot. In California, MMH has been very disruptive. They are rentals
now. They can build the most expensive thing with the most expensive finishes, so the units are not affordable. They are around
1.5 million. It has favored the developers.
Most of the developers pay a fee. A flat fee that is ridiculously low. That is supposed to go into affordability.
The location determines the price of housing. So, a semidetached house won’t cost less than 500K. This plan is to transfer money
to other people. I was lucky to buy in Columbia Forest. My parents built the house they live in. I am a millionaire because of my
property, but I don’t have any money.
Incentives: the cost to build: More square footage means more profit. Because of that, single-family houses are not affordable.
You have people that leave paycheck to paycheck to pay for these houses. So it’s necessary to build equity. The County is
perpetuating this circle. Why allow a 6K square foot single-family house? A lot of older houses are being torn down to build new,
more expensive houses. But is the MMH offering affordable houses for the workforce?
The problem is complex. One solution is to take housing out of the investment category, out of the marketplace—for example, the
Mitchell-Lama housing project in NYC.
Build housing owned by the State/government where rents do not go to profit.
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Affordability.HousingCosts.
8-plexes should be allowed. Those units serve a serious need. My family would love to buy and could probably afford a 2
bedroom in an 8-plex in our neighborhood.
My daughter can’t afford to live here and got a house twice as big in another county.
This isn’t going to resolve the problem of homes costing millions in Arlington.
I want to see housing costs that match the earnings of the people of Arlington
I'm worried about how to pay rent and the ability to buy a house in Arlington.
In some neighborhoods where there are duplexes or single-family housing, we feel discriminated against in a way. They
discriminate because not everyone has the ability to get into those neighborhoods.
I have also read studies, but they said the opposite (MMH will not help housing costs). There is a variety of housing in some areas
of Columbia Pike, but the rents just keep going up.
How will it affect people at the working-class level who receive assistance and credit compared to millennials that are making
more than them? We should give information to residents that need help with things like rent and other family expenses.
Participant points out that Missing Middle Housing would add more 1- or 2-bedroom units. Missing Middle Housing is going to
target the least expensive neighborhoods in Arlington and there will be teardowns of existing homes.
How does Missing Middle expand the options of housing choices?
Why do we need central planning, so why not let the market determine what the housing is going to be?
Totally on board with people who rent in the corridors being able to move to a larger 3-bedroom MM-type house, but not on
board with building 8 units on a 5200 sq. ft. lot because it will just produce more 800 sq. ft. units for rental. It won’t actually solve
the problem we’re trying to solve.
My first job opportunity was in New York City, and I didn’t ask all the people of Manhattan to change their zoning laws so that I
could move in. Is it the County government’s responsibility to accommodate people who want to move here?
I think it’s striking and remarkable how people don’t realize that the zoning we have right now purposefully protected white and
wealthy people at exclusion of Black and brown people. Anything that will get rid of that is good. I bought in Arlington in
Dominion Hills in 1975 as a teacher, and my husband was a GS-9, for $49,000. We could easily afford a 1,000 sq. ft. house on a
small lot, so there aren’t a lot of teardowns because the lots are smaller. The market today, plus the exclusionary zoning, results in
these lots today going for nearly a million dollars. There are too many all-white elementary schools in Arlington, and that is
abhorrent. The image of Arlington, until I become more knowledgeable, was one of inclusion and valuing differences. How can
we keep that image when our housing and zoning policies are so exclusionary?
I took everything I had in the bank in 1970 ($6,000) and borrowed some money from my father and put money down and got
private mortgage insurance (PMI) and a mortgage and bought my house. Why can’t people just do that like I did?
Thanks for hosting this! I think it’s important to realize that not everybody shares the goal of owning a single-family home. I want
to live in a townhouse in a walkable area. The county should not mandate one option for all of Arlington. I also want to push back
of the idea of [raffling] the number of lots that can be missing middle. That will just ensure that only well-connected developers
get to build whole units. It should be by right.
Participant wants commitment to affordability.
The land is the most valuable, whatever the lot size, it does make a difference on the wealth needed to lie here if you have multiple
units
In the history of MMH when the government tries to solve it, it will still be purchased and marked up in price. It won’t solve the
issue. This is not a permanent solution for MMH, economics show it doesn’t work long term.
20% of the population own 70% of the land. Children cannot live here and are commuting. We experience the tiering going up
and the middle no longer exists here. There has just been change, there will be change and there must be changed to address the
issue. What can we do going forward?
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Affordability.HousingCosts.
Arlington 30 years ago is not relevant. Suppressed interest rates on housing and the 2008 housing crisis has created this. National
trends and policies have created the issues, can not be solved by local government, it’s a national issue, and it’s not honest and
distorting things. Arlington has changed because of national issues.
Concern about renters with limited incomes being pushed out of Arlington because rent is increasing. Concern that Missing
Middle will make this phenomenon worse and make it even more expensive to live in Arlington.
What impacts would an increase in density have on supply and affordability? (2x)
Would increased density lead to greater housing security for younger or economically disadvantaged people? It sounds like in
other communities across the country housing affordability, especially for younger people, has not been achieved with MMH.
The Missing Middle seems to ignore supply-and-demand economics that argue against anything being affordable in Arlington
because Arlington is the smallest county in the United States, land here is extremely limited, Arlington is a desirable place to live,
and it’s surrounded by people with very high incomes. Rich young professionals who want to live in Arlington will bid up
housing prices no matter what is done or what the government hopes to provide.
If you want to reduce the cost of housing, you need to kill high paying jobs, tell feds to stop hiring consultants
People can go 5-10 miles out of Arlington for lower priced houses.
Concern about decreasing affordability.
Concern about skyrocketing cost of housing in Arlington. More new homes would help the prices of older homes not rise as
quickly.
Disagree with common criticism about affordability. Market rate housing is vital for affordability. If don’t have it, nothing to
absorb growing demand and existing housing gets more expensive. Need market rate housing. Essential part of 6th largest metro
area in US. Understand desire for things not to change but we need to accommodate the growth or there will be bad consequences.
Ended up in duplex in Arlington at reasonable price – places for less outside of Arlington. Arlington is not very big – it is going to
be expensive. Places get less expensive not far out. People can go 5 or 10 miles out and get lower priced housing
Spent time studying low income housing in Arlington – MMHS is not about low income housing, but for reference spend $5 out
of every $!00 on low income housing. Subsidize rent – it’s great. If we need to double it, we should. Libby Garvey has said that
this is about density not affordability. This won’t make things affordable. Have to have a compromise – it can’t be across the
board. We have dense neighborhoods. Have urban centers. Arlington should have been 7 or 8 cities, but can’t have more
municipalities under Virginia law. Can’t govern all of this like it’s one entity. Live on 1 acre lot – surrounded by acre lots.
Wouldn’t mind a duplex next door, but no 8 plexes. Don’t get to play the racial card.
Participant wants to discuss the cost of housing and how there are limited affordable units.
Participant sees an issue that these units aren’t affordable or that they are 3- or 4-bedrooms.
Participant wanted to find out how practical it is to build life in Arlington with increased COL and housing costs.
Developers don’t look to condos because the unit would go to a single homeowner of be investor owned.
Is there anything that can be done so if I sell my home so it won’t go to a developer?
Participant asked to address how economics of increasing local salaries (e.g., Amazon HQ2, private equity firms, consulting firms,
etc.) forces an increase in market rate rents/sales prices.
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(Renter) but even if three middle size houses are going to be taken by renters that is a good thing to decrease or stabilize rents.

Affordability.Housing Costs

Participant says that doing nothing will only allow rental prices to increase further.
Six and eight-unit buildings in established neighborhoods are disruptive and won’t be affordable.
Has the County evaluated the litigation risk in affecting the value of other people’s homeownership?
Concern in steep fall in single family housing which will occur as a result of this. Or there will be a race to sell to a developer
One thing I’d like to learn is how controls would be made to ensure that the housing is affordable for the “middle” income
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Affordability.HousingCosts.
I want to address the idea of capping MM at 8 or fewer units. People have asked whether MM will really approve affordability.
The County’s analysis showed that 8-plexes would be the most affordable, but people have expressed concerns about allowing 8plexes. The question is really if we want to allow the full range of housing to allow more affordability, or do we want to limit
housing and limit affordability?

Affordability.Housing Costs

My concern is that I haven’t seen if the Board is considering the impact of reducing the stock of SFH. If you take more SFH out of
the market to build MM, doesn’t that increase the price of SFH and defeat the purpose of improving housing affordability?

Affordability.Housing Costs

What do we want Arlington to look like in 10-30 years? Do we want it to be Missing Middle Housing that isn’t affordable?

Affordability.Housing Costs
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Coord.OtherPlans

Coordination with Other plans, (e.g., Langston Blvd, other)
No accommodations for 6 other plan Langston Blvd. programs. Is this not being considered?
No good connection to Plan Langston Blvd.

Coordination with Other Plans
Coordination with Other Plans

Some were stunned to find out this effort was done totally independent of PLB. No consideration for any length of Plan Langston
Blvd (PLB) to accommodate 3–4-bedroom houses or apartments. 6 different housing programs in Arlington and none of them are
being considered as part of this, in either complimentary or contradictory approach. Mismanagement by County Board.

Coordination with Other Plans

Did you not expect feedback like this? Not just MMHS, but also Plan Langton Blvd.
things to underscore – developers creating rental unit housing. New and interesting to some community members. Coordination of
Langston plan – we all saw what happened to Clarendon and Courthouse – changing of Wilson and Clarendon. Don’t see that
conversation with Langston being the real estate we have to develop and how it connects to this plan. Horrible public input
session – hard to participate in.
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
Seems too logical to take slower and tie into Langton blvd.
What is the coordination with all the plans? It could be impacted by 3 zoning changes.
Halt the missing middle study
Reduce allowable building footprint
Do watershed study to determine carrying capacity and flood rush
Focus on affordable housing before up zoning which inflates prices
Ground any proposal in ownership proposal (Co-ops, Intergenerational family ownership, Land Trust)
Coordination – participating in all PLB, housing conservation districts – passed under the dark of night. 12 arbitrary places
selected along Lee Hwy, same thing as MMHS, no one knows.
Missing Middle Housing is not included in the Langston Blvd. corridor Preliminary Concept Plan (PCP).
MMHS analysis hasn’t been linked with the PLB process. If you do link them, you see a lot of residential and commercial
development along Langston Boulevard. There is lacking information about stormwater, tree canopy preservation, schools, transit
impacts, etc. No one knows the combined impact of PLB and MMHS processes because the reports aren’t linked.
Intersection between Affordable Housing Master Plan and Missing Middle Housing Study in terms of housing costs

Coordination with Other Plans
Coordination with Other Plans

Coordination with Other Plans
Coordination with Other Plans
Coordination with Other Plans
Coordination with Other Plans
Coordination with Other Plans
Coordination with Other Plans
Coordination with Other Plans
Coordination with Other Plans
Coordination with Other Plans
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The community needs to see precise numbers for the Langston Blvd. plan. The community is concerned about structures of 7 or
10 stories and is struggling to understand what planning is being done for drainage, the tree canopy, parking, traffic, limits, and
structures. There seem to be unrealistic expectations about future use of public transportation. Having five stories next to a
community near or on Langston Blvd. will destroy the community. We want to maintain our neighborhood without density. We
put in a lot of drainage. Our tree canopy will go away with MMH. Do we become a parking lot? Is there going to be a cap? What
are the estimates in precise numbers? How many people, and cars, will this bring? (Takis Karantonis interjected to clarify that the
Missing Middle Housing Study is not contemplating 5-7-story buildings and that Missing Middle housing would have to fit in the
envelope for single-family homes. Further, he helped identify that this attendee was speaking about the related but different
planning initiative of Plan Langston Blvd. The attendee thought she was signing up for a conversation on Plan Langston Blvd.)

Coordination with Other Plans

Interest in the connection between Plan Langston Blvd. and Missing Middle.

Coordination with Other Plans
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Coord.OtherPlans
Density is not unrelated to Plan Langston Blvd. In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, there seem to be no limits on sizes, no caps on
the number of new units, and no precise numbers about impacts. There will be big density problems. It will be very difficult to
transit through Langston Blvd. Where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story buildings
that won’t be enough.
There is a lot of anger about the plan for Langston Blvd. The communities are going to be destroyed. There is no limit to how
much development can exist there. The Board and County staff need to listen to people along the corridor who have concern
about 5-7 story buildings and a lack of precise numbers.
Likes the revised PLB, but could see improvements. Regarding cost, gave an example on progression of affordability.
Teardowns are misunderstood, we renovated a 1949 home and were competing with a developer, any indirect measures will not
have a major effect, something like incentivizing renovations would be a more direct intervention. Like plan Langston BLVD. and
it started not great but grew into a great plan and provided missing types of housing. If you address, it in a targeted way it more
effective especially against teardowns
Spent time on MMH and Langston Blvd come together, and Matt said it’s not the same, not linked, people walked out. Why isn’t
MMH being considered with Langston BLVD? (Katie says zoning it incorrectly would have ended redevelopment or made it too
expensive).
Langston BLVD is a missed opportunity, not affordable house. No mention of East Falls Church metro and the money spent
renovating it for single family home neighborhoods.
There are already hundreds of 2-bedroom units in the pipeline along Langston Blvd.
How do Missing Middle housing options connect w/ other aspects of planning, such as community gardens, urban farms, food,
education? We have houses to live lives; how does housing connect to other aspects of life?
Comment in the meeting chat: “As far as financing infrastructure: At the last JFAC meeting, JFAC members expressed serious
concern that the County will be very close to the 10% limit we place on the ratio of debt service as a percentage of general
government expenditures in the final six years [of the 2023-2032 Capital Improvement Plan], noting how that would hinder other
facility planning needs that might arise. As one commissioner said, w/o contradiction: ‘Our community is really, really frustrated
with us [for not planning] and we are just about to do it again for another 10 years . . . and it is only worsening not improving.’ ”
Agree with a targeted approach. Plan Langston Blvd was going to target nodes along the corridor for development while
respecting the neighborhoods.
Since the metro was built, density was planned accordingly which has been very successful. Why aren’t building off that model
since it has worked so well before? Choose where the density will be.
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Density

Density
I understand the concerns about preserving the schools, transportation and look of the neighborhoods, so I am interested in
whether missing middle would need to increase density to the point of putting extremely tall high-rises next to single-family
homes, which I hope will not happen.
I used to live in Falls Church as a homeowner and about seven or eight years ago there was a plan to increase density and in Falls
Church, there were a lot of naysayers against it and saying oh my God we can’t increase the density, it’s going to be bad, it’s crazy
how people are going want to live here, house prices are going to go down, and 8 years later the value of those houses is through
the roof, the prices are through the roof. There are plenty of 1,000,000+ homes the Falls Church neighborhoods have benefited
from the increased density, and it’s been a win-win and that’s it. That’s why.

Density

Density

Lived here since 1972 – moved from apartment to small home, to neighborhood that we chose because we liked the ambiance.
Want to know how this will change what so many of us bought here for; changes in the density and appearance of neighborhood

Density

I don’t oppose density, and there are projects that make sense to me (on the transit routes). I am immunocompromised person who
appreciates peace and quiet, and when you have multiplex next door there are more cars, more noise. Will be a question if I can
even remain in Arlington, where is where I planned to retire and spend the rest of my life. If my narrow street ends up with multi
plexes, more people, less trees, can’t see this as the place I want to live. Which is sad after investing 40 years, and supporting
many of the changes in Arlington. There have been neighborhoods excluded. Want to see a limit per neighborhood and an
acknowledgement of the type of streets these units don’t work on. See no controls on it whatsoever

Density

In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
The MMH will increase the density. But housing is going to be more expensive. In other cities. It hasn’t worked out. "Arlington
for Sustainable future" has already said so.
People in the corridors still drive. Four to five high-rise apartment buildings being built in the Metro corridor right now, each will
provide more housing than MM is alleged to provide, so why not focus more on that strategy that already works?
Additions in an existing lot are fine with a participant. Not a fear of multifamily housing.
Addressing fears over housing being sold (is it sold to developers, for example)
Addressing potential uncontrolled development.
Participant was concerned that taking away single-family home zoning would lead to unrestricted development. Also wants to
know what would be allowed per lot size.
I support planning for density and understand that we need to address housing needs for a growing demand (Amazon and other
big corporation headquarters). That said, I support the “urban village” concept of high-density corridors with step down housing.
Arlington is very dense already (11th in the nation). Increase density elsewhere. 2) We have NO duty to house Amazon
employees. Analyze Langston Boulevard Plan and Missing Middle Housing proposal together. Combining lots not well addressed
(higher number of units, more ground coverage). 7) Don’t uniformly remove single-family home zoning. Do a trial in a
neighborhood that needs one. This will be an irreversible decision. Need a much more granular analysis. The long-term trend is
inevitable of Arlington turning into Manhattan, being extraordinarily expansive or most likely both; at lease preserve low density.
We have no duty to be more dense. This proposal kills the golden goose (school enrollment).
I support multi family housing and support changing the zoning, but don’t support MMHS
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Density
Can also relate to concerns about MMHS. Not sure I would want to retire in Arlington anymore – growth in congestion, traffic.
How do you reconcile growth and opportunities with a County that is already one of the most dense in the US? How many more
people do we cram in and also preserve the Arlington way of life?
Moved to Waverly Hills section of Arlington in 1995 from Adams Morgan. Was looking to get away from the density.
As someone who supports MMHS, don’t want to tear down homes that already exists, it’s that when it goes to market, opportunity
for more homes to be built. Our nation as a whole is growing. Have options about how to build more housing – country falls short
of housing to accommodate people. Could expand into wilderness with more suburbs with traffic and cars. See this happening and
it’s very sad. Or we can build up the communities that we already have and expand where we are. Densification is a very natural
way to build housing where we do exist. Conversation is very focused on MMHS, but there is a broader conversation about
building transportation and infrastructure
Love MMHS and density. Doesn’t have to be the only thing – some things beyond the scope of this discussion, not reason to not
support MMHS. It’s an important part of the future that Arlington must embrace. Arlington is not what it used to be
Personal story of starter home being a condo in a six-plex in Hyde Park, Chicago. How can there be a conversion of Arlington’s
zoning and housing that retains the neighborhood feel of Arlington, i.e., how can there be change without having as much density
as in Hyde Park? It’s nice to have areas with no or low density.
The community is concerned about structures of 7 or 10 stories in the Plan Langston Blvd. study area and is struggling to
understand what planning is being done for drainage, the tree canopy, parking, traffic limits, and structures. Having five stories
next to a community near or on Langston Blvd. will destroy the community. We want to maintain our neighborhood without
density. Note:
Desire to better understand impacts of Missing Middle on overall density.
Density is connected to the environment. The Sierra Club supports Arlington’s Missing Middle proposal. The Missing Middle
would have environmental benefits for more rural areas; there, the Missing Middle in Arlington would save trees and prevent
sprawl and concrete. Someone noted in the meeting chat that McMansions are already eliminating tree canopy.
Need to go beyond a narrow focus on Arlington, ourselves, my neighborhood.

Density
Density

Density

Density
Density

Density
Density
Density
Density

It’s possible that other parts of the County than those that are currently high-density could be made denser with good outcomes.

Density

Density has gotten a negative connotation.
Increased density to the tune of thousands of new residents will not occur quickly or be an overnight change (agreement from two
other parties in the meeting chat) because Arlington will maintain a building permit process. Also, examples of other localities,
like Portland, show that increased density occurs gradually.
As you increase density, there will be more needs so our taxes will be higher.
Agreement that there will not be a flood of people coming into the County overnight because of Missing Middle, but still not
trusting of County’s adaptability and planning for the future. Example of a stop sign near a park taking five years to get installed. I
don’t trust that the situation is going to be addressed once MMH starts.

Density

I think about it personally. Between my family and myself, we have six houses in Arlington (siblings, in-laws, etc.). We moved
here because it was low density. Parks, basketball courts, etc. We could live elsewhere to move to a higher density place. It seems
that the social contract has been broken. I would not have bought a house here if I knew there would be a duplex or 8-plex here.
Higher density does not mean better. I am in fundamental disagreement with that premise.
Much better technical analysis to understand the estimated impacts of higher density is needed. Current estimates do not appear to
be based on sound analysis.
We do need more affordable housing in Arlington, people need to place a live. But to say there are no neighborhoods in Arlington
that will be low density, that is a risky proposition.
NOTES: Missing Middle Community Conversation (10.28.2022)
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Density
For me, the key question that comes out is how those of us with different housing needs and economic needs can coexist in a tightknit, small geographic community that allows us all to live and thrive here?
Supports higher density, diversity, and this proposal.
Let other people have the option to live here, with McMansions we’re becoming an exclusive community and that’s not the
Arlington she knows.
Bold policies needed to deal with the issue of housing crisis.
Is there really a need to do this? This would turn Arlington from a neighborhood to a city, with tall buildings and parking issues.
Lower income people continue to be squeezed out. People in the middle continue to be squeezed out. Upset with the teardowns
and McMansions. It’s a good conversation we’re having, MMH is not going to be the total solution. HAVE to address the East
falls church area, there’s this huge investment EFC metro but for what? It’s servicing single-family homes.
23% vacancy rate in Rosslyn corridor.
Thinks we need more housing and housing types so it’s not just a county for the wealthy, address climate change issues and
increase density to get people out of driving so much for climate addressing.
Appreciates the County having the conversation supports higher density without overcrowding.
MMH is not a replacement for McMansions, because the lot coverage is the same. To say do this other than McMansions is a false
dichotomy.
Supportive of more housing types and density in single-family areas.
The MMH plan currently addresses only density, not racial equity.
Why do we need significant density? (2 attendees)
20% of the people in Arlington own 70% of the property zoned residential, or 20-23% of Arlington residents live on 70-75% of
the County’s land.
Having density around Metro was smart. Why don’t we increase density around East Falls Church?
If the purpose is to increase the number of housing units, why not – instead of making zoning changes Countywide – set a
perimeter around the Metro, intensify density there, and see if that can accommodate people coming into Arlington?
My family is an example. In 1992, we wanted to live in Arlington. We looked in Vienna but decided to bite the bullet and buy in
Arlington based on our expectations of a single-family property/neighborhood in the future.
MMH is all about density, not affordability, and will not affect racial diversity.
There will be multi-unit buildings (including 8 unit buildings) built in single [sic – probably single-family is what is meant]
neighborhoods.
If this truly is about density, it makes more sense to keep the density near public transportation.
County is promoting higher density closer to transit and in corridors. National problem with housing supply. As a community
can’t shut our gates to it and our children’s ability to buy houses here. Having by right development is a huge piece of this –
otherwise will fight about it site by site. People who will be able to fight will be older white wealthy people who have time to
fight.
Participant is concerned about developers’ motives (i.e., gouging housing prices). Feels developers want more density for profit.
Participant talked about Arlington’s Smart Growth in planning density along transit corridors. Does not understand why this is not
moving forward.
Participant is concerned about density and lack of housing affordability in the framework.
Participant says he has seen teardowns of older apartment buildings and multigenerational housing to make way for newer, more
expensive housing. Developers want more density because it’s more profitable.
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Density
Participant says developers are profit motivated. You are not going to create more land, you are going to create more units on the
land.
What are the ramifications of more construction? How much will that cost for residents in Arlington?
What are you trying to achieve with the proposal? What type of density will we get to depending on how many people we want to
add to the Arlington population? Mentions apartments going up in National Landing.
Participant suggests increasing density along major corridors such as Langston Blvd., Glebe Road.
This seems to be an all-or-nothing approach. People are hesitant about 6- and 8-plexes due to the density issue as opposed to
duplexes and triplexes.
In this session, the youngest participants were in favor of Missing Middle Housing and all opposed were older/retired age.
Missing Middle Housing isn’t just about the present residents, it’s about the future. High-density renters subsidize single-family
homeowners in taxes and infrastructure.
When you flip a $2.5 million house into three $1.5 million townhouses there is no affordability. You are not going to create more
land just add more density.
Set small and measurable policy goals. Do you want to add 2,000; or 100,000 residents? What kind of density do you want?
There are areas to increase density and rental opportunities in the corridors. Why not develop there?
Population Density is a concern
How does Arlington’s population density compare to neighboring communities and where is it going to go with Missing Middle?
Our biggest issue is the density, and I think this plays into the hands of developers. If you’ve been anywhere in SF neighborhoods,
you can see that mega mansions are replacing old, small houses.
Participant is concerned about accommodating people in smaller spaces.
Places that were forest/farmland in Shenandoah Valley have been torn to make way for buildings, because there’s demand to live
in the DC area and people need to commute. We need density to minimize long car commutes, which are brought on by people
requiring to live farther from where they work.
It will reduce GHG impacts from transportation in the metro area.

Density
Density
Density
Density
Density
Density
Density
Density
Density
Density
Density
Density
Density
Density
Density

Population Growth
Higher density housing is likely to be built in areas closer to transit and in areas with smaller, more modest existing homes which
would be less expensive to purchase for development. It would likely displace older and more relatively affordable housing with
slightly more affordable housing. I don't believe that has been part of the analysis to date and it really should be.
I am concerned about rampant population growth in Arlington and I’m also concerned that this may sound good but it not will
actually do what it is supposed to do without ruining our neighborhoods but I also agree that our children should be able to move
here but right now they cannot for sure.

Density

Density

Would upset the zoning that we’ve had for years, and I’m seeing it take place in a county where population has been growing
steadily and already have a number of projects to address housing; wondering how far we’re going to go in terms of increasing
population density. Had parking issues, heavy traffic, crowded schools where I grew up in single family and mixed housing

Density

Share concerns on density and population, and how this is being run. Making sure more people find out about the details before
decisions are made.

Density
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Density
Next door to house, renters with children – no problem with renters at all, have trouble with framework as accepted. When renters
come to end of their lease, house can be torn down and replaced with 8 plex. Our civic association is currently looking at 2 site
plans that add up to 1000 new apartments, and include MMHS housing. People aren’t afraid of having more people in the County,
population has been growing for decades and will continue to grow. If there’s a housing shortage, the solution is at hand – lots of
housing being planned in the County, mostly apartments and multi plexes. How much more are we going to accept? Haven’t seen
that addressed

Density

Doing the math on this study, need thousands of units built every year to accommodate population growth in the next 23 years.

Density

What people might be forgetting is what has changed in past decades is that our area has grown, a lot more people have moved
here, whole country has grown – need growth to accommodate more people. Arlington is about to be headquarters to one of
largest companies in the world, proximity to Pentagon – people need places to live. With more demand, prices go up without
increased supply. Don’t have housing for people
Population increase is coming like a wave and will be crushed if we don’t have a plan. Need to increase housing density. Along
transit corridors makes sense. Need better planning and better control – not by developers.
Need to understand that Arlington is doing more than its share to house the region’s population. Arlington is the 11th most
densely populated County in the country and the most densely populated County inside the Beltway. More than 60K people will
come and that is even before MMH!
Participant says that the DC region is going to continue growing. We need more housing options in the middle.
Concern over housing in Arlington as the population grows, wanted to advocate in favor.
Participant feels that Arlington can adjust transit and housing options to accommodate for growth in the County (i.e., Amazon
HQ2’s workforce)
Arlington adds over 1K new homes every year. We are already very densely populated.
Assuming MMHS takes off the way the Board wants it to, how many thousands of new residents and families would come to
Arlington – want an estimate
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Developers

Developers/Corporations
I was very involved in the Columbia Pike development planning which basically launched 15 years ago. At that time, I would say
2000 new constructions had been approved and I would say 1 out of 10 of those were condos and all of them have retail on the
bottom level and now a lot of them are empty. That was a requirement for developers that was laid out in the plan, but it was not
the result we had hoped for, and we have had the economic impact of empty retail and its effect on existing small businesses.
Also, that apartment to condo ratio both things that we did not want. That’s what I meant when we had this developer and we
were just giving the directions to the developers and saying what are you going to do for this requirement and we would get you
get a variety of answers and in that process, some of the results were good and some of things were just a big disappointment.
I do wonder why you think it’s best to have a developer-led solution to the problem?
I wonder if you’ve done it if you want to do something positive maybe the first step is to reduce the size of those buildings that
could be built on the existing lot because I think that’ll remove some of the speculation that the developers have about how to get
the highest amount of money that they can sell any given piece of property for.
It makes me feel a little uneasy that the County will have no control over what developers are allowed to do. Say they get
approved for a fourplex and the County has no control over it then again you know that’s what I meant when I said unintended
consequences. It’s the goal to make it easy for someone to be able to buy in Arlington and then saying okay let’s try this approach,
oh, wait that didn’t work because now there isn’t an increase in ownership and home values went down, so I guess I don’t want
that. I don’t feel comfortable having that sense that there’s really no control in placeabout how these would be considered adding
to the stock of middle income housing. Windfall for developers who will build as big and fancy places as they can
What is the impact on assessment values? Seems like developers get a ‘free for all’.
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
Developers in Arlington. We had two houses go up on our lane. They were just horrific to deal with. They wanted to clear cut the
lot because they said that’s what people want. They wanted to get rid of these mature trees. They got a variance, so they didn’t
have a setback. They’re the only ones close to the road. They were just mean. Made a neighbor cut down her mature tree because
they said it was impacting their lot. Those are the people we’re dealing with. So when I hear they can have a 2, 4 , 6, or 8, they’re
all going to go for that. I am afraid of the developers. The developers don’t care, and they always seem to win.
There is undue influence that they have.
We need guardrails to keep the developers in check. There is anxiety and concerns about, once you give this to the developers
who are very savvy, that the cat’s out of the bag.
Still concerned about inevitability of a policy that opens the door to greedy developers who will not promote affordability but
instead will increase population density, causing environmental degradation and lowering the quality of life.
What would it take for VA to overturn the “developer rights” state?
Another consideration is that developers are increasingly owned by private equity firms who care only about PROFIT – squeezing
profit by increasing house prices and rent.
We are very worried about it because middle-class people used to buy a house after saving for 15 years or so, but now developers
buy the house, tear it down and build houses 6 or 7 times more expensive than what was there before, the problem is a lack of
control of the land by the County. They allow the McMansions to be built, they are destroying the community and the diversity of
the community and the neighborhoods.
How to control that corporations don’t dominate the purchase of those new houses?
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Developers
What will be the effect of the major corporations that can buy many houses, coming here? If they do this, some investors can buy
the eight homes.
A few weeks ago, hedge fund offered me a $2 million for my 8500 sq. ft. lot with tree canopy and I asked to see the plans before I
considered it, and it was a 3-plex built lot-line to lot-line with all of the trees torn down, each for sale for over $1 million. This is
not a sustainable method of development.
Blackrock (hedge fund) is the single-biggest owner of single-family homes in America, so what is the County going to do to
prevent these houses from being purchased by hedge funds?
Currently, the zoning compliance in Arlington is very weak. The permit compliance is fine [and has] “teeth”. But for zoning
violations, the zoning group issues letters and documents. Even when an obvious zoning violation is being built in full view. The
zoning team apparently cant issue stop working order, etc. Will the zoning team have compliance “teeth”?
What is the incentive of builders? Both sides of the debate claim builders are greedy and getting rich off the status quo or future
MMHS zoning.
Worried only developers will benefit – see opportunity to make even more money with the larger structures.
2005 was a critical year – Board changed the setback rules for construction of housing in Arlington that allowed for McMansions.
Wanted to raise more tax revenues, but it was a terrible decisions. Could reverse that decision.
Still want more clarification about incentives for builders, and if they build quad plex on a lot – would it create reasonable
homes?.
County should have a conversation with builders and developers like this. These aren’t going to get built in Lyon Village, because
of the land cost. Thinks it will push out single family homes in south Arlington.
Supports exchange of CAF for developers, needs to build upward.
Second that, change the builder from having full control.
A conversation like this should happen with builders and developers, they will say this will not happen in a place like Lyon
Village mainly in southern Arlington those houses will be razed and replaced with townhomes and displace lover income
families.
I am also frustrated that the Board is unable to reduce house footprints yet is willing to implement such a radical plan. It cannot be
a coincidence that builders benefit from each.
Arlington realtors say this will have a devastating change- more than 20 units per year.
What is the relationship between the County and developers? All around Arlington, houses are being knocked down to build
McMansions, which are going up all around current residents of Lyon Village. It feels like developers have free rein. The County
says they can’t help. Are developers giving back to the community? Would Missing Middle intensify the relationship between the
County and developers, who currently seem to be allowed to do what they want?
Perception that the County Board and County staff are for more development.
There are signs in my neighborhood that say no to MMH. The County is still in favor because they are close to the developers.
Staff say that there is not much they can do.
There can be creative approaches to housing in a well-shaped ordinance (i.e., building housing for public servants).
If a developer buys a lot, they are going to build three 1.5 million townhouses.
My concerns are about the future. Developers turned affordable SFH into monstrosities; there is no control over that. With MMH
developers have the same motives to build. More profit by building bigger. The Chamber of commerce voted in favor because we
represent developers and what they want are higher buildings and more density.
Properties that will be sold for duplexes or more – we will be building more 1-2 bedroom housing instead of more 3-4 bedroom
houses.
As a 10-year Arlington resident who built a much larger house on lot in the past year, they were very familiar with what builders
want to do.
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Developers
Grappling with what kind of construction really would happen on these lots?
Invested in Arlington for 10 years, don’t want to build something displeasing to neighbors. Currently limits opportunities. May
not have built what they did build if had more options. Only talking about 8 units and 16 cars misses points. Still must confirm to
what SFH conform to (setbacks, etc.).
What restrictions would developers have to have?

Developers

May be more complications in what developers must do? That would matter what would be built. What are developers facing?

Developers

We do have a process for getting approval for and building MMH, but it is burdensome and expensive.
Concern regarding developer/JBSMITH becoming landlords in what are single-family neighborhoods change the dynamic
Propose to build no more than X% of Missing Middle Housing types (put caps on the amount of housing per year).
Participant brings up conversations with developers where he’s asked why apartments are built more than condos or why 2bedrooms are more desirable. They say that larger-bedroom apartments bring more risk according to financial institutions.

Developers
Developers
Developers

Could County Board please address how many of the new high rise apartment buildings are including units set aside for missing
middle and how many skip that and pay into the county fund? And, how is that fund used and how many units are constructed?
It seems clear to me that this mainly is a developers dream and will definitely impact the whole neighborhood feeling, and
negative impact Arlington and senior citizens who will be forced out of their smaller houses, feeling the financial pressures.
Also, what can we not control or what can we not see. What may happen that we can’t control for that can mess up this nice plan.
I also want to add, what are regulations on developers? What is built into this to keep developers in check?
When I was buying a home ten years ago, the competition between developers kept me from buying.
I look at numbers a lot and look at the economics of things. If you go to certain neighborhoods, the developer is going to suck as
much revenue out of that spot as possible. IF they are not intending to rent or sell it, they will build a building as big as they
possibly can. The building size is a huge issue.
I was interested in what will Arlington look like. And that might look like the random nature of where multiplexes will be built.
They might work in some places, might have fewer difficulties in some places. It’s scary to think where they are going to pop up.
It’s scary to think what developers can do.
The developers are manufacturing an appetite for McMansions. I think addressing that in a creative way would go a long way
toward creating more affordable housing and building healthy density.
I would have LOVED it if my neighbor did not sell her house to BCN and BCN designed a home that was twice the size. What
can be done to adjust existing laws and policies to incentivize genuine renovation vs abuse of laws?
I am not clear what the benefits are of these proposals other than enriching developers and reducing the quality of life in our
neighborhood
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Diversity.Equity

Diversity.Equity
It’s already very disparate. People who have been her 40-50 years have more incentive to keep thing they way they are. People
who are recent transplants are finding it very hard for them to get to where you are. I don’t know how you are going to reconcile
that. You’re going to hear all kinds of reasons. Water, sustainability. It’s just another roadblock of them saying just don’t come
here then. When I hear that language, it’s also speaking to a certain kind of person, a certain kind of demographic. I just don’t see
the success of any of this.
Ways to improve diversity and economic demographics of Arlington, but nobody’s talking about it. Not on behalf of ASF – but I
would say a program of reparations, like Rochester or Evanston. To invite those who have been pushed out, invite them back in.
Rochester is giving first time homebuyer down payment funds. Arlington is focusing on the typology of the buildings because it’s
not about the people. It’s about serving the higher income levels.
I am particularly interested in people who work here being able to live here and so it’s related to that earlier diversity and
opportunities for a wide variety of people to be able to live here together.
It’s about our schools and our young people being in a diverse valuable environment.
I want there to be an increase of diversity in housing in Arlington right now it seems like you either have a live in a single-family
home or you live in high rise, we need more options in the middle.
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
There are sections that are largely single-family houses, sections that have duplexes, and sections that have apartments – Arlington
would be more equitable if housing is of different sorts and price ranges across the County were made available. Should be spread
equally across the County.
I was disappointed to see so many people who did not want Arlington to support a diverse community. It was NIMBY. It was sad
to see people so insensitive to the needs of others. Renting is not a sin. I do think trees and green spaces are a big issue.
would welcome more people, more diversity, more community. Nobody is making owners not build a SFH on your lot.
Anyone can find community everywhere in Arlington, working with people from all parts of the County. Don’t have to feel so
insular that neighborhood can’t be changed in any way.
Has the County thought about reparations in terms of equity? Illinois program – worth exploring.
Wanted to learn more about why people are so opposed to more people living in Arlington; confused why a lot of people advocate
for equity and inclusion, but then talk about how they don’t want more people living in Arlington
Want to raise concerns about shifting perspectives that have been presented on how MMHS is being done and view that this will
lead to more gentrification. Do not understand how gentrification and/or expensive new housing is going to increase diversity,
equity and affordable housing
Density does not equal diversity- program that could bring lots of people into neighborhood. Worried about 8 plexes or 6 plexes –
developer driven effort can go array – variances for just about every project. Developer will build the 8-plexes. Developers can
make more money in these lots.
Living in Arlington is a luxury. It is one of the most desirable counties in the country. I am not opposed to MMH, but change has
to be well conceived; as I see it, it does not preserve diversity.
We are part of this County, and our voice (Latinos) matters
For me, being here today, I would like to learn more about how my neighbors envision a future where more people, more diverse
people can thrive, in a place that I love. What some younger people envision for the future of Arlington.
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Diversity.Equity
And we love our diversity, but we’re all white here and our zoning policies are the remnants of discriminatory policies. We still
have de facto segregated housing and Missing Middle will help to level the playing field so that we can have more diverse
communities. Maybe the mail man will be able to live on the same street he delivers mail to. Diversity and change are not a bad
thing, cities and places change.
Diversity is great, absolutely. That’s the conundrum. How do you get diverse, density and all that this entails?
We need to preserve the diversity we have and find a way to do so.
We should plan for real diversity and affordable housing. This just gives developers cart blanch!
This is an equity issue, none of her neighbors could afford to live here now. We’ve got to grow that middle between high rise and
single-family homes. We have to have some kind of change to address this issue.
Research by the Joint Facilities Advisory Commission (JFAC) found that implementing Missing Middle in other jurisdictions did
not achieve affordability or increase inclusion and diversity. The Northern Virginia Association of Realtors stated that “Missing
Middle as proposed will not increase diversity.” In other words, JFAC and realtors are skeptical of Missing Middle.
Participant feels that generational wealth can’t be built by newer homeowners.
MMH will lead to more economic segregation in schools. Developers can do math and will continue to build exclusive singlefamily houses.
Interest in impact on diversity.
20% of the people in Arlington own 70% of the property zoned residential, or 20-23% of Arlington residents live on 70-75% of
the County’s land.
The room contains a group of people who are older, whiter, and probably wealthier than the average Arlingtonian.
I’m sorry for being white. (said in ironic tone)
MMH is all about density, not affordability, and will not affect racial diversity.
I think it would increase diversity of neighborhoods in many ways, and find it a preferable alternative to having our older smaller
homes replaced by hugely expensive McMansions.
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Multigenerational Owners
Hadn’t been aware of multiple owners generationally –
Haven’t seen anything that discusses keeping properties owned generations. Participation and community inclusion in a county of
almost quarter million people, sessions filled up quickly during vacation time. Excluding a lot of community.
When they [the Board] talk, they are vague – talk about possibility of putting 4, 5, 3, 8 plex. My lot can take 8 – would tear all
trees down to do it. But there will be 8 plexes on my lot. How are those divided? Dividing it up into multiple lots? Or mini
homeowner associations for each lot so can maintain the common space for the parking?
Vague about legalities of changes vis a vis each individual lot. Passing flyers to people who hadn’t heard anything about it. Why is
the Board voting instead of the citizens in referendum?
People living in historic conservation districts who don’t even know their zoning was changed.

Diversity.Equity

Concur with people who say this is being snuck in on us. News talking about $150m coming in from NGOs to talk about housing.

Diversity.Equity

Those people are going to swamp NextDoor. They are out there trying saying I’m not for MMHS on NextDoor – have people
saying they have a variety of experiences – activists who try to make the change.
I agree that there should be duplexes and quads..
What happened to the racial justice rationale for MMH?
I took the liberty of looking on Redfin to see what townhouses go for in Arlington, see it as a minimum of $1m. I don’t see how
getting developers to build $1m townhouses is going to help with diversity, equity, or the environment.
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Diversity.Equity

Diverse Neighborhoods
An exchange occurred when Mr. Karantonis mentioned that while Arlington is a diverse community, North Arlington is not very
diverse. A woman said (paraphrasing): “I’m originally from El Salvador and I live in North Arlington. My Mother lives in South
Arlington. Please don’t divide the community by trying to differentiate between North and South Arlington. I find North
Arlington to be very diverse. Please try and bring us together, and not divide us.”

Diversity.Equity

I live in North Arlington. I think it is a bad idea to say North vs. South Arlington, I feel the same anguish as people living in South
Arlington. This policy is not going to bring diversity. You had a vote for it in December, but no one knew about it. You are not
talking about rent control or affordable housing, but you want the people of Arlington to support MMH. It doesn’t make sense.

Diversity.Equity

I live on the North side, and we have a diversity of people from India, Greece, etc. I’m afraid I have to disagree with the comment
that there is a separate North Arlington. Explain why you think that there is no diversity in those neighborhoods where there are
single-family homes. This MMH is going to help the rest of the County, not the areas where there are multi-family
buildings/apartments.
It’s not just that (neighborhoods that are cost prohibitive), right now 2-3 people live in a mansion while there is a family packed in
a much smaller house. It’s not right.
Participant loves diversity of neighborhoods in Arlington and wants to preserve it. Extending Missing Middle Housing would
eliminate that diversity.
Missing Middle means possibilities for equity.
Participant said: “Missing Middle will not bring diversity to Arlington.”
Participant said Arlington could use diversity in certain neighborhoods.
I feel more hopeful. I want to thank the board for initiating this because I think this idea, of MMH reflects our values of diversity
and inclusion, and will provide more opportunities for home ownership that is not available to a lot of people.
I was not proposing to target some neighborhoods. I just want it to be equitable. I want a person whose job is to monitor the
program

Diversity.Equity
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Diversity.Equity

Exclusionary Zoning
Why is exclusionary zoning so good? Why is that equitable? Why does that help? Doesn’t seem like it does. The people who like
exclusionary zoning don’t care if it helps, because they like what they’ve got. Hearing that “I’ve got mine, so get yours. If you
can’t, don’t belong” Would welcome more of a discussion from people who support exclusionary zoning
Concerned this is being heard as exclusionary zoning – objecting to the way the plan is written. Agree with the goals.
All zoning is exclusionary

Diversity.Equity
Diversity.Equity
Diversity.Equity

So no difference between property that can only be SFH, or can be SFH or duplex? Now we’re saying all zoning is exclusionary

Diversity.Equity

The current zoning has a history of racial inequities. I think missing middle is a good opportunity to kind of correct that racial

Diversity.Equity

Racial History.Disparity
Participant wanted to learn about the racial equity component to Missing Middle Housing
One participant was curious of historical implications of zoning on contributing to racial segregation
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Diversity.Equity
One participant says he has managed to build generational wealth and wants the opportunity for others to do the same. Zoning
changes in the 1940s happened to leave Black Arlingtonians from attaining housing and living in areas that would benefit their
overall quality of life. Racial disparities are almost always rooted in housing. Missing Middle Housing won’t fix racial disparity,
but it’s a step in the right direction to fulfill the values that Arlington espouses.

Diversity.Equity

McGuire Woods report referenced a racist genesis of SFH housing. Recommend that we don’t take any action on SFH zoning
until Supreme court ruling. Keep in mind as we defend the status quo and how we got here. There is racial impact of MM.

Diversity.Equity

The messaging with this is abysmal. Also, racial equity in housing was not raised. My neighborhood is already VERY diverse!
Gratitude in the meeting chat for the comment on the history of racism in Arlington. Agreement in the chat that future planning
needs to take racial history into account on all decisions.
Should Missing Middle be limited to certain areas? It is hard to set such limits because of the history of racial discrimination.
Realtors understand that it is part of our past. The more need for permitting and limitations, the more expensive the home
becomes. It is important to have Missing Middle housing by right and Countywide.
MMH won’t alleviate racial disparities. The median income for blacks and Hispanics is way below what people can afford in our
neighborhood. We have had huge discussions within LVCA
I support MMH for racial equity. Single-family zoning has harmed communities of color and minorities for decades.
My father was a Planning Commissioner in Arlington, and he objected to there being a racial covenant on a house he was buying.
Arlington was always a progressive place.
The MMH plan currently addresses only density, not racial equity.
Arlington County’s statement is to be a welcoming, inclusive community. However, there is a 10-year life expectancy gap between
different zip codes. Today the disparities are based on housing, affecting everything else, such as access to good schools and the
concentration of a greater number of students in few schools. Is Missing Middle Housing the solution? No. But it will make us
better.
There is the element of racism that isn’t recognized by all the white people, property owners, and privileged, that has caused this
problem and requires some adjustment from this generation.
People need to understand the deep historical problems of racist zoning laws. Current zoning has its roots in racism. Missing
Middle housing is not going to solve this problem but is a step in the right direction.
We need to understand why zoning is not voted on, which has to do with its racist origins. The current zoning is difficult to
unpack because of racism.
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Diversity.Equity
Diversity.Equity
Diversity.Equity

Supporting Families
Families always said that proximity to schools was most important, closely followed by diversity, and when you look at the
diversity in all of our schools it varies, white people represent 43% of our school population in one school and it ranges to a white
population of 76% in another. More variety in housing makes for more diversity
Everyone here knows about the issue we have like in the rest of the country and it inspires a lot of passion like in Seattle, and
Minneapolis, other cities have had these programs and they don’t work to preserve diversity. Concerned that we will continue to
lose diversity and families because of the high cost of housing.
I support what you are going to do as long as there is a benefit for our families. I want to see equitability in the long term. Maybe
this will never happen, but MMH has to cover everyone in general.
This issue has not actually gone out to the Hispanic community, undocumented folks, workers, families that are struggling are
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Diversity.Equity
Lived in Ballston and was the only non-immigrant family there in the apartment, the idea that multifamily will not be moving into
the MMH housing, like in Lyon Village, you will only have 20-somethings and young professionals in the MMH types of
housing, not single families. We have plenty of multifamily not sure MMH will help families.
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Environment.Climate
No matter what, the MMH is going to affect the environment adversely. I have tried to save every tree for 73 years. This program
will increase our footprint.
I’m confused by people that talk about the environment. You generate more GHG by driving. If you live in Loudon County, that is
not environmentally better. Also, new developments are better equipped to deal with water damage than old ones.
Arlington is different from other counties: We have underground water, so when there is a lot of rain, there are many problems. It
is a billion-dollar problem, and it will get worse.
Density is more environmentally friendly
I agree with building duplexes in larger spaces. But if eight apartments are built, the vegetation will be destroyed because the
green areas will be replaced with concrete.
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
I imagine you have a plan to preserve the plants, animals, and environment.
Climate change considerations (tree canopy loss, more cars on the road, etc.)
Stay firm. The County must do something, density must increase not just for the neediest, but for all of us in this climate crisis.
Every time someone doesn’t live in Arlington – then they can live in Loudoun, enter 30 year debt agreement, with car, and
requires land expansions, etc. Then they drive to Arlington to work, park here, and not sustainable in the long term. Preventing us
from doing productive things with our land in Arlington. Lots of people have bene pushed out and living in deep exurbs right
now.
Concern about environmental and energy crisis. The County is not doing enough.
Concern about climate change and a great migration that is coming from western states to places that have more water. Arlington
is a desirable place to live—high above sea level, has water—and can’t be a gated community.
Environmental concerns (3 attendees).
Concern about the cost of not making change. People who cannot live in Arlington will live further out. Their driving will
produce more carbon emissions and reduce safety, since driving is a less safe mode of transportation than others.
MMH will mean more cars and more air pollution.
Demolishing buildings has an environmental impact.
The MMH proposal is good for the global environment—because without MMH in Arlington, people will live elsewhere and
travel further for work—and for affordability—since there is a need for new market-rate housing stock.
How can we get the County to focus on the environmental crisis? The world is in disequilibrium. Weather will get increasingly
variable and more destructive. We can’t say that someone else’s tree loss will be prevented by ours.
Environmental issues and protection of the tree canopy are paramount.
It’s a big win for the global environment to save lots of trees outside of Arlington by cutting down a few within the County.
The average household in a suburban area drives 20,000 miles a year, has 2 cars, and produces 70,000 pounds of carbon per year.
Compare that to a tree, which holds 20 pounds of carbon in a year. In Arlington, however, households drive more like 10,000
miles a year. So having more people live in Arlington would benefit the environment from the perspective of less driving.
Mistakes were made in the past development of Arlington that destroyed the watershed in this area. Four Mile Run is nothing
more than a sluice; it supports little wildlife.
I have a more local perspective on the environment. New housing construction affects the environment and is not being
considered.
We have no certainty about environmental effects.
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Environment.Climate
It’s important to distinguish between site-level and regional-level environmental impacts.
We need to get a handle on housing for our regional environment.
Civ Fed’s Environmental Committee provided ideas two years ago for engaging the Zoning Ordinance to address the building of
large homes.
I doubt that MMH will accomplish reductions in driving or save trees.
Let the market do what it wants, and there will be environmental and other benefits.
Concerned with environmental impact with putting density in not high density areas
Participant is concerned about climate due to 1) more cars from people who will park in new housing 2) development of housing
3) tree canopy. Asks that there be more EV charging infrastructure in multifamily housing now.
What about the broader effect on the environment? If we have fewer people living in Arlington where will people go? Will
forests be razed in the countryside to create housing for people to move to?
Thinking about climate goals and environmental issues, I can understand why we would want to increase density here because so
many people work closer to DC/Arlington, and we would want to decrease their commute time and carbon from the commutes.
Also, I do think we need to increase building sizes so we can have more diversity in our neighborhoods because right now all I see
are gigantic houses being built with one family living there when there could be a lot more options. I see this as environmental
when space is shared. I would like to learn more about environmental goals, increased transportation/public transportation.
I would just like to speak to how wonderful it is living in a duplexes. I live on a street with duplexes, with trees and greens pace.
My kids run down the street and play. It is a clear environmental win to do this.
Finally, having more higher density housing in an inner suburban area like Arlington is environmentally preferable to pushing
more people farther out to Fairfax or other counties in the DMV.
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Exploring.Alternatives

Exploring Alternatives
What is the Board’s approach to exploring alternatives to MM to achieve the same goals; estimate is 20 units per year, what about
square footage conversion in commercial buildings.

Exploring Alternatives

Would use permits be an approach to include neighbors in the approval process; what kind of track records will the county use?

Exploring Alternatives

Approach of board to explore alternatives of MM that might achieve same goal. Proposal estimates 20 units per year. Commercial
to residential should be explored. One area to be explored. May not impact SFH as much but achieve and exceed goals of MM.

Exploring Alternatives

Topography has been ignored. Houses are narrow and deep. May qualify for 6-8 plexes but would have great impact on resource
areas. Disruptive to neighborhood and environment. Conceivable that it could happen. Should be some exclusions as to housing
type.
A gentleman in South Arlington wanted to turn his house into a duplex and spent $45k because of variances.
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
One person has been talking to the Board about these issues for 20 years. Maybe it doesn’t need to be 8 units but needs to be an
option in Arlington for people who have invested and lived here for generations to be able to keep the property in the family and
to use innovative solutions to make multi-family units in their family. It should look nice and look like 1 unit, so neighbors aren’t
upset. The reasons we have these issues is because of the racism in Arlington from 100 years ago.
Wishes there were more options than what is currently available.
MMHS would give more opportunities to have multi-generational living.
Is there some way that when a new property is built that it can be somehow in the scope of what is already there instead of
drastically different?
Why not get creative with existing open/vacant properties to develop into MM housing.
Such as, use the large Arlington-owned property located across from the planetarium and W&L HS?
What is that vacant property being used for? It’s a large parcel and close to transit routes, schools, retail, etc. Also, Arlington Co.
has a large commercial/office real estate vacancy rate-why not convert these properties to condos or apartments?
The fastest growing demographic in Arlington would feel that way. A neighbor lives in an unrenovated 1940’s home – was
looking at the possibility of doing duplex so son could move back with family while he aged in place. Don’t think middle missing
housing pass will have 8 plexes everywhere- still must build within setbacks. If beyond that, will go through variances.
Want to learn more and think about other alternatives besides building more housing. Is Arlington at capacity?
Start along the corridors – haven’t heard the term Smart Growth too much recently. Start along transit corridors. People move to
Arlington for suburban feel but also urban-ness??
Results from Board MMHS survey – less people like MMHS when asked about 8 plexes. It is incumbent on the County to come
up with proposals that are supported by majority or put the matter to a vote.
County should pursue more public-private partnerships to construct new CAUs in transit areas. Would be helpful to see more
infographics about what missing middle housing looks like in actual Arlington neighborhoods.
Pursue much more private-public partnership
Point about process – results people said about 8 plexes – number and percent. 26% of people don’t like the option. Rejected
MMH proposals – come up with another proposal or shoot it not put matter to vote rather than have 5-person committee decide
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Exploring.Alternatives
I haven’t been following it as closely as I should. However, I am sure there’s something I’d like to learn, what are all other
alternatives have you looked at for this problem I mean are there are other ways to attack this problem and what have you looked
at?
Could the county get crisper on the alternative approaches? I’m hearing people say that folks can live in the suburbs, they can live
elsewhere. If we’re going to make this an inclusive affordable county, everyone needs to do their part, every neighborhood needs
to do their part. If we’re not going to do this, I want clear messaging about what the alternatives are.
Consider housing for senior residents.
Need for more 3- and 4-bedroom dwellings. One participant said multifamily units should be required as a minimum percentage
of total building permits issued. Another suggested limiting what can be built in single-family homes to obtain more 3-4-bedroom
housing.
I wonder if the zoning changes and MMH could possibly lead to programs for community land trust for first time home buyers.
As people grow to have families, we have either subsidized their housing or they must be able to afford a very expensive piece of
land to own their home. What are opportunities to address concerns. Is it land trust? Is there going to be focus on parking, things
done to promote purchasing or redevelopment of their lots? My own experience living here is renting and being able to buy a little
townhouse, and now I need more space for a new baby and there is not much in the way of an option.
I’ve lived here a long time, site plan review and involved in civic associations, run federal housing and real estate programs. The
one thing that every successful project I worked on had one thing in common: free land. I think the County should test this at the
VHC site on Carlin Springs Drive.
The approach of bubbling up in certain corridors makes a bit more sense because people can use public transportation. If you are
drawn to higher density, you can use mixed-use development, you can walk to the grocery store. But on the supply side, you don’t
solve housing costs. You should so something on the job side of the equation. Shouldn’t have brought Amazon here.
I think we need to explore alternative ways of living and owning in Arlington that aren’t for a family of four, and ensure that the
social contract isn’t just, “You can’t live near me.”
The affordable housing master plan started in 2016, one of six pillars is MM. With the options, can’t we do a combination. I don’t
see MM being the end all be all.
Affordability and housing supply and there are other options for solving the issues, for example garden style apartments.
Desire for people to have better housing but disagreement on how to do it. Are we doing it in a way that works?
Has the County looked at other approaches? For example, the model provided by a community in Holland about the size of a city
block, where people lived along a stream in small houses and cars were parked outside of the community; or the small houses
build along the W&OD Trail in Falls Church; or small houses in Anacostia.
Are we going from no way to build MMH on single-family lots to allowing MMH by-right? Why can’t we have a process for
building individual MM buildings?
Couldn’t the burdensome and expensive process be streamlined, instead of making it possible to build MMH by-right?
We need attention on commercial areas and helping businesses.
There are other ways (than MMH) to reuse existing land.
How easy is it to convert a small house to a big one? That question should be part of this conversation.
If County employees need housing they can afford, pay them more.
It would be good if you would explain that there is a range of housing from committed affordable housing units to the megahouses (mansions) and the MMH is only one tool to deal with the issue of the amount of housing available, but not address the
need for affordable housing.
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Exploring.Alternatives
The change in the MMH ordinance will be more appealing with capital investments and supporting programs- income-restricted
housing, expanding public transit, and preventing big investors from buying up a new property.
Why doesn't the county develop a program to help buy duplexes?
There is a need for more affordable housing. Missing Middle will focus on those with incomes above $125K. We need housing
for those earning under $100K.
I had wondered if the county had considered another program, when I lived in California there was a program, I believe in the Los
Angeles area that provided some sort of economic break in the purchase of homes in the area, it was like a 1/4 discount, I am
sorry, it has been so long that I can’t remember any further details, but I know it was something along those lines existed. So, has
Arlington County considered a program like that?
I think the County needs to explore other ways to solve these concerns other than doing something so radical. Couldn’t the County
develop a fund that would help public employees buy houses in Arlington? Afraid that the term “tree canopy” is no longer heard.
We’re losing trees and developers are buying land and getting rid of old healthy trees. Doesn’t want an 8-unit building going up
next to her house and bringing in 1 or 2 cars per household that would exacerbate the parking/traffic situations.
I would like to learn more about alternatives that might be considered because I don’t feel that the policy draft addresses the actual
problem. I worry that it will homogenize and make density a feature of all of Arlington.
Arlington County should seek to work with neighboring jurisdictions for regional solutions to housing problems rather than try to
solve for all housing problems on the backs of the citizens of the smallest physical jurisdiction in the area.
Could there be a significant subsidy for renovation vs. new building? I know there is already something like that but it is
ineffective. A house in my neighborhood was torn down, except for the sunporch, to qualify for renovation, and then a new home
was built next to the old sunporch.
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Accessory Dwelling Units
Want to know more about ADUs – can we hear more about that? ADU construction has turned out to be slow and methodic
instead of an avalanche.
Point out that ADU is different than changing zoning across county. Very different situation. Response to comment about pulling
back. If not going well, residents not involved in making a change. Residents can’t guide what’s going on.
They did build a caregiver suite in the basement for mother to move in but did not do ADU because restrictions are limiting.
Additionally, how about incentivizing homeowners to build ACUs to create more rental housing in neighborhoods? Arlington
needs to think creatively with resources already in our possession instead of making such drastic housing zoning policies?
We had the first accessory dwelling unit (ADU) built on our property and rented it. There are options other than MMH.
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Office Space Conversions to Housing
More dense development is more tax efficient for the land. Duplex will generate more taxes than a SFH – use less utilities per acre
and per capita. More dense development subsidizes more sprawled development. Convert office space to housing to recoup lost
taxes from vacant office buildings.
Several participants mentioned the idea of repurposing office spaces vacated due to changing workflows from the pandemic into
additional housing.
Office-to-residential conversation sounds good, but that isn’t what we’re talking about right now.
I support office-to-residential conversions and other less risky alternatives.
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Exploring.Alternatives
There’s some low hanging fruit that can be done. I live very close to Skyline and they are converting office space to apartments.
You can make it 3 bedrooms and that would achieve home ownership of condos.
Arlington has the highest office vacancy rate in the DC area, why are we limiting ourselves to MM, and not expanding to officeresidential conversion?
Office residential conversation: something that could be in the mix. Making sure regulation is not barring that. One note is that it’s
often easier said than done, not impossible, but that the bones of an office building and the bones of a residential building are
different. It’s one of those things that we should be looking at but it will not solve the whole problem. Let’s keep exploring it but
it’s more complex. Also something we talk about in Arlington is the balance between commercial and residential property tax.
Likes the idea of office-condo conversions…due to setback and telework trend and a of those buildings don’t need cars.
There’s 3 options not being talked about – low rise, garden apartments/ homes 1940s homes; add floors to existing development
that has already been approved, give the developer ‘free development’; tax incentive for office conversions. In VA law, County is
required to study the impact of zoning on public services.
Testing before doing something radical. We should look at office to condo conversions, redevelopment of garden 1940s
apartments. More targeted testing. No data or science that supports this. County should have a long-term real estate strategy.
I like the idea of office buildings to condos, lost of government leases not being renewed and telework, and metro stops are near
these locations.
I favor tax incentives for office building to condo conversions.
There is a huge percentage of empty commercial buildings. Is there consideration of converting unused commercial and office
space into housing?
From chat: Agree with permitting commercial zoned areas to become residential. Especially as work-from-home becomes more
common. Good idea.
We need to look at using office and commercial space for development of housing. That would be a win for everyone, including
housing developers.
Participant mentioned repurposing of office space and other existing sites.
The Holiday Inn could have 450 apartments mostly one-bedroom. Can we convert existing buddings into apartments? There are
more options in the National Landing and Pentagon City.
Are we going to build something that in the future will be determined that isn’t working and hasn’t fostered better neighborhoods
and community? We ought to look at a way that is more organic.
What other policies are being considered in addition to MM to address lot size coverage issues?
What about asking neighborhoods about where would be best to build/include MM housing?
The county is proposing to purchase more properties that are more flood-prone. What about partnerships b/w the County and
developers?
The study seems confined to discussing a regional problem without discussing what Arlington needs. So much of smart growth is
putting density where transportation is. We need to put Arlington in the conversation with the surrounding areas to determine the
role it can play.
Office to residential conversion as an option.
No one has mentioned Office to Residential. Could we add that?
Also, I would like the county to explore allowing old office buildings to be converted into more affordable housing.
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Goals.Purpose.Background

Goals and Purpose of MM Plan/Framework
A lot of people don’t understand what is involved with this – live in a townhome community, not always super affordable. MMHS
options aren’t as affordable as hoped they would be. Arlington has a lot of affordable housing initiatives, believe it’s important to
bring that to all neighborhoods in Arlington. My neighborhood is one of the least diverse areas, want to see diversity brought to
all of Arlington. SFH homes are already being torn down by developers and mansions built instead, but how wonderful would it
be if could home multiple families with same impact as a single family living there? Offering different types of housing and
making it accessible is important

Goals.Purpose. Background

Can the County Board/Arlington County do a better job of communicating these costs to the community? I worry that more
analysis/studies will be a way for opponents to delay (okay) and ultimately derail the Missing Middle Project. Don’t want a pursuit
of perfect to prevent change on this issue. And just because we can’t do everything doesn’t mean we should do nothing.

Goals.Purpose. Background

Don’t think the term “missing middle” was invented in Arlington – read about it nationally.
I have the same question and with these market forces, I don’t see how the County can control the cost. What is being considered
in terms of simply capping square footage on any new build, if the concern is the mega mansions has the County considered
capping it at 18 ft. from the property line, I don’t know what would be reasonable?
I’m here to listen. As a Latina, I know there are a lot of people unable to live here because we have only rental houses and
apartments.
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
One of the best ways to work through these issues and have an honest analysis is to assign a use case, and have the same sort of
public discussion against these use cases. That’s what use cases are for, to have a fair reading between over or under population,
apartments and single family houses. Before we do it in a single spot, need to work through all of these issues. Who will manage
the issues around 5 plexes
SFH neighborhood adjacent to high density area – already highly diverse. Concern is if this is applied broadly, will be
disproportionate impact in South Arlington which already has a lot of diversity because prices are lower. If you allow developers
to put multiple units where there wasn’t previously, will look for properties that are more affordable to redevelop. Already have a
lot of diversity and density, with remaining pockets of affordability. Concerned will be target for more density
The group on this call – great group of Arlington residents and to me this is the middle of the conversation. Expressing views that
are heartfelt and legitimate on both sides of the issues. There are legitimate concerns for people who live in neighborhoods –
someone spoke about equity and inclusion, which is also legitimate. Let the community come to a solution. Would encourage
Board to let a good result happen – owe it to the County to have a reasonable path forward on transforming our neighborhoods
that addressing the concerns expressed. In process where no proposal on the table yet, looking like Board wants to adopt the week
before Christmas – making me feel the game is rigged and predetermined outcome. We will do a disservice to everyone if that’s
what we do
The reality is that Arlington’s population is going to grow. Based on the current zoning situation, if we changed the zoning to
allow for more housing, I’m confident that the demand will be met. A goal of the project needs to be more housing diversity
across Arlington. In regard to affordability, increasing supply generally increases affordability. Believes that there needs to be
more of a plan for infrastructure. Believes the community needs more flexibility, and also that the tree canopy is very important
and needs a plan. Need programs to help diverse home buyers as well.
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Goals.Purpose.Background
Think it’s great that it’s county-wide – sends the message that we’re not having caps only in certain neighborhoods, that would
create inequity. Concern about gentrification is misplaced – staff report shows that this is happening in places that only allow SFH
now. Places where highest number of people of color are living are differently zoned neighborhoods, so would actually release the
pressure to redevelop those areas. This is focused on places with already very expensive homes
This needs to be applied to entire County equally- can’t be pilots. When you take medicine, don’t just apply to a part of your body
to work. Best time to have done this was 3 years ago, should do it now, worst thing would be to wait longer. Duplex is less
gentrification than mansion, as it supports more families. Polling is a function of processes like this, inflating opposition and
perspectives of homeowners. Admire courage of the Board in looking at this, even while it may be unpopular
We’re in a housing crisis; Board is going through the proper channels of figuring out what the plan has to be, how many units, and
talking to the community. Anything beyond that is a delay tactic – should be passed sooner rather than later. 2019 would have
been great, but were in crisis long before that.
Why is Arlington moving away from its master plan of aligning w/ Metro and going into neighborhoods?
Excited about finding out other people’s thoughts on Missing Middle Housing
Gain better understanding of Missing Middle Housing due to seeing yard signs opposing the proposal
Measurable impact; does the proposal go far enough to reach the County’s goals when it comes to providing more housing?
Are people able to rent housing in Arlington? Do they live outside but want to live here? What are they like? Fluid category that
people move in and out.
Can the Board reverse Missing Middle?
In 2018, APS had study for free and reduced-price lunches 29.5% of children were eligible for lunches. 7987 students. Their
families were able to find housing in Arlington, either to rent or buy. Able to live in Arlington and take advantage of excellent
schools, parks, libraries, and safe neighborhoods.
Understand duplexes and quads – but 8 plexes?
What can be done if this house is sold – what can the next person do?
Supportive of Missing Middle Housing because of the need for more housing types.
The goals of the Missing Middle effort, such as increasing diversity, are laudable and crucial, but the government had a big hand
in the past.
The Missing Middle Housing Study seems to be an effort geared toward a hypothetical future resident, not toward current
residents.
The Missing Middle proposal will make things much worse.
I’ve been involved with Missing Middle since it started. The goals are good.
Concern about future residents.
Recognizing the concern for housing, as our population grows there should be housing for everyone. In favor of expanding it.
Does Virginia law require expansion for anyone who wants to come to Arlington to be able to live here?
Appreciate the opportunity to discuss. As the population continues to grow, both working class and middle class will be priced
out, understands concerns over boldness of policy but necessary to allow people to stay in Arlington and not be priced out.
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Goals.Purpose.Background
More fundamental concern than lack of clarity about the issue. The concern is that the County Board Members and staff tend to
go back to reports that pre-date COVID. COVID changes the way we work and live fundamentally. Report in August, on peak
dates, 50% of employees in DC were going to work. The COG said there would be a housing shortage in the entire DC metro
area. People don’t need to live where they work anymore. People are living in Arlington work out of state/country. Arlington
population has fallen. According to the 2021 census ACS, 11,000 vacant housing units in Arlington last year. So what’s the
problem we are trying to solve? Because it is not the problem that is pre-COVID. We need to examine the situation now, figure
out the problem now and then design a solution that will address the problem now, not what the problem used to be.
Arlington County has created this missing middle housing issue by allowing teardowns with massive mansions.
From a purely fiscal/financial point of view, is there any opportunity left in Arlington knowing that Arlington is tiny and
completely built out with no undeveloped land?
Has the Board decided on MMH?
I am here to learn and share. (2 attendees)
There will be small differences from MMH, for example, one teacher being able to spend more time with his/her family instead of
on commuting.
Wants to learn about other people’s thoughts on what the County Board should do to make MMH workable.
Familiar with MMHS but wants to learn about the process to make improvements to the framework.
What are the effects going to be regionally if we don’t do something? What does it mean for the larger community? If they can’t
buy a place in Arlington what will it mean for the external areas? What if we stay with the status quo and have housing prices
keep rising 10-15% yearly?
Why can’t the County stop developers from building big homes?
The goals of MM used to be diversity and affordability all throughout Arlington, but now the proposal doesn’t improve diversity
and also doesn’t improve affordability. Are there any other things that Arlington wants to achieve over the next 50 years instead of
just building?
Just coming into the fold, knows a lot of neighbors are opposed, but just wants to know what the options are. Really hear to learn
and listen.
I’d be interested in discussing whether we’re living our values as a country and the long-term vision for the County.
I would like to understand. Is this inevitable? This looks like a march to becoming a city. Is it inevitable that we have to become a
city and who decides that?
Realistically, large lots in far North Arlington with multi-million dollar houses and less accessible to mass transit will not be
transformed to eight-unit buildings. So will this really solve the problem?
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Understanding the Goals/Issue
Appreciate everything at a policy level but want to learn what the proposal is.
I am new to the area and joined just to find out more about it. Having moved from New York City this all seems familiar so I am
interested in opportunities for people who are working in the area and would like to have access to affordable housing
I grew up in Arlington and want to learn more about this project. Prosperity is not enjoyed in the same way in all parts of
Arlington.
I think the goals are muddled.
I want to better understand what is driving this and what the options are; this seems very extreme.
I want to know how the program will help everyone
I want to know if the plan is focused on good management.
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Goals.Purpose.Background
I want to learn more. I grew up here, and many people want to stay here. I’m here to listen and learn more about the program
If this not about affordability, what really is the goal of the missing middle? I am not really clear.
Interested in learning about final plan and when it will be disseminated. How will it work? Everyone should know more about
what’s going on. Any curbs in place to prevent abuse of this new density?
Listen and learn and better understand what’s driving this. What are the options? Seems extreme.
Most residents don’t even understand this is going on.
Participant doesn’t understand the problem that we’re trying to solve and think that this needs to be better defined.
What is it with MMHS – what is the category? Acting like it’s a static category.
What is the Board actually voting on and when;
What the real goals are. It says goals are to increase housing stock. Increase diversity of housing types. This plan clearly will do
that. In this neighborhood, smaller house torn down, duplex put up. Each sold for $1.2M. That’s a concern. What’s not clearly
stated is if affordability is the goal. The 6- and 8-plexes are more than the median income for Latinos and African Americans and
a majority of the median income for Arlington overall.
What the real mandate is for this?
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What this proposal is trying to achieve? It seems that wholesale upzoning is an extreme measure and there need to be guardrails.

Goals.Purpose. Background

How much does the current footprint of the current house matter? I want to know the mechanics.
I don’t know what the claims are. It’s so nebulous.
Is Missing Middle really missing?
It seems to be a lot of conflicting goals
Trying to learn why missing middle is applied here – think there is a considerable amount of housing right now.
What are the reasons or concerns for opposition to Missing Middle?
What exactly is Missing Middle, how is it defined?
What is the problem that Missing Middle is trying to solve? Seems like the goal is to reduce single-family homes.
What problem does MMH deem to solve? Doubtful that it will address affordability.
Will this initiative solve the problem it’s trying to solve?
Loves Arlington and it is a privilege to live here, but doesn’t understand the proposal and thinks it isn’t well thought out. Is in the
position of a NIMBY, but has never appreciated NIMBYs before, so here to understand better.
Doesn’t think that it will achieve its goal of increasing affordable housing, most residents are aware and still don’t understand,
those who do are opposed, and the Board is still pushing it.
I’m an attorney by profession. I am seeing a conclusion or a proposal but I don’t see the exact issue that this is addressing. I want
to make sure the solution connects with the issue. What issue is being addressed?
I’m delighted to live in a community that cares about the issues. I agree the solution doesn’t solve the problem.
I’m going to piggyback, I’m a pretty knowledgeable person and this was popping up on my radar screen and I was like what the
hell is this.
I really don’t understand what the goal is. What is the goal? Affordable housing? It’s unclear to me, but if it is affordable housing,
I don’t believe you can achieve from what I’ve read what you propose.
I also echo the comment about defining the actual problem.
Want to hear perspectives and go beyond the brief messages on yard signs.
What problem is MMH solving?
Feels that the goals of the MMHS are not clear in terms of housing choice, affordability, and addressing racial gaps.
Is the County anticipating a financial windfall from the federal government if it increases diversity? See the White House website,
22 May 2022 article, about this. If so, please be transparent about this. Thank you.
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Goals.Purpose.Background
If affordability is not the purpose of creating more density, then what is the purpose?
What is the problem we’re solving? What will happen to the diversity of the neighborhoods if Arlington becomes more
homogenous? Is there room for something else other than what we’re faced with in this proposal?
What problem is MM supposed to solve? It’s not affordability – what’s it aimed at? Is it worth the downside impacts that this
will create? Supports a pilot approach, and also using a sector plan approach. Don’t leave it to the developers where they are
looking for more bang for the buck.
Here to learn more about the whole concept and get up to speed on the Missing Middle
What is the definition of Missing Middle? Is it income-based, is it a racial thing, I mean a diversity thing vs. income thing, what is
it?
This isn’t about affordable housing, this about shoving as many people as possible into Arlington. What is the vision, how big will
we go?
My request is for a detailed plan, I’d like to understand the future vision for the County.
Wants to understand the goal for MMH. Is the affordability aspect tied to tax revenue? Adding more population won’t increase
quality of life in Arlington.
I want to hear more about how this gets to where people want to be, how it reflects our values.
Missing Middle, not the middle class, that is incorrect. But the middle is related to housing. Anyway, I live in a duplex, and I love
it.
I am concerned that there has been this shifting story about what is the purpose of missing middle. When the County fist started
talking about it was to get middle income residents in Arlington and allow public servants to stay in Arlington. Well, the county’s
own study show that this is not going to be affordable. This is not something that will help our middle-income residents. And it
will not help our minority residents, notwithstanding the NAACP. The median income of Black/Hispanic residents is well below
what is needed for these homes. One of the threads in the story is that this will provide more homeownership opportunities, but
not when you’re talking about a 4-plex, 6-8 plex, because those will be rental units. We can look to office to residential
conversions. And it will drive up prices. And property taxes wildly drive up prices and drive people out, including seniors.
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Who Benefits?
I would like to know who is going to really benefit from the proposal as it really is? Who is really going to benefit of the outcomes
of what is being proposed by the CB?
As a former finance lawyer, I know from experience that a vast majority of these MM is going to be bought by institutional
investors to rent them out. They will not provide opportunity for intergenerational wealth. They will be expensive. They will
require a very high income. If we are targeting ownership, this is not the solution. If we are targeting affordability, this is not the
solution. Who are we targeting?
Missing middle is not affordable housing. It is market-based and the only people benefitting from this initiative are developers
PLEASE County Board, evaluate the idea of who is being “incentivized” with this proposal. As it is, it incentivizes the
developers.
I’m not scared of change. My niece would love to have the small home in Arlington, but she can’t because developers walk in
cash-in-hand. This proposal will only benefit developers. So getting to who benefits, it’s the developers.
If ownership is the goal, missing middle will be predominantly rental units as this is a great entry for institutional investors.
Those who have small children plan to be here for the next 20-25 years, looking at the long haul. But eventually won’t need 5
bedrooms and would love to stay in the neighborhood.
None of this is helping undocumented people who may come here just to work.
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Goals.Purpose.Background
A building for eight families is not going to solve the housing problem.
My concern is that I’m not really sure who the target audience for this initiative is. I think it’s a misnomer calling it missing
middle. I think it’s an income range, but will go into detail later.
People keep talking about the same footprint and buildings built on the same footprint. But if you are talking about an 8-plex, on
my lot we can build a couple of 8-plexes. But on a regular sized lot, with an 8-plex you have already lost parking. When you have
that many units on a lot with little parking, that’s a 1-bedroom, and that is not intended for families.
What is the purpose of doing this? And who all benefits?

Underlying Assumptions

Address assumptions, such as accommodating projected growth, changes in the economy due to the pandemic, etc.
Many of the assumptions underlying projections of impact seem questionable—please clarify.
Participant believes there are too many assumptions and misinformation and would like a better process.
Looking at their literature and you’ll see 71% housing types are multi family, but it comes to 1/3 housing is already MMHS. So
it’s not missing. Would reduce SFH housing to be 1/3. Not in favor of exclusion, but the idea that something is missing from
Arlington is a misnomer.
Where is the evidence that will support that this will work and address the claims that are being made? There are no examples of
communities where it has worked. It has not been tested.
I agree with a lot of the concerns I’ve heard so far. I am concerned that there is about questions and issues that have not been
scrutinized or examined. What kind of outside independent peer review has been done with the consultant study. Has there been a
renewed look of the data and assumptions of commute, etc., with the pandemic? No examination of the value of living in single
family neighborhoods, which is for tranquility, children, pets, and the psychological value of living with green spaces. What is the
psychological impact of density?
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Impacts/Unintended Consequences

Feel by instituting it county-wide right away, it will be out of control. Concern is this is a process that will lead to gentrification
and won’t help with diversity. Will lead to a lot more investor-owned rather than owner-occupied housing all over the County.
Changing the nature of the SFH neighborhoods, and the stability that comes from being owner-occupied. There should be limits to
how many can occur.
I know the current housing situation, I work for the federal government, I’ve grown up in the area and I’m afraid in the next year
or two I’m going to have to move out of the area because I’ll be priced out, but I guess my question is what if we do the missing
middle housing for example, and restricted zoning was allowed. What is the expected long-term effect of that or like what are the
anticipated changes that would come with expanding zoning?
I really hope the County’s goals are providing more housing for people in Arlington but I would like to know how much the
County has studied unintended consequences of MMH for example what happens if developers are allowed to build fourplexes
for example, are they just going to be rentals and you know that doesn’t really provide a different kind of housing for Arlington
because there’s plenty of rentals like high-rises, garden apartments in Arlington then it just seems like we are creating more
garden apartments instead of ownership, I just need to know a little bit more about it?
I think it’s probably on everybody’s mind, but I didn’t hear it said and that is what kind of modeling has the county done on this
type of housing? Is it ideally to attract families or singles? What kind of projections are there about school size and someone else
brought up fields, playing fields I’m all the other kinds of things to go along with increases in school size, and a lot more buses
and traffic everywhere with people trying to get to schools, what kind of projections are there for that?
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Goals.Purpose.Background
I’m in a small house, but it is something I feel time and again in Arlington that it feels tight and packed in. I’m starting to feel
packed in like sardines and in terms of my children and being able to get them to an activity center in order to enjoy I have to drive
them out of here, practically on because there’s not enough or enough filter and that’s like that we have some but we don’t have
enough to support the number of children in the area that need some space for their games, soccer, baseball, what have you.
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My question is basically about how does the county plan on placing a fourplex building on a lot. That was established many years
ago, intended for just one family and I am very concerned about overcrowding in our area and I’m next to Crystal city we’re
having a huge increase in apartment buildings. I echo the concerns about traffic, but also infrastructure and I think that at some
point too many people in a confined space will not be a good idea, so we do have apartment rentals available in the area.
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Participant wanted to know the infrastructure that is planned for Missing Middle Housing types and how it accommodates
growing needs (i.e., planning ahead).
What will the impact of MMH be?
I read the plan, I’m a big fan of it in theory. I would like to see projections out 10-20 years. How will this impact housing prices?
Will there end up being more expensive houses because Arlington is a place people want to live. I want to hear from experts that
can project out for future impact.
I would like to see someone articulate what Arlington will look like or would look like in 5 years, 10 years, if MM is adopted, if
zoning is changed, PLB is adopted, and other housing programs in Arlington. I think the County needs to present the County
residents—here’s what Arlington will look in 5 years, in 10 years.
Before we start on tree canopy, I want to make sure you include: how Arlington will look in 5 years?
I feel you, the Board, are telling Arlington residents/taxpayers they must simply swallow this tough medicine and accept these
dramatic zoning changes. I have read all of the documents, watched the July meeting, and participated in conversations two
Board members held in my neighborhood. None of these things have left me feeling this decision is being made with the kind of
well-researched and thorough consideration it warrants.
Telling us that potential MMH duplex prices of $1M are better than a SFH of $1.5M (or more) in response to a question about
whether the zoning changes will result in truly attainable housing does not inspire confidence. Telling us we don’t need to study
the impact on transit or roads because, who knows, maybe in 20 years we’ll be all moving around in self-driving cars is not wellreasoned, and candidly, ludicrous. And when studies the County commissioned show that almost all of the proposed MMH
options (other than 1-2 bedroom units, of which we have plenty in high rise buildings) will still be more than MM can afford, I
fail to see how this radical change is reasonable, considered, or anything other than arbitrary and capricious. To me, this does not
reflect responsible governance. I expect far better from my elected leaders.
I have so many additional thoughts. But one thing that Katie Cristol said at the end was that zoning reform doesn't [achieve our
goals on affordability] alone, "but it is a necessary step." That is exactly WHY it shouldn't be done without careful controls that
will prevent the unintended consequences. One thing proponents say is that the initiative is relatively "tiny" and predictable. But
once the change is made, the Board loses control over how many developers start building multifamily units, or how many PE
companies start developing and renting units. The County has got to be cautious and judicious in acting, because doing something
is not necessarily better than doing nothing if the something will worsen the quality of life in Arlington for everyone.
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HousingStock.Supply.Demand

Housing Stock: Supply and Demand
What is the difference in actual housing types, rate of supply and demand and housing conditions – what would prices be?
If we do MMHS, which increases supply and density and helps supply meet demand, how is that taken into consideration?
What happens if we build a duplex in this current condition?
What happens if the amount of housing in Arlington increases to a different level?
I support missing middle because it will support families like mine to live here in the County. Are there ways to make this effort
more of a win-win for everyone? We have the same amount of land; we’re going to have more folks living there. Is there a way to
make it that if we can’t do this, we can do this? Can we take the surplus that comes from something like this and do something
with it for the good of everyone?
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
I don’t believe that this is just about type. It cannot be just about type.
Why do we assume that 2/3/4/8 unit dwellings are better than a mix of high-density neighborhoods and low-density ones?
Vehemently against MM. However, I failed to mention that I think a mini-cottage (1 bedroom, kitchen, bath, etc.) concept on ones
property could work. I have seen these and they fit in and don’t change the nature of the neighborhood. So I would support that!
We need more housing because there is not enough. We must talk about the areas where there are no opportunities. There must be
more options in the exclusive parts of Arlington too.
I think that we need to see a better example of how working people start renting and eventually realistically get to the point that
they can buy something- facilitated by more middle housing.
I studied this for 2-3 years, and I don’t agree that it won’t help. If we build more housing, that will help. Because now there are
more people and not enough housing so prices increase more. Supply and demand, if there are more opportunities for people to
buy, it won’t cost as much. Middle housing could be cheaper. If we build houses of the same size, but so that four families can
live there, there is hope that our children and grandchildren can afford to buy something.
If population in Arlington is going down, why is more housing needed? Also worried about the lack of data to support figures
from the County.
Data reflects overall region numbers, not neighborhood specific. Other participant suggests having a tool that would reflect where
Missing Middle Housing types could potentially be placed within neighborhoods.
Participant feels that the numbers provided in the infographic is “mixing apples and oranges.”
Still waiting for answer from people in SFH who are upset, why is a duplex a threat?
So far supply has not driven down price
Understand market analysis and how it will affect housing stock across Arlington
Currently 25% of Arlington’s population lives on 75% of the land. If you flip that, it’s 75% of us living in 25% of the land. So
what is the alternative? 75% of us are already squeezed. Currently 110,000 units in Arlington; 1,000 units per year would not add
much to the current housing stock (represents about 1%). Need sustainable approach to ease housing squeeze.
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High degree of commercial property vacancy – represents bad choices made in the past. Would be great to convert to residential.

HousingStock.Supply.Demand

Desire to share, from a realtor’s perspective, the overall need for an increased supply of housing everywhere in the country.
There are national problems of housing prices and housing supply, poverty, and lack of a pathway to homeownership. From a
national perspective, the housing stock has not kept up with the increase in the population. If there are no housing options people
cannot go up the ladder. So, what can we do to solve this problem? If every county refuses to build more housing, it won’t get
built.

HousingStock.Supply.Demand
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HousingStock.Supply.Demand
But there are over 500 apartments and over 600 condos available at $150K. There seems to be a fair amount of unoccupied (forsale) housing in Arlington now.
I read on Arlington’s website that the theory, basically, is that by adding more housing units, the prices will go down. But I’ve also
seen how many housing units have been added in the past decade, but prices are still going up? So how can we accept that
building more housing will make prices go down?
There is no panacea for housing affordability, but I think you can see that the supply that’s been provided has not been able to
meet demand.
Developers/investors will not meet demand for housing that is affordable nor for the demand for 3-4-bedroom units.
We need more housing. We need more kinds of housing.
About 30 years ago, people in Arlington looked at the affordable housing situation and decided that going forward, market forces
alone could no longer be relied on to supply truly affordable housing. In the future, a more structured, committed, purposeful
approach was required and APAH is the result.
This is not an Arlington issue, it’s a regional issue. It’s a regional housing market that extends from Southern PA to Richmond.
Across the region as a whole, we haven’t added nearly enough housing units. Other jurisdictions have built hundreds of thousands
over the past decade, while Arlington has only added thousands if not tens of thousands. Missing Middle won’t work here.
The MMH proposal is good for affordability, since there is a need for new market-rate housing stock.
I think the big problem we are trying to solve is the number of housing units available in the DMV region. A limited supply
increases demand. Demand and the presence of Metro have driven up prices in Arlington.
If the purpose is to increase the number of housing units, why not – instead of making zoning changes Countywide – set a
perimeter around the Metro, intensify density there, and see if that can accommodate people coming into Arlington?
The County is to be commended for its development around Metro, but national housing supply issues mean that Arlington can’t
be a gated community.
The problem of resolving housing shortages is a Sisyphean task at which you/the County will fail.
Building a few extra houses won’t house all the people who want to immigrate to the United States.
How many new units is MMH projected to create?
Christian Dorsey: Those projections are on the MMH website.
The projections on the web are ludicrously low.
Why does the economic argument stop at the borders of Arlington County? The whole region provides the supply of housing for
supply and demand. It’s been that way for decades.
There is a need for options. Arlington County does not have to be so densely single-family.
I’m retired and old. I want to live in a walkable place with options and services for older people. I want a row house and am
interested in building on a grid, which I think is not part of our zoning currently.
We need more housing options than what we have now.
Diverse housing options build neighborhoods.
I suggest an urban retirement motel community for older Arlingtonians.
Need for housing options – in a housing and land use crisis
20% of the people in Arlington own 70% of the property zoned residential, or 20-23% of Arlington residents live on 70-75% of
the County’s land.
Participant wants to know if there’s consensus about needing more housing.
Participant says there is a misunderstanding about MMH. It’s not middle-class housing because it’s tied to market rates.
Participant mentioned relationship between tax revenues and building more housing.
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HousingStock.Supply.Demand
Amazon HQ2, Boeing and other companies are coming to Arlington. They will bring many high-paid employees. They will
shoulder out current renters and encourage homeowners to sell. We need more housing for them.
Is having more housing choices less expensive? I don’t think so because the land in Arlington is expensive.
Our taxes can be optimized to improve public transportation for additional housing.
Adequacy of studies on MMHS – very curious in supply vs demand when factoring in all of the apartment houses in the pipeline
already
Arlington is one of the densely populated counties in VA. Participant asks what is the actual demand for 3- or 4-bedroom
housing?
That the County is having so many conversations can only improve the plan. Starting out of his housing journey; unless there’s
changes, even 2 upper-middle class incomes cannot afford to buy a house. There’s not enough housing to meet the demand. Not
into the blanket areas, but likes the idea of targeted areas.
People are stuck in the vision of Arlington when it was affordable and are now seeing the million-dollar homes coming up.
Suggests that the vision would be for fewer SFH and more diverse housing through MM.
People who live here and want to own after living in an apartment are finding that there aren’t enough homes for them to fulfill
that dream. Multiplexes that are built as investment opportunities may not help with increasing housing stock.
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Could County Board please address how many of the new high rise apartment buildings are including units set aside for missing
middle and how many skip that and pay into the county fund? And, how is that fund used and how many units are constructed?

Housing Stock. Supply.Demand

Housing options for older adults needs to be part of the plan.

HousingStock.Supply.Demand
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Implementation.Scope

Scope of Implementation
Clearly there are some parts of the County that are more attractive to people who want to use Metro and have walkability. What’s
the justification for a blanket approach as opposed to individual policies? It’s an abdication of having government being broader
than it needs to be.
Why are we making this County-wide approach? The County Board that we elected should look for alternatives. Sympathetic to
public servants and retail/service workers.
I don’t understand having an issue against the all-County approach. If not County-wide, then what? Targeting areas by income?
Geographically?
How will Missing Middle Housing be applied to different neighborhoods? When Metro was being built, Arlington did a great job
changing zoning in Wilson Blvd. to make it tailored to that corridor, so the same can be done to the South Arlington and the Lee
Hwy corridors. This is not a North vs. South Arlington issue.
Timeline on zoning for/building Missing Middle Housing once decision is made
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
Interested in understanding what the options are; has heard a lot of different things; wants to know what the plan is.
Has lived in Arl. For 12 years, rented, then lived in a townhouse, now lives in SFH; any consideration of piloting areas further
away from metro but a block or two from major thoroughfares? Is there the ability to do different zoning for different lots?
Concerned about staff looking into their concerns. Likes idea of concentrating multi-unit dwellings along metro corridor, makes
the most sense in terms of location
Curious as to why Arlington is moving away from master plan of density along Metro lines and moving into neighborhoods.
Started renting and lived in TH. Now lives in SFH. Any consideration for pilot plan that focuses further away from metro but
closer to thoroughfares? Different zoning based on lots?

Scope of Implementation
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Option to have a pilot rather than a full-fledged zoning change. Do it one year at a time – some rent, some ownership, geographic
distribution to monitor how it progresses. There is a lot of fear but there isn’t the ability to project what will actually happen.

Scope of Implementation

Doesn’t like the thought that staff will look into the thoughts that Arlingtonians are concerned about ; likes the idea of
concentrating some of the multi-dwelling units along the metro corridors – makes sense for location.

Scope of Implementation

Clarify options for implementation. Option that would be pilot rather than a wholesale zoning change. Implement one year at a
time. Different types of housing, some rent, some ownership, geographic distribution to monitor and study over time. Lots of fear,
but can’t project what will happen. Another way to achieve objective and not make wholesale change until you have track record.

Scope of Implementation

It’s possible that other parts of the County than those that are currently high-density could be made denser with good outcomes.

Scope of Implementation

Should Missing Middle be limited to certain areas? It is hard to set such limits because of the history of racial discrimination.
Realtors understand that it is part of our past. The more need for permitting and limitations, the more expensive the home
becomes. It is important to have Missing Middle housing by right and Countywide.
The one-size-fits-all, whole-County approach to zoning won’t work. Missing Middle will work in some neighborhoods but not
others. In some areas, this will be an absolute disaster. Cramming Missing Middle housing down people’s throats as a single
solution is a big mistake.
We have duplexes and single-family houses in Arlington Mills. So, is this MMH going to affect us?
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Implementation.Scope
I am sure there is reasoning behind the number of 20 units, to me is sounds suspiciously low. I would ask my colleague to triple
check those numbers, I would have a data base, if it changed from 20-200 would the infrastructure be able to handle it and if it
increased like that would the neighbors be notified? A more global approach would be better, not just upzoning. People in East
Fall Church might not take it well when we go to them and say this is what we are doing, have different approaches based on
neighborhood. Encourage the County to develop that type of outreach.
She finds it difficult to say “okay your neighborhood is going to try this, and yours is not.” Your neighborhood will do it but
someone else won’t, that’s going to create the issue of exclusive neighborhoods, mixed use is better, and her fear is that soon most
neighborhoods will just be McMansions. Loves walking [over a mile] to Westover, and seeing many different types of buildings garden apartments, duplexes, McMansions/single family homes, a library, and more.
What happens if the units are clustered?
How will Missing Middle Housing be applied to different neighborhoods? When Metro was being built, Arlington did a great job
changing zoning in Wilson Blvd. to make it tailored to that corridor, so the same can be done to the South Arlington and the Lee
Hwy corridors. This is not a North vs. South Arlington issue.
Why are we making this County-wide approach? The County Board that we elected should look for alternatives. Sympathetic to
public servants and retail/service workers.
Does the County have a metric for success in re: MMH? What will the County do if that metric is not met? Can MMH be turned
back if enacted?
Idea of corporations, not families, buying homes.
MMH might be appropriate in strategic places, e.g., one block off of traffic arteries.
Once MMH passes, there will be a loss of control.
MMH needs to be by-right so that we are not fighting site by site.
MMH should be built in limited places, not Countywide.
If the purpose is to increase the number of housing units, why not – instead of making zoning changes Countywide – set a
perimeter around the Metro, intensify density there, and see if that can accommodate people coming into Arlington?
Arlington is like several cities put together. In some of these cities, MMH is appropriate. In others, it’s not.

Scope of Implementation
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Maybe single-family homes on the edges of neighborhoods could be taken for MMH, but do not mix housing types everywhere.

Scope of Implementation

Once enacted, the County loses control of what the results end up being.
If the results are negative, this cannot be undone.
If this truly is about density, it makes more sense to keep the density near public transportation.
Participant is afraid of teardowns.
Participant wants a long-term approach to planning.
Participant wants housing to be accessible to community resources and walkable neighborhoods.
Participant said this change cannot be undone
For both Missing Middle and Plan Langston Blvd. is there going to be a cap? What are the estimates in precise numbers? How
many people, and cars, will this bring?
This idea of Diversity… the developers will want to buy less expensive homes. There are already 15 communities being excluded
because they already have some form of MMH. That is what Matt said (CD clarified – permitted already), So those communities
won’t be impacted if that is the case: there is a good reason to do it neighborhood by neighborhood.
How about a tiered approach based on location and proximity to transportation...otherwise north Arlington is going to get all the 6plexes
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Implementation.Scope
How many people can live within a 23 (26) square mile piece of geography? There’s a small amount of area, how many people are
going to be let in just because agencies and businesses want to move in? I want quality, not quantity. I don’t want my
neighborhood turned into a concrete city, I want trees.

Scope of Implementation

This seems to be too massive in the way it’s being approached. I appreciate that nothing has been decided yet, but everyone, in my
neighborhood at least, is afraid. Some things you can’t control, you can’t specify how many units go to which people for which
price. For a lot of people, their houses are their retirement nest egg and they’re fine selling to a developer, but I want to die in
Arlington, and I want the trees and my neighborhood until I die. I don’t see a way to rectify things and bring people together.

Scope of Implementation

Does the County expect a lot of building to take place or is this a minor program?
About units per lot, I think everyone does feel a concern about that and the process is moving closer to where there will be some
predictability about that.
I’m a lifelong Arlingtonian, I have seen lots of changes and I’m really excited about MM. This takes some pressure of housing
market, it’s good policy. And I would like to hear more why we would put a cap on development. They say 20 units, but it seems
short- sighted.
My primary question is what does the County see as the percentage or quota of MMH that they want?
I like the suggestion of having pilot MM in stages in various parts of the county - both North Arlington and South Arlington
including the metro corridors.
First, I appreciate the opportunity to join and to hear perspectives. Second, I appreciate the clarification that the goal is providing
housing variety. If there was anything I would recommend it would be that these concepts be "tested" in areas of the county that
have the infrastructure to support them, such as the stepped down development we see moving out from our high-density
corridors, to see if they are achieving the goals that are expected.
The idea of doing smart growth planning by neighborhoods/areas (as was done with the metro and other corridors) makes a lot
more sense than just up zoning the whole county and leaving the decisions as to where to put MMH in developers' hands.
Much as it does with affordable housing and as it is planning to do with purchasing of properties that are flood prone in order to
better manage storm waters, the County should partner with willing developers to build MMH in carefully planned areas.
The range of the proposal is too wide - duplexes and eight plexus are not the same thing at all. They are not in the same universe.
My neighbors and I would be happy to have a duplex next to us. It's not going to do anything about affordability, but if two
families can live there instead of one, that's great! But we do not want a four or six unit apartment building next door. Those are
two VERY different things.
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Scope of Implementation

Scope of Implementation
Scope of Implementation

Scope of Implementation

Staged/Targeted Implementation-Pilot
Can there be potential options for having a staged implementation – i.e. cap on annual amount that would be testing different
types of housing, ownership, rental.
Interested in understanding what the options are; has heard a lot of different things; wants to know what the plan is.
Has lived in Arl. For 12 years, rented, then lived in a townhouse, now lives in SFH; any consideration of piloting areas further
away from metro but a block or two from major thoroughfares? Is there the ability to do different zoning for different lots?
Concerned about staff looking into their concerns. Likes idea of concentrating multi-unit dwellings along metro corridor, makes
the most sense in terms of location
Curious as to why Arlington is moving away from master plan of density along Metro lines and moving into neighborhoods.
Started renting and lived in TH. Now lives in SFH. Any consideration for pilot plan that focuses further away from metro but
closer to thoroughfares? Different zoning based on lots?
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Implementation.Scope
Option to have a pilot rather than a full-fledged zoning change. Do it one year at a time – some rent, some ownership, geographic
distribution to monitor how it progresses. There is a lot of fear but there isn’t the ability to project what will actually happen.

Scope of Implementation

Doesn’t like the thought that staff will look into the thoughts that Arlingtonians are concerned about ; likes the idea of
concentrating some of the multi-dwelling units along the metro corridors – makes sense for location.

Scope of Implementation

Clarify options for implementation. Option that would be pilot rather than a wholesale zoning change. Implement one year at a
time. Different types of housing, some rent, some ownership, geographic distribution to monitor and study over time. Lots of fear,
but can’t project what will happen. Another way to achieve objective and not make wholesale change until you have track record.

Scope of Implementation

Why not test out Missing Middle first, since it’s so extreme? Tree coverage is disappearing, in complete opposition to work
people have been doing for decades.
Interested in learning more about specific scenarios or pilot testing – hard to get an idea what this might all add up to in a concrete
way
Some neighborhoods are way more attractive to developers than others, county could pilot some of these developments in
neighborhoods that are not as developed. Increasing housing is very difficult and most be done where there is transportation and
not disorganized.
I hope it would it be something a little more of a gradual change like allowing duplexes or fourplexes, small apartment buildings.
We also need to make sure that developments are not maxed out (and decrease tree canopy) so we may want to reduce the
allowable development footprint prior to allowing missing middle development.
Regarding the notion of this as "pilot" to "test it out" -- if the zoning changes are made, could they be reversed it they don't work
well?

Scope of Implementation
Scope of Implementation
Scope of Implementation
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Scope of implementation
Scope of Implementation

Evaluation and Assessment Tools
What tools the County will use to measure what the residents will want to see happen and what the County will do with that
information.
What are the policy instruments that the County Board can utilize to promote this upzoning to find solutions to housing in
Arlington.
What about staff projections – why has this proposal been chosen to achieve our goals?
Explore whether use permits would engage neighbors so they can participate in process. What kind of tracking system, reporting
and review is County contemplating to provide comfort that it will be critically reviewed.
ADU is different than changing zoning across the county. There’s no money to be made that way; If things are not going well,
concerned that residents won’t be able to get involved in making a change, just like they can’t provide a guide as to what is
happening in Arlington.
Understands that we’ll try and if it doesn’t work we’ll fix it – yet once it’s built it can’t be changed. Would like to see more
thought involving residents’ concerns.
We need to be very informed before doing this and we need to know what the potential effects might be. We need to try a pilot
first.
In terms of vision, before you start changing public policy in such a big way, you have to have a specific goal, whether it’s 80 or
90% of MM, with some reviews scheduled in sight, there should be a stop-gap measure to pull it back in. If this won’t improve
affordability, then why are we doing this? The tradeoffs and harms to neighborhoods would be too great.
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Infrastructure.Impact

Infrastructure Impact (schools, EMS, public safety, other)
What is the infrastructure impact from all of these? Documents say, “don’t expect a lot of kids”.
How Arl. will address impact of adding more people to infrastructure?
Dependent on double digits response times for fire – depend on Mclean mutual aid. Already have issues with infrastructures.
Schools overcrowded with kids in trailers, EMS issues.
Uncertainty about proper planning for density, such as considering infrastructure, overcrowding of schools, tree canopy loss.
Infrastructure planning and commitment first before decisions on housing.
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
Single-family homes take more infrastructure to support because they’re more spread out. Would like to know how much money
densification would save the money?
Wanted to learn about the infrastructure to support this growth
It’s hard to get access to fields and this will only exacerbate the problem.
As a parent with kids, soccer teams, if you want to bring more families in, if you want to play soccer, there are no more fields. We
have a hard time getting those fields. Do we do a rotation basis, can only play soccer in the spring?
Discussion on schools is a red-herring. There’s a natural ebb and flow to neighborhoods, so saying there’s not enough capacity
for schools is a red herring.
Concerned that we have not paid attention to other cities that have increased density and have turned their cities into heat domes;
tree canopy is important, not just little trees but fully grown canopy.
MMH is problematic - extra cars in neighborhood, impact on schools.
Concern over cars, tree canopy and overcrowding of schools. MMH not a good idea.
Everyone talks about density, we have to talk about the financial service delivery cost of density. It’s not just about the positives
of providing opportunity. It’s more and not being addressed. Maybe a boring analysis but you have to do it. You say I’m going to
provide opportunity for 10,000 people, how can we accommodate the schools, storm management, police. It’s dynamic urban
change.
I do have concerns; this study leapt immediately to density and zoning. And I have studied history and worked over the last
couple of months to get up to speed. It seems to me that there’s a theory called “urbanism,” and I remember when people’s lives
were destroyed by unintended consequences of “urban renewal,” so we shouldn’t be doing anything based on theories.
You are just talking about housing with this plan, where is the rest of the infrastructure, the tree canopy, schools, sewer systems
etc. AC builds schools and kids are going into trailers. You can’t just look at housing. Child care program built on Langston, but
no other infrastructure changes have been made. More cars. Having infrastructure to support impacts.
Where are the infrastructure impacts/solutions to mitigate Missing Middle?
Highly concentrated development in Arlington will change our neighborhoods too radically.
The unintended consequences of the proposal have not been properly vetted. I’m a housing economist and we really don’t know
what’s going to happen here. You’re changing the economic incentives and it will open the flood gates without proper controls. I
didn’t buy a property in Idaho, I bought a house in Arlington on my street. When you buy a property and make an investment,
you’re not just buying the land, you’re buying into the neighborhood too.
If I agree to missing middle, is Ashton Heights on the chopping block, with regard to bubbling up option. Makes me reluctant to
sign up for MM if it’s going to pit one neighborhood against another. If I say yes, does it mean Ashton Heights is bubble zone? I
would want to know that before.
Crime: Our neighborhoods will have “more” criminal activity with lower income people who will want what their neighbors
have.
MMH is a terrible idea. The County’s infrastructure can’t support it.
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Infrastructure.Impact
The concern that the County showed about infrastructure and sewers in re: the building of the first Accessory Dwelling Unit is
not seen in the MMH effort.
Concerns about infrastructure
I am concerned about the impact of MMH on schools and find the projected increases in student population laughably low.
MMH will lead to more economic segregation in schools. Developers can do math and will continue to build exclusive singlefamily houses.
This is just a density program. Someone has to explain what considerations have been given to how our infrastructure will adjust
to an increased population.
Concerned about impact on schools. Have seen projections of how many students are expected o increase and they’re low (under
estimated). Concerned about crowding in schools. Doesn’t seem to be any concern about practical consequences of MMHS.
What’s the right size for Arlington? If we open this up to 100,000 people to move to Arlington, demand on infrastructure and
services are going to be too great.
MMH simply increases our population and taxes. The schools are overloaded already. I don’t want to go live in DC. I want my
daughter to stay here in her High school HS but it’s not working already
This is MMH without the big bucks is not going to work. There will be more people, more cars, and garbage. There is an
infrastructure problem.
Utilities – number of people in a unit, number of bathrooms, etc. affect what’s required for construction. Impact on the County –
capitally, how will it be handled. Stormwater runoff and macro utility issues – lots of streets that don’t have sidewalks or only
have sidewalk on one side.
More density needs more infrastructure.
What will happen to tree canopy, and stormwater management, and what will the increase in impervious surfaces be?
Has any consideration been given to infrastructure? More impact on water/sewage electrical systems
Also concerns about how this will impact school system, parking, and infrastructure.
It’s negatives on all these topics, and negatives on schools, infrastructure, parking. We don’t have mass transit infrastructure,
parking, school infrastructure for all those people. I don’t see how this accomplishes anything.
And also, infrastructure—most of our infrastructure (sewer/water infrastructure) cannot support us currently. What are the
underlying facts that tell us this will get us the outcomes we want without negative assumptions? I was told our water and sewer
system cannot keep up.
Biggest concern is density and what the County intends to do in terms of density, traffic, schools, tree canopy, etc. How will they
ensure that these units don’t turn into rentals?
Some streets/lots won't be able to accommodate multi-unit buildings, and the zoning and permitting processes need to require
that certain infrastructure or streetscape (sidewalks, street widening, sewer, parking restrictions, etc.) is in place before allowing
multiunit building.
It is not supported by the population of Arlington, it will result in more overcrowding of our parks, schools and infrastructure and
won't solve any of the problems it is intended to solve.

Schools

Unclear what is possible on lots once sold for development- education needed.
Concern about density of students in schools – 9-15 students per year to the school system; just because staff is looking at it
doesn’t mean that something is going to be done;
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Infrastructure.Impact
Are there a lot more kids coming into neighborhoods? What will be the impact on schools? They are already at capacity. I like a
lot of things about MMHS, but at the same time, leaves a lot of things out. Homeowners and renters are on opposite sides, don’t
know how to all move forward.
Believe the County said 13 children would be added to APS per year if MMHS was approved – will there be limits on the
amount of MMHS housing that can be approved or built per year to ensure that is the case? What will ensure that is the impact on
schools , infrastructure, etc. will be controlled?
School overcrowding was not addressed
We want our children to grow up here because there is a good education system
That is my worry about maintaining the community, everyone wants to come to Arlington because of the great school system, she
wants to see a situation where families can afford to live in Arlington.
Interest and excitement about more density near schools. Belief that schools have capacity to accommodate more students.
Concern about school overcrowding. Our schools are very crowded now.
Concerns about schools (which are crowded). I have children and Arlington’s schools are overcrowded.
Also, there are no plans for elementary schools and for capacity in the classroom. How are we going to avoid overcrowding in
schools?
Hope for continued engagement with the County if Missing Middle passes – engagement on the subjects of transportation,
funding for sidewalks, and schools.
And what this does to the Arlington School System. I had a kid at a school and could not find a place for him.
Schools-there is no land for schools; no land for new fire dept.; not sufficient infrastructure
Schools are overcrowded in normal times—the County fails to accurately predict the overcrowding year after year.
Schools: Already overcrowded! There’s no more room for kids/families in Arlington. Additional kids will penalize our current
kids with increased classroom size.
MMH will mean more kids in schools.
Impact of MM on schools and school crowding – APS already overcrowded – changing density without expanding facilities
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General: Neighborhood Change.Preservation.QualityofLife
Facts about Douglas Park – dream for MMHS. We have cottage homes, townhomes, tear downs rebuilds, diverse neighborhood.
Article in Patch said it was least desirable neighborhood in Arlington. Have lots of SFH rentals. If County moves forward with
MMHS – developers will build duplex in SA, continue to tear down and rebuild SFH in NA and lead to even more economic
segregation in our schools. All for affordable housing. In Douglas Park, rebuilds will be bigger properties – does County need to
put moratorium on homes bigger than 10% of original footprint? Rezone commercial areas with telecommuting. Leases that will
be up and businesses no longer need the space – use to keep businesses in business? Reuse existing land for opportunities while
not making existing neighborhoods continue to pay a price to support these policies. Have anyone been to marching band
competition? Yorktown is primarily Caucasian with banners on wheels. W-L more diverse. Wakefield smaller and diverse.
Daughter got great education at Wakefield. People look down noses at my neighborhood.
Easy to convert a house from a house to a McMansion – Missing Middle should address this. Talking about building multi plexes,
but if it’s that easy to rip down trees and make a little house bigger, should be part of the study.
Granting “by-right” to developers dramatically increases insecurity among residents and instability across the county.
Government’s responsibility is to increase predictability, security, and a sense of stability among citizens.
I have difficulty understanding the idea of a neighborhood being destroyed by MMH. I grew up in a neighborhood in Florida that
had diverse housing options.
My family is an example. In 1992, we wanted to live in Arlington. We looked in Vienna but decided to bite the bullet and buy in
Arlington based on our expectations of a single-family property/neighborhood in the future.
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
There will be multi-unit buildings (including 8 unit buildings) built in single [sic – probably single-family is what is meant]
neighborhoods.
We bought our property with the idea that we’d have a third of an acre.
Arlington is nicer than it was 30+ years ago. His lot in 6k square feet, and he doesn’t have to live in Fairfax.
Do things that don’t displace the African American and Latino communities.
How can Missing Middle consider the context for current single-family owners?
I have lived in 4 houses in Arlington. I scaled up incrementally. I did it because I want to live in an area with Single family homes.
I like the peace. I like the quiet. There is nothing wrong with that.
I see a disproportionate number of changes in South Arlington, which doesn’t make sense because it already has more people and
smaller lots. Developers are trying to make money off of South Arlington because that’s where development can occur, and it
disproportionately affects South Arlingtonians who can’t afford the new houses being built
Many people want to come to Arlington, but what will happen to the families who have lived here for a long time?
My concern is to maintain/sustain our community. We are losing families to other counties, and we want to keep the community
together. How will the program help keep people in the County?
Not opposed to change but am opposed to this sort of haphazard plan that’s been proposed. There isn’t enough guidance or
enough guardrails. This plan is too careless.
Personally, thinking missing middle is a fantastic step toward improving our land use in general. Allowing people to adapt their
land use to the needs of the community rather than saying our land has to be used for one particular use. Can see a much more
vibrant community come out of it. More tightknit community that can address the needs of itself better
Resident expressed concern that because of Missing Middle she will be forced to leave the County because it will cause rents to
increase. She feels that Missing Middle will displace the Hispanic Community.
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Suppressed interest rate the past 20 years – so talking about Arlington 30 years ago isn’t relevant. National economics dictate
housing costs, so ‘hubris’ of local governments to think they can solve housing cost crisis. MMH may further disorient it.
I don’t see how it addresses any of the goals that is says to address. Putting multifamily, whether it’s duplex fourplex, eightplex,
changes the entire neighborhood forever. It changes the purpose. The reason people moved to Arlington was because you buy into
a single family neighborhood. If you want urban density move to an urban area.

Neighborhood Change.Preservation.QualityofLife
Neighborhood Change.Preservation.QualityofLife

Used to have leafy trees, big setbacks. Federal employees and blue collars – had one wealthier neighborhood, and that was it.
People used to just build an addition if they wanted bigger house. It was not wealthy. School teachers can’t live here anymore.

Neighborhood Change.Preservation.QualityofLife

We appreciate having the conversations, we built up to owning a home and want to have an opportunity for other people to do the
same, to be able to build up to renting, and then owning in Arlington. McMansions make Arlington an exclusive neighborhood.

Neighborhood Change.Preservation.QualityofLife

When you say duplex, that sounds fine to me. But I am hearing 8-plex and 6-plex. My niece lives in Portland. They did this.
Developer bought the lot, had by-right ability to put up whatever he wanted. He put up a 6-plex. Six adults are living there with 12
cars on a narrow street. He wanted to do it as cheaply as possible. It’s built like a beach house. Made of wood. It is a blight and an
eyesore on the street. It has diminished the property values. This is very scary to us when we hear an 8-plex, a -plex, even a
fourplex. We don’t want a little mini apartment building next to us.
Why diverge from the path of developing housing stock along existing corridors? (Participant mentioned Maywood as a
protected/preserved neighborhood)
Why not maintain the current planning strategies of creating more transit and placing increased density around that transit?
Zoning isn’t exclusionary – its’ what defines the character of your County and what they want it to be. People moved to Arlington
because they love the quiet streets.
If we put the units in the neighborhoods, they are not going to be more affordable. The density will be diffused and it’s going to
destroy the neighborhoods
My opinion about MMH doesn’t align with the opinion of people in established neighborhoods.
Currently: Housing is a regional issue. Arlington is already urban. Development to increase housing should be limited to
transportation corridors.
It is ok to change the plan to meet your goals
Thank you for meeting with the community
Diverse housing options build neighborhoods.
I really feel like the social contract is being broken and we have to protect single-detached housing.
So the social contract is being broken, because I didn’t agree to buying a property in a denser neighborhood.
Regarding proposals, trying to spread density throughout the county breaks the social contract. I don’t like that approach.
I am deeply concerned that if I agree to MM that I am also agreeing to the next set of negotiations, e.g., that my neighborhood will
be chosen for a bubble out and not a neighborhood further north in Arlington. That is not democratic.
We have 4 houses around us owned by elderly—big lots. We may well be completely surrounded by duplexes and 4-6 – that truly
breaks the social contract.
Some people have a sense that there are neighborhoods that should be preserved as suburban. Believe Arlington is becoming
urban. When Arlington was created, neighborhoods allowed MMHS, but then created rules that only allowed certain types of
units in places. Can have small duplexes and multi plexes filter into neighborhoods slowly over decades – that’s what I support.
Will be a change over decades.
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In Arlington Forest there are a number of large lots but they are 850 houses built on the same footprint as in the 40s. Someone did
an overlay of the lots to show how many building units can be built on the lot. It would be an apartment building which would
require a change in the neighborhood characteristics, including more parking. Most lots in Arlington Forest can hold very large
buildings and that would change the neighborhood.
I’d like to share that I moved to North Arlington from South Arlington and before that from Capitol Hill because he experienced
violence in those neighborhoods. Density, and certain things and people that accompany density, are associated with crime and
violence. I pay a price to live in a safe, not dense community and I don’t want to have to move again because the character of my
neighborhood changes.

Neighborhood Change.Preservation.QualityofLife

Neighborhood Change.Preservation.QaulityofLife

Participant has lived in both high- and low-density neighborhoods and both have their character. The high-density neighborhood
brought stress, fear and danger to personal safety. I’m worried about too much vision/ideology and that it’s not considering certain
kinds of people. Take into accounts the real needs of the people who chose to live in this area and want to be safe.

Neighborhood Change.Preservation.QaulityofLife

One of the biggest divides is that there are families living in SFH and not in Courthouse, and we have to respect that.
Need to go beyond a narrow focus on Arlington, ourselves, my neighborhood.

Neighborhood Change.Preservation.QualityofLife
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Preserving Neighborhood Charactersitics
Concern about preserving factors that made Arlington desirable, such as trees and the ability for a resident to have a little garden.

Neighborhood Change.Preservation.QualityofLife

Concern about steep fall of single-family home neighborhoods.
I would feel a sense of loss about trees being cleared.
Preservation of neighborhood residents’ influence over their neighborhoods future
The intrinsic value of single family housing neighborhoods is not considered. These neighborhoods made Arlington more secure,
safe, attractive, and make for a better quality of life for all Arlingtonians.
Want to hear more from the County about what this change would look like. My neighborhood has changed a lot and the way that
it’s changed – smaller house have been destroyed, trees cut down, replaced by large expensive houses. If one of those houses was
replaced by a duplex or triplex, what would that really look like? Would that be that much of a bigger impact than a bigger house
that only a few people can afford?
Arlington is going to turn into Brooklyn. The fundamental character will change. The reason people want to live in Arlington,
those assets, will be erased.
Doesn’t like the dramatic effect on this many neighborhoods.
How can we maintain the vibrancy of our community and keep costs down?
Is there anything that the County Board can do to preserve the smaller houses?
How does Missing Middle Housing preserve the character of a neighborhood (how to protect single-family homes)
Personal likes Arlington as a County of neighborhoods, with neighborhood gathering/block parties and we are moving without
justification to the city life. Changing Arlington to something without support of justification.
Heard concerns over 8 plex changing character of neighborhoods – it doesn’t mean every plot will now be an 8 plex. Board
survey was getting thoughts on different types of housing.
I count myself as very fortunate, I moved from a 1-bedroom apartment in Alexandria to a single-family home in Arlington. My
wife and I wanted a place where I could ride my bike to work, and we had at least a small yard. I don’t think MMH will solve our
affordability problems because we are changing what is family-centered neighborhoods to not being family-centered. Someone
once said that our neighborhood is a mixed-neighborhood now. It would be good for Arlington to maintain areas that are still
single-family homes and family centered.
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Many have sacrificed to have the single-family home ambience, so how is it right to take the ambience away from people who
have sacrificed and replace it with fewer trees, more cars, and more development?
Waverly Hills at the time was a charming, tree neighborhood with smaller, older houses. Over the years, it’s changed because
developers are out bidding families – tearing down smaller houses and building monstrosities.
What is the character of the neighborhood – what does that mean?
Traditional “main streets” with small businesses in walkable areas are gone. Gentrification is making it impossible for small
businesses to keep up with rents.
Neighborhood Change
Concern that there is an intrinsic value of single-family homes to safety and other aspects of Arlington (speaker lives in duplex).
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It will fundamentally change the nature of single family neighborhoods for the worse but won't actually add more variety to typical
Neighborhood Change.Preservation.QualityofLife
neighborhoods.
The county board seems to value the rights of those who don't live here over those who are supposedly represented by them. They
will destroy community and replace neighbhorhoods with investorhoods - housing units owned by investors will destroy the
Neighborhood Change.Preservation.QualityofLife
precious communities we have come to know and love. Don't do it.

Quality of Life
Every time you make a change, you can’t control all the variables. Neighborhoods will change; I’ve been living here on and off
since the 1950s. Ballston is totally different than what it was, for better or worse. On the other hand, certain neighborhoods in N.
Arlington have barely changed. While you can’t predict the future, you can try to mitigate adverse effects on current residents and
neighborhoods that bought in those neighborhoods to have a certain quality of life.
My very first question—has the Board made its decision?—was not addressed until the end. Yes. The Board has made its decision
and is drafting its implementing guidelines. I suppose it is theoretically possible for the Board to make small changes but the die is
cast. My only regret is that market forces will overrun the plan to degrade our quality of life.
The thing about density is that you want to maintain the quality of life. People are attracted to Arlington for a certain quality of
life.
Where is the point where the cost of this will benefit more people without reducing the quality of life? I’m worried that some
people in some zip codes will maintain the quality of life but at the sacrifice of other communities.
How many people can live within a 23 (26) square mile piece of geography? There’s a small amount of area, how many people are
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Related Areas of Neighborhood Interest
Without density, you can’t provide transit services, which will require that people buy a car. You need density to provide transit
and take cars off the road.
You’re saying missing middle will solve the problem of cars everywhere and homelessness? There’s a lot more to that.
Establish parameters to preserve neighborhoods, address density, and parking issues.
Across the street from us is a small house that I am sure would be a teardown on a giant, giant lot. If that house is sold, I am
imagining a giant 8-plex across the street from us with a dumpster and there is no room for cars to park.
Changes that multi-unit structure will affect parking, trees, and garbage will create stressful situations in neighborhoods.
Look to the older 1950’s [guiding] style buildings as the key for land for townhouse. Don’t do 8-plexes, ever. I could get behind
entire block re-zoning, better with underground parking. Don’t forget the overcrowded schools.
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Out of 88 responses, there were 77 that wanted to have an economic and environmental impact study done. That includes people
who were for MMHSQuality of life that we have in our neighborhoods. What we’re going to do is diminish it. More parking. Put
an 8-plex on a street like we live on and put all the cars on it and it’s almost going to be unpassable. It’s going to impact schools.
We have trouble managing the increase in students already. And we’re going to put all these other people in… who’s going to pay
for that? There’s no proffer for that. It’s going to impact stormwater management, tree canopy. No proffers to mitigate the
problem. The quality of life is going to deteriorate. That is my primary concern.
From homeowners perspective – they could put a lot of people on my lot. Would feel bad about doing that to my neighbors.
Reason people do want to live in Arlington. When they brought in Metro, they wanted density there and promised residents that
would keep density there, not throughout Arlington. Uncomfortable with Arlington becoming dense and traffic polluted
everywhere
Not necessarily opposed to any of the changes that have been discussed but am opposed to anything that would erase the nice
streets on Halloween where kids can walk down the street without dodging cars.
One reason that I don’t want an 8-plex is the 16 garbage cans that would be there, the 16 cars that would be there, the noise that
would be there. Or a dumpster. Arlington has a certain nature, and it is a nature that it is an area with single family homes. I have
never heard someone wanting this explain how living next to an 8-plex will benefit me.
Parking, noise. We have an issue with noise in the county already. This will impact green space, trees, hospitals, firefighters,
schools. I am vehemently against it.
The environmental impacts of sprawl are awful, and we need to do our best to end sprawl and also allow commercial development
around new denser housing.
We are very worried. Because eight units building means a lot of concrete, in my neighborhood, they have knocked down houses
that middle-class people could have bought 15 years ago without a problem. But Arlington allowed the construction of houses that
are four times more expensive. In this county, there is no land administration. McMansions are ugly. However, the County
allowed the construction of these houses. Now they want to allow eight-unit buildings. You are destroying the county we love.
There is no room for more cars. The same thing happened in Minneapolis and Seattle, and you have not studied enough. You just
want to increase our taxes.
We are worried about vehicle congestion and noise.
What are the positive environmental impacts of denser living that come with Missing Middle?
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Missing Middle Housing – other communities-status
Missing middle concept has been applied in other states and some want to know what turned out well, what didn’t turn out well,
and how Arlington can avoid those problems.
Many are deeply disturbed by the proposal and want to share why there is so much concern about it – hoping that I can say it in a
way that people can hear it. Worked with indigenous people and farmers in southern American and have seen when policies
destroy communities, and this is what is happening here.
MWCOG brought this up, and Arlington wanted to do it first, as well as Montgomery County. Not sure who our rep was at that
time.
Especially because Montgomery County just said no to Missing Middle Housing.
Some are concerned that Arlington will begin to look like DC.
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
Given the controversial nature, why not start first phase as an experiment and see what happens. Other places have had mixed
results, and are completely different situations than Arlington. When you start addressing the reasons people move to Arlington –
suburban atmosphere with urban proximity, starting with experiment along the corridors might be a smart idea.
Missing Middle is poorly planned. None of the sample cities referenced in the Missing Middle reports (ie. Portland, Minneapolis,
etc.) has delivered the benefits promised.
I have seen many types of housing around the world, not sure this will plan will make housing more affordable in Arlington based
on what they have done in many other localities, i.e., Seattle, Minneapolis, etc.
We already don’t have places to park, for trash pickup, you see what they produced in Seattle, Minneapolis, etc. You want to
duplicate that, you are not fixing the issues, the cost keeps going up, the value of my house keeps going up and every week I get 23 offers to buy my house.
Think that missing middle is great; before lived in Pittsburgh that had housing similar to this. One thing I’m curious about: want to
know if I am in majority or minority and getting other views
When you go out and you Google missing middle, whole books have been written about it. Cities that have tried it and it hasn’t
had the intended effects. It hasn’t met the goals. Looking at all the data, it doesn’t seem to work. I want to know how they are able
to gloss over that. In theory it is great. But the data, there is a lot that say it doesn’t work. Why does the county thinks it would
work here?
In some of the literature I’ve read – County says don’t want to be Houston, but this would create Houston in Arlington. Putting up
multiplexes with no permeable land – disaster there. Saw ASF reference a neighborhood in Seattle – that’s not recent. Lived in
Ballard in the 1980’s – was already mixed with lots of multiplexes that had organically grown, and it did work there (somewhat).
People need to go back and look at the cities that have implemented this and if it really helped the people you want it to help.
Look at the data. People have written books on why it didn’t work out the way they wanted. (Illinois, New York) They failed to
achieve affordability.
Most other communities have guardrails (owner occupancy limits, income limits, free land…).
I spent a week in a neighborhood of old townhouses in San Francisco. Every townhouse had a rental apartment in the townhouse
and, surprisingly, people were allowed to park on sidewalks, and the road was kept wide enough for buses.
Annandale (Fairfax) Neighborhoods: Said no to house rebuilds in neighborhoods over the last few decades. They still have
affordable houses because the County said no to these bigger houses.
If Arlington does MM alone and the rest of the jurisdictions don’t do it, Arlington will accumulate multifamily properties
disproportionally to Fairfax, Alexandria, Loudon, etc.
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I believe the economic angle is completely missing from this analysis. County staff has compared Arlington to Portland and
Minneapolis, which makes no sense. Arlington really isn’t comparable to any other place because of our geographic and
demographic size. The economic analysis is garbage and I think the Board is using a free-market message to create social
outcomes. I believe this will only increase gentrification because values are going to go up so high.
Wonder what missing middle costs in Fairfax or in Loudon. Are we going to be able to get to the level that people don’t have to
commute in? Don’t think we can.
I think that many opponents fail to totally recognize that Arlington is a very urban place- essentially a city to most people 9it may
have plenty of residential single family homes areas, but so does Washington D.C.- see Upper Northwest)
If you dispute it, look at Seattle, they build these types of units and what happened was the single family homes, right now I know
of 2-3 areas where three tiny bungalows are becoming 21 units of multifamily, you have to put the houses on the marked over 1.7
million or it goes to a developer, no one can afford to buy there, even doctors and lawyers, only tech cashing out options can buy.
Parking is a huge issue, it is modern day boarding houses in MMH, on the weekdays 2-5 care and weekend there are 7-9 cars
there, even with public transportation. Electric cars, where would they park to charge them with a half parking space.
Other cities haven’t achieved their goal with implementing MMH.
Is there some way to reflect or review on other areas where they have free market-based buildings? It would be nice if staff were
more forthcoming on the effects of MM on other areas.
Curious about whether MM has been implemented on the scale that’s being discussed elsewhere where there is data. Is Arlington
going to be the lab rat for this?
Are we looking at neighboring counties to determine how desirable MMH is and how many people own vs. rent those types of
housing? Why weren’t more 3-bedroom apartments built?
What's wrong with people moving out to Woodbridge....with more virtual workers, it might be a great place to be...why keep
stuffing people into one small place. No one is talking about the MM in Georgetown...well except that that is an expensive area
out the range of most people
It’s a really pretty plan, but what’s missing is looking at other jurisdictions have taken on. What I’ve read is this does not achieve
outcomes for MMH and only drives up prices. Also, how are we coordinating with neighboring jurisdictions, so we aren’t the
only one doing this.
I’d like to cite other jurisdictional outcomes. In MA, an area with demographics similar to Arlington, passed similar legislation 20
years ago. They built duplexes and triplexes and the housing prices are out of sight. All you get is increased density, more
enrollment in schools, etc. A jurisdictional review is incredibly important and the impact will be developers building up to the
max. I think this is a mistake.
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Learning from Others
What people are thinking about the plan and what their concerns are and how their concerns will be worked into the
implementation of the plan.
Want to hear more depth in points of view – want to learn more than what’s on yard signs.
Your thoughts on feedback from working group meeting – 1200 comments, 24% positive, 75% negative to MM proposal. What
is your thinking - there is so much opposition yet the Board seems to be moving ahead on an unpopular proposal.
Would like to see more forethought and consensus among people who already live there before rezoning. Can’t unbuild.
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Experience Living in MMHS-Type Housing
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Lived in a 6 plex in Chicago – want to share experience. Older neighborhood, lots of trees, blocks from a bus stop, so didn’t need
car. Love the smaller building instead of a giant apartment building – can’t afford SFH. Felt part of the community and
neighborhood even when couldn’t afford a home.
Housing for different demographics, want to share experience of living in MMHS housing. Chose to live in 1 bedroom apartment
– more affordable than larger buildings with amenities that did not need. Had nice neighbors – didn’t need to pay for expensive
underground parking, very walkable neighborhood. Provided a more affordable neighborhood experience that wasn’t a large
apartment.
Lucky because live in MMHS in Arlington now – 8 plex. Moved to Arlington to work at nonprofit, wasn’t making a big salary –
Lived in a 6 plex in Chicago, duplex in DC, when had a family came to a SFH in Arlington. Had positive experiences, but came to
Arlington because had a small house that could afford in a good school district. Different needs across your life circumstances and
MMHS is a one size fits all solution
A lot of people seek Fairlington because of walkability, etc. Struggles with trash and racoon problems. Curious as to how the
nuance and complications will be addressed. Especially as schools will have more kids.
People who have lived in MMHS housing, what is the percentage increase between smaller scale buildings vs high rise buildings.
Is MMHS part of PLB?
I’ve lived outside of Arlington, and I’ve lived in really nice duplexes and townhouses, I just want to share that experience.
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I want renters to feel welcome in our community I think that’s very important and if you look at nationwide statistics, most
households headed by black Americans tend to rent the same as true of Latinx folks, I just think that’s an important thing to keep
in mind when we’re talking about the portion of the rental class or not having renters in our communities.
New people like teachers, firefighters, people that make a hundred thousand plus income, that’s not going to be low-income
housing. It’s going to be upper middle-income housing instead of high- income housing but I would also just like to say, I’m a
renter I’ve always been a renter. Renters are fine. I could not afford to buy, but renting is a legitimate form of housing, and I don’t
like it when people say I don’t want renters. Hey, I have a right to be here too
Most areas in the country that have adopted these similar things, I think the issue is that it creates as a process is a persistent renter
class and so I would like to know how this is going to increase ownership opportunities, not rental opportunities the county
primarily approves apartment buildings not condos, studios and one bedrooms, not three bedrooms, and this is just a giant equity
giveaway to existing homeowners instead of providing ownership opportunities for people. That’s what I’m most concerned about
a persistent renter class and relationship to ownership.
I want to echo that I want the renters to definitely feel welcome in the neighborhood, I was a renter before I owned a small home
here and I always felt welcome and my question is if we’re doing this for the nurses, workers, fire, police are they in essence the
people that we are trying to help, you know just like rent control high-rise buildings, is it housing that are at these more affordable
rates and are available to folks if they really want to rent here and in a few years turns into buying. Again, on that point, I don’t see
how anybody could rent control anything or control who buys a property, the state of Virginia said you can’t do that. I am also
concerned that it’s just not going to make it so that we have more options or more affordable housing to purchase here
Homeowner and investor in 22207; don’t have sympathy for people trying to get into their first place. Staff work for the County
Board – 5 people elected. The board works for us. County Board vs 240,000.
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
Owned in Austin – concerned about not having any property rights – would see this as increasing property rights because Single
Family Housing is still available but have the chance to do other things with the property – how is it decreasing?
Ownership – if we were working on a plan for intergenerational passing of houses, I would be all in, but this is not what this is.
Look at JBG Smith plan – rentals of multifamily homes in our area – look at their website. This is not just about family ownership.
Family ownership of homes is what this nation is built on.
Democracy – we live in the capital. If our land is owned by Wall Street, it will change. It will change the nature of our nation
when families don’t own their homes.
My concern is exactly what she had to say – ownership. This doesn’t do anything for ownership. Missing Middle will give more
rental housing and has people who don’t take care of their houses or lawns. Houses look like crap. We need ownership, not more
renters.
This negative opinion of renters seems privileged and biased in an unfair way – not everyone can afford to buy. Why is renting
bad? Don’t think there’s anything wrong with renting or renters living in these neighborhoods.
Arlington is a community and should be welcoming. See no problem with multi-family rentals. They will have HOA, will have to
cut their grass. Some homeowners don’t cut their grass.
Renters have a different perspective than current owners. Trying to find a way that both sides end up satisfied is important. If you
build a building and a current renter purchase it, their perspective will suddenly shift to being protective of parking and assets.
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Sad to see the weight being given to homeowners, because there are far more renters than SFH owners. Just because own a home
doesn’t mean opinion is valued more. Hear a lot of people talking about how don’t want more or different people living in
neighborhood. Not affordable housing in south Arlington. Interested to hear what people say bout population density – should be
wary about people who say we have enough people, that is the start of many troubling arguments.
Teachers, police, Firefighters should be able to live here as homeowners and not as renters
I was just going to comment on an issues with health and safety and it really comes down to again whether this is really an
ownership opportunity, I think people would be more supportive of it if it didn’t just create a renter class and what we have going
on in our streets is in fact, a single-family home that is right now being built as for a series of townhouses and it’s being built like
a pipestem development where the townhouses are actually facing into the backyard of one of my neighbors and so instead of
having a place where her children can play safely, without prying eyes, the townhouses are looking into her backyard and I just
think this is very dumb. This is not the way we want to live, so certainly I hope some things are done about that kind of building
style, and it’s why we don’t allow pipestem in Arlington because we don’t want to lose the privacy that we have
I participate in a lot of development projects and consistently when I hear from the 20-somethings and 30-somethings who live
near me in Clarendon that they don’t have enough opportunities to buy and that’s one of their biggest challenges. There’s plenty
of rental units if you Google it there’s thousands of them but they want to be able to be a homeowner at certain stage in life. Just
like I did, l started out as a renter, and I’ll probably be one again at another stage of my life. it’s important if you can, to participate
in homeownership, it’s the single biggest way to generate wealth in the US and there are many incentives that make it happen if
it’s available to you as an option. So that’s why I think in this missing middle evaluation we really should consider whether this is
creating ownership opportunities for people.
Talking about incentivized homeownership, we live in a democracy, we can’t go to the developers and tell them that you must put
these up for sale. The bottom line is people renting is not necessarily a bad thing. I’ve been a renter, I’ve rented in the past, and I
don’t remember people saying get out and the bottom line is, if people want to live here, renters are good people and there’s
nothing to be afraid of. If the people want to live here with a rental, that’s fine, if they want to buy it, it is only going to make us a
better neighborhood. It’s going to make us more diverse and a more inclusive neighborhood and that’s the goal. For me it’s a winwin, either way, it’s going to be a better thing
I want to mention it and I don’t see it up here and that is that the county could start setting a cap and then going slowly at a
measured pace to limit or slow development of the large single-family homes because in my neighborhood within a quarter mile
radius of my house there are at least 10 empty houses that have been bought by developers. There are four teardowns happening
now, this week and there are probably six or more houses waiting to be torn down so that potentially you know, could be 40 more
houses within the next year and a half in this neighborhood. Assuming they got their approvals for that sort of thing, so the notion
of setting a cap to have some kind of control over this type of development. Whatever gets decided I think setting a cap is really
important.
I have some big sense I know what it is about but some more of that just basic would be good and especially since I am one of the
current “renter class” who cannot afford to get anything, just glad this is being addressed and I appreciate it appreciate and am
interested to know more. Earlier speakers in terms of other communities are trying or have tried it, and I’d like to know whether
it’s really had intended effect in other communities. NY times just had an article about this this weekend so there should be some
statistics before we launch into such a drastic change.
So, I just wanted to mention the environmental impact of the pandemic which has been going on for a couple of years, have you
considered that? The effect of all the remote work, in San Francisco there used to be a huge housing affordability issue and then
when so many of the workers were able to move out during the pandemic, it got better, another thing to consider is, is there
demand to live close to where you work, the necessity to live where you’re working is not as big of a factor now.
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Just then it occurred to me that many of the folks were talking about teachers, police, folks making maybe $100,000 or so, if they
commit to living in Arlington or are renting if they’re able to move out of those rental units that would free up more affordable
lower rent housing for more folks, like bus drivers, and others who would benefit from living close in as well so it could be a
ripple effect in being able to afford to buy a home and then there will be more rental units and another individual who is not
making as much as other professionals will be able to move back into Arlington to rent.
Video of tear down homes in southern Fairfax; group of 30 5-plexes – nicely done, great to own, had management because they
were condos. When various issue arose, had responsibility and accountability. See no management approach to these multi-plex
units – that has to be thought through. No use case for how these 5 or 6 plexes will be managed
Want to share perspective as renter and newer Arlingtonian – group that’s not as connected to the conversations; what is the deep
concern and why do people get so scared about having a duplex next door
Rent is going up so much, and the biggest issue for people living here is the rent, no money left for decent food, and it is so hard.
We must ask God for help, and it’s not fair for us and is very difficult. I have lived here for 20 years, and I have felt happy. But
now, Latinos feel more relegated. When we work at houses, we even have to pay for parking (Person crying). Living in Arlington
is very difficult, and I think what the County tells us is not true for us. We are being displaced from the county.
Why is the County allowing people to raise the rent so much?
In the area where I live, the houses were built for the military to help their families. But my neighbor has 4 houses and rents them.
How are you going to control that?
My concern is maintaining the community and the families that want to stay here. That our friends and our children, and
grandchildren can buy a condo in the future. I know this plan can be long-term plan, but low-income people are always left
behind.
Even if those houses (MMH housing) exist someone could buy them and rent them out for a high cost and we’re in the same
situation
We are talking a lot about MMH, but we have to talk about rent. No one is controlling the rent. Why is there no control over rent?
Why does the County allow landlords to raise the rent so much? And this is happening in affordable units. I see MMH as a fight
between white Americans.
I think it should be a goal of the County that people making 30-40% of the median income should be able to become homeowners.
Until the people of Arlington understand that they are going to think that missing middle is simply
These are the people who own, versus the people who are renting or have condos. Their interests are just going to overpower
anything that I could say about what I want to see in Arlington. I know what I am up against and it’s just not going to change.
Seeing the signs against MHS, just don’t see the success in any of this. People who own vs people who rent. Homeowners interest
will overpower what I can offer and what I would like to see in Arlington. Don’t see the point in staying here – know what I’m up
against.
Support MMHS a lot. Currently rent in Courthouse neighborhood. I like people and my neighbors. Been struck in the
conversation about MMHS, the onus has been placed on advocates to explain why MMHS is good.
Remind folks here that majority of Arlington are renters. Recently bought home 3 years ago, want to make sure that we keep that
ladder to renters can find a starter home. Starter homes are not SFH – they will be duplexes, townhomes, etc. Want to make sure
that people have the ability to stay in Arlington and build their family and their lives. I recently went through that experience and
there’s not much out there that is affordable and not in an elevator condo.
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Agree with younger people talking. Was a renter in Ballston and when it was time to buy, ended up with SFH in 2005. Could buy
SFH for the same price as a condo then. Concerned about amount for rental properties – wisht here was something comparable I
could buy. Rentals are at similar level to home right now. Want to release it to other buyers, but can’t let it go given equity and
cost compared to renting. Wish there were more options for people to buy. Lots of rentals going in, but need to pay more attention
to ownership. When people build equities, then they can build up in homes.
Don’t want people to think I am exclusionary – don’t think a 6 or 8 plex built for renters is a good solution. I do support duplex,
triplex, 4 plex for home ownership. Not against affordable housing, but don’t think this is a good way.
Agree that it’s a crime and sickening that young people can’t afford to rent. That’s a terrible concern. But MMHS will not solve
that problem, it will make it worse. Experts say there are alternative ways to help people rent through govt programs. Should scrap
MMHS or rehaul, and anyone on Board who votes for it should be looked at very seriously. They’ve gone off the rails at this
point.
It’s not currently legal to prohibit housing to be renter occupied, but also want to find more ways for people to own instead of
rent. If you own a property on restricted areas, can only build SFH. Live in a duplex, with smaller footprint than other houses on
the block. Could not be built right now (built 100 years ago). These types of homes were banned, didn’t want that rung of the
ladder to be there anymore. This policy is about ending that. If you start giving people money to buy homes, will amp up demand
without changing the supply. Will increase prices even more. Need to increase supply and build more of those initial rung houses.
But right now with SFH lots – I can barely afford to rent in Arlington anywhere. We are prohibiting certain types of living
arrangements from being legal. I would like to buy a unit in a quadplex and have family member live next door – not possible with
SFH. Or split lot with friends and have fractional homeownership. Not sure why that would make things more expensive – more
places to live. Homeownership isn’t for everyone – thinking about this in terms of property values.
People buying first time homes, they’re in Falls Church because they don’t have same competition with developers as in
Arlington.
Why is it wrong for me to live in a house in a SFH neighborhood?
Needs to be alternative plans to help renters and first time home buyers own the stock that is preexisting.
Homeowner and live on half of 7000 sq ft lot – SFH houses exist because duplexes were banned years ago. Allowing these houses
back would create more starter homes and let renters transition to owners.
Wish County would focus more on ownership. Understand need for rentals, but too much rental property right now. No rent
control in Virginia. Ownership keeps costs manageable. Rent can go up and then you can get booted out.
Missing Middle will add new possibilities for homeownership. Ownership creates equity and makes possible the American
Dream.
Will there be a mechanism for establishing ownership, not rental, housing? What is the County’s plan to ensure that Missing
Middle housing units are ownership units, which can help their buyers realize the American Dream?
But there are over 500 apartments and over 600 condos available at $150K. There seems to be a fair amount of unoccupied (forsale) housing in Arlington now.
We have to look at this from a long-term perspective and the potential for homeownership. Rental units are also good because
people can stay. This is an opportunity to afford a house in the term. This is not subsidized housing. It’s an opportunity for people
who can afford some kind of housing to stay.
Concern about/desire to see expansion of rental opportunities for those not in a position to buy.
Missing Middle means possibilities for equity and for renting.
There should be more rental options. Is the County considering vouchers for different incomes? Is that part of the plan?
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The County needs more affordable rental housing rather than conversion of rental housing to condos. Many of the small
buildings deteriorate because the condo owners do not maintain the buildings. They are substandard and become rentals. Rental
housing will have management that maintains the buildings.
We have to look at this from a long-term perspective and the potential for homeownership. Rental units are also good because
people can stay. This is an opportunity to afford a house in the term. This is not subsidized housing. It’s an opportunity for people
who can afford some kind of housing to stay.
Idea of corporations, not families, buying homes.
If there is a concern about affordable homeownership, remember that people often turn their starter homes into rentals. What will
stop people from turning MMH that they own into rental property?
There’s a need for protection to keep properties on the market for owning.
Let’s explore MMH as an opportunity to build new types of housing and rent them out. 80% of Arlington’s population is renters,
after all.
Again, what problem is MMH meant to solve? Lack of supply? Lack of affordable homeownership opportunities?
Heard concern through country about developers buying single family homes, becoming nation of renters. This will encourage
developers to create large footprint to build an 8 unit – buy multiple lots. Corporations over families buying homes
Rental is an important part of the equation also – schoolteachers and young families starting out.
Wonder who is being represented – people who live here or people who want to hypothetically?
Has the County evaluated the litigation risk in affecting the value of other people’s homeownership?
Two things I want to mention. How do we stop private equity for buying homes and renting them out, which will not help with
diversity and equity? I think there is a state law that we cannot have an owner-occupied restriction on this. Can we work with the
state on this to help? And the other question is for the County Board, we need to increase our revenues. We need to have ideas.
MM is one ways to increase revenues, but what else could be available that we haven’t considered.
Different people and different families have different situations, and homeownership may not make sense for them. We shouldn’t
look down on people who are renting even in SFHs. I don’t think we should say that it’s better to have everybody owning.
Participant is concerned that owners of new housing won’t live in the County.
Rental multifamily properties would be better than small condo buildings because the county can intervene when the properties
are not being maintained up to environmental or safety standards, unlike privately owned condominium buildings, which tend to
deteriorate over time because owners don't set aside funds for capital repairs and improvements (or the county should require that
condominium associations have healthy escrow accounts).
I also wanted to share that there are no guarantees that any of these newly built units will be owner occupied as opposed to
investor owned rental properties. I live in a neighborhood with 3 unit flats that are owned by investors and they create heat
pockets, are run-down, have giant dumpsters, and unkempt yards - they are terrible neighbors and they are just another form of
rental housing in Arlington, as opposed to housing that is owned by Arlingtonians.
What protections will be put in place to ensure that these properties won't be investment rentals?
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Parking: General
Parking is a concern
In N. Arlington they’ve been trying to do the multiple units for quite some time and it’s made driving down the street difficult to
do as well as parking; it’s messy (near MOM’s) Need to be careful about a blanket mandate for this.
Is the policy objective to make parking problems worse?
If you go to the Civic Federation website, there is more information about parking. I spent the last 10 years in MD inspecting
people’s houses and saw hundreds of developments with multiplexes. Every single one has reserved parking for residents. What
do you expect from people that do not live near public transportation? If you want to Uber to your medical appointment, it costs
15 dollars each way. So, you spend $30 for transportation. If you don’t keep the current parking requirements for MMH, there
will be a serious parking problem. S Arlington Forest got the first reserved parking area because the people from the apartment
came and parked there. Parking is a big issue for me.
Parking does matter
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
I want to know about parking because we need more parking. I also want to know about accessibility to parking places. Those
who make that kind of money are not Latinos.
Many families have more than one car and kids/other family members need cars to get to work, where will they park when parking
is already very limited
Parking concerns - .5 car per resident will fill up all of our streets. My street is already half full. Density is great. Don’t think every
lot needs to be an 8 plex. This is not about transportation – it’s about housing. If people looked at PLB – it’s a great idea about
putting mixed use buildings at major intersection where there are major bus lines.
More parking makes streets safer – slows drivers down

Parking

I live in a neighborhood where there is no public transportation. Everyone has a car. So, we go back to the cement (parking) issue.

Parking

This theory of the half-parking space per house does not consider the Latino family. How will a person who has to go to
Maryland for work get there?
The issue of parking is
Two participants wanted to learn about parking issues it would bring.
County has starved parking. If you have kids, groceries, etc. need cars.
I am concerned by the lack of consideration of practical issues such as parking.
There is not a lot of land to build more streets. Cars are going to continue to be needed.
MMH is about middle-class housing, not affordable housing. Placing garages to accommodate cars increases cost of housing; not
doing so will lead to reducing the tree canopy due to requiring street parking.
We need to think about going green. Where are you going to charge your car? Is the county going to put charging stations on the
street? Every parking should require EV-appropriate charging stations.
USA is very car-centric because there are not enough walkable neighborhoods. Feels that people have a fear of not having parking
due to dependency on cars. Says Arlington is pretty balanced in terms of walkability/access to transit.
People who have traveled around the world know that there are a lot of walkable cities. I understand that for some people not
having a car could be scary. However, I take the metro to go to the library and go around. Why so much fear about not having
parking? We can envision a future with fewer cars and more walkable areas.
SFHs are not in areas where there are shops. So you need a car.
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One participant mentioned that if you build garages there is less affordability and it also affects the tree canopy. Another
participant agreed because more square footage because of the garage means less living space or less green space and more
concrete.
Require new multiunit buildings to include parking with ability to charge electric vehicles (Arlington is not walkable and
realistically people will continue to have cars).
Given that 6-plexes and 8-plexes will provide, according to the draft framework, only 1- and 2-bedroom units, the costs
association with such multiplexes (more tree canopy loss, more demand for on-street parking, more cars and resulting pollution)
clearly outweigh any perceived benefit from 6- and 8-plexes. Like the Missing Middle Housing approach adopted by other
jurisdictions, the approach to be codified shall be limited to duplexes and triplexes.

Parking: Number of Spaces

How are cars with a 5 plex going to be managed?
Assuming 1.5 cars per unit = increase in the number of cars.
Will only require 1 garage for 1 car, so will be on grass or pervious surfaces.
Unit that is developed for 4 different homes must have 4 parking places, but this house did not
The current plan says someone can put up an 8 unit and only have .5 cars per unit at a minimum – the nearby street has parking on
both sides.
People cannot get down the without having to duck and move aside. More units would bring it to a halt.
Slapping one plan across the County will be difficult because streets vary across the County.
Live in neighborhood that’s not walkable to anything, limited access to ART bus, no sidewalk on street – will need 2 cars per unit.
Probably attracting families into the neighborhood – one parking space per unit doesn’t go far enough
Arlington knows exactly how many cars each house has through personal property tax. County should decide if average
household has 2 cars, .5 parking space doesn’t make sense. Look at the neighborhoods and how many cars there are. Don’t live in
walkable neighborhood – most houses have at least 2 cars. Are there tree canopy requirements for developers?
Less than 1 car average probably isn’t the same only looking at SFH.
Issue of mansion going up where cottages are. Does not agree with that. If you take one SFH and make it into multi-family
dwellings parking become an issue - quadrupling number of cars having to park. No infrastructure.
Lets plan on doing that realistically-w/ parking every house on my block is at least 2 cars and sometimes 3 when teens start
driving.
Several participants were concerned about parking; one of them mentioned the situation about having eight units but a 2-car
driveway. One of the participants said there are limited designated parking spaces in neighborhoods and everyone else needs to
park on the street. Backyard and apartment parking spaces are the most prominent.
Participant lives across the street from a multigenerational household and claims they have one car per member of the family
(about 8). Will cause infrastructure problems to have more people living in a small space.
MMH framework says half a parking space per unit. If that were to be modified, would it help MMH proposal? (Posed as a
question to other participants)
A participant said they would support a no-parking minimum.
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Parking: Availability

I think parking has to be considered by neighborhoods. In some older neighborhoods, the streets are narrow and filled with cars.
There is no more place.
Many of neighborhoods don’t have parking capacity, and there is no parking mitigation plan. Arlington Forest is car dependent.
We cannot live on bicycles to take our children to school.
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Will the new units be in accordance with existing parking requirement or will they allow greater density with lower parking,
letting it spill onto the community streets?
I have I had my kids at Wakefield. I don’t have diversity problem where we are, we’re very diverse where I am and I’m in a part of
the neighborhood in a small family home that is detached. There is already no space for parking and when parking here it is
already difficult. People will need their cars to get around and I think we’ll be going to electric cars. I don’t think we’re ever going
to get rid of cars, so overcrowding is a big concern for me.
Where we live it is residential all around us but parking is really an issue, I really love my neighborhood, but my neighbor has one
house with five cars so that is a very real concern. I find many of the initial comments very interesting and everybody’s reference
to the houses in the past being built to own rather than renting them out.
Some are very concerned about parking – read Master Transportation Plan – worried about underutilization of street parking.
Arlington spends millions of dollars a year on roads and paving and it's massively underutilized. Wasting tax dollars on empty
street parking.
Blacktop asphalt is the biggest contributor to heating and runoff. Non permeable surface is causing flooding issues.
Many want to see parking spaces fully utilized. Currently we have paved parking spaces all over the County paid for by taxpayer
dollars, wasting dollars.
Live on very narrow street with parking on one side, filled by people who live on the block. If you increase households, where
will people park?
In Glebe Road there are six-plexes already and there is sufficient parking.
The streets in Arlington are what they are and good public transportation is not doable. Cars are here to stay so what we need is a
place to park and charge.
What will parking plans be? Will there be requirements for off-street parking in areas?
There are many places in Arlington that are SFH where the goal of putting sidewalks to complete streets hasn’t been achieved.
There are neighborhoods where parking is difficult and are not serviced by public transportation. I want the County Board to look
into these issues that will impact quality of life.
Increased density with duplex, triplex etc on No Stuart (Donaldson Run) would compound an already difficult parking and
transportation situation on a very narrow street.

Parking: Permit

One person’s street has no parking available in the evening and they don’t want to apply for a parking permit.
Plan recommends that permit parking be applied to 85% utilization – has been successful in every case.
If neighbors don’t have room on the street for more houses, they accommodate their neighbors. Preferable to having permit
parking.
Parking is important but it is not the most important thing
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Parking: Align with Transit Access

Requiring parking drives up cost of housing, and places tax burden on people who don’t own cars. DC has highest work from
home, so less need for cars. Less cars, higher demand for public transit. Modes of transportation are extended the range of what’s
walkable.
Vary the parking requirement based on proximity to Metro.
MMHS will dump parking problem on surrounding residential area. Tree canopy will be destroyed. Should be a requirement that
1 car per unit, unless its within 10 min. walk of a subway. Need to prevent developers from wiping lots clear of trees
Why ½ parking space per unit? When families have 2 cars as a rule?
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Concerns about the impact on transportation, especially reducing the number of off-street parking spaces on Missing Middle
projects. Also concerned that because of reducing off-street parking requirements, it will further increase the need for on street
parking.
Parking is too restrictive now and will become worse with Missing Middle. People are leaving Arlington County now because of
lack of parking, especially in South Arlington.
The issue of parking is
Proposal would eliminate single-family home zoning; concern is over unrestricted development, lack of parking, school zone
regulations.
Participant challenged the presumption that developers will build everywhere and anywhere if single-family home zoning goes
away.
The County should plan prior to building relative to infrastructure. As schools, stormwater, public transportation and other needs
encounter stress, they should slow building permits until they are resolved.
Concerns about the impact on transportation, especially reducing the number of off-street parking spaces on Missing Middle
projects. Also concerned that because of reducing off-street parking requirements, it will further increase the need for on street
parking.
Parking is too restrictive now and will become worse with Missing Middle. People are leaving Arlington County now because of
lack of parking, especially in South Arlington.
People tend to have 3 or 4 cars – parking is very difficult.
Live on very narrow street – parking is at a premium as it is. Across the street is a small house that would likely be a tear down on
a giant lot. Imagining if the house is sold, a giant 8 plex could be built with a dumpster on the street – taking away parking.
Participant challenged the presumption that developers will build everywhere and anywhere if single-family home zoning goes
away.
The County should plan prior to building relative to infrastructure. As schools, stormwater, public transportation and other needs
encounter stress, they should slow building permits until they are resolved.
Proposal would eliminate single-family home zoning; concern is over unrestricted development, lack of parking, school zone
regulations.
When they redid Yorktown High School, lived blocks away. Said whatever you do, please add parking. Kids aren’t getting on
buses, they are driving. County didn’t. Have 3,000 stadium near our house and now we pay for parking on our street. Have to
have a permit and pay, because otherwise high school students park on our streets.
(Renter)I don’t drive. People like me don’t need parking. Why do we have to pay (added to rent) for parking? In my building, it
costs $120 per month. You can still have street parking and charge more for it. People should have the opportunity to buy a place
that does not have a garage.
(Renter) people who need to drive a car can do it. But there are people like me who don’t need it. We should be able to buy
something where there is no parking. So let people make their decision. Right now, I have to pay $1,500 a year for parking. It
makes no sense.
Will our Langston Blvd. community become a parking lot because of Missing Middle and Plan Langston Blvd.?
Concerns about already-limited parking.
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Will every new building incorporate an opportunity to charge electric cars? We need to plan for cars of some kind and make it
easy to buy electric cars and charge them. Rather than considering reducing parking requirements, the County should think about
providing car owners a place to charge cars because some places are not walkable. It’s easier to provide charging stations.

Parking

I don’t want to compete for parking or park space.

Parking
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Parking
Parking: Shortage in neighborhoods now. Adding more cars: where will we park? I bought a house so I could have a space by the
house.
In the planning for this, the parking that is going to be allowed…boggling. That specific item needs to be addressed. So one-half
of a parking space is going to be allowed. If there’s a quad-plex is there, there’s going to be 4 cars, but only 2 allowed spots?
Doesn’t like that. it pushes the problem out to the streets.
If you increase the parking per unit, it takes up space, and if you don’t they will find parking. You will always have cars with
multiunit, that’s why where this happens in important.
If you increase parking requirements, people will be incentivized to keep / buy a car. Only solution is to make public
transportation better. You could play with the math on lot coverage and parking requirements to the benefit.
You have a lot of people who will comes to Arlington who don’t necessarily need cars and won’t bring one. I think that concerns
about parking seem overblown, especially, if we are talking about Rosslyn-Ballston corridor. Not all or most multiunit housing
will be near those, but the larger units will be not far from the bus lines/transit lines (Arlington buses are better and more reliable
than people think).
Parking, I look up and down the street and it’s not an issue, we don’t own the street, maybe innovations in transportation.
Participant doesn’t believe more public transit will reduce dependance on cars.
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Roll out and Implementation Timeline
Interested in learning more about how the final plan will be disseminated to people; want to know how it will work; any other
curbs that might be in place to prevent abuse of this new density.
Interested in the timeline and how rumors have started that say the contractor is buying off the County Board.
what is the timeline for potentially expanding SFH zoning?
Have the Board and staff been talking in a bubble? We would love to hear those discussions with the staff.
If you have any serious reservations as expressed here.
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
Ask you to go modest- don’t always get what you want, get what you need.
Community members want to learn more about whether this is a tailored solution to a specific problem vs a broad comprehensive
change to fix what might be a narrower problem. Worried there is asymmetry.
One community member says they spent their career interacting with policymakers. Bias to go big or go home can be amongst
policymakers.
Ask you to go modest- don’t always get what you want, get what you need.
Some have this sense that the developers are driving this and incentive for developers is build the biggest building. Hope there
will be some control.
Do good; you know this is good for the County and the people. Don’t let those that feel they own are a owed an Arlington from 4050 years ago stop progress.
Arlington historically has been awful at projecting and planning, and this is a chance to do better.
Yes, Matt, it IS OUR JOB TO CARE!!
We should accommodate growth needs, but not by this. This is becoming intergenerational conflict, we need to get this right.
Thinks that this is just one proposal and could be much improved, you will never make everyone happy. Knows that the County is
pushing this proposal, but it should be about something more targeted, like adjustments to zoning, even zoning in more duplexes
would create more housing opportunities and would be better than McMansions; thinks higher density is worse for the
environment, some substitutions for McMansions. All need to be heard, especially those who live in the neighborhoods that will
be the most effected. Many neighbors may be in favor of MMH but if people really don’t want it, they need to be engaged,
because it will affect them directly.
Are we going from no way to build MMH on single-family lots to allowing MMH by-right? Why can’t we have a process for
building individual MM buildings?
We do have a process for getting approval for and building MMH, but it is burdensome and expensive.
Couldn’t the burdensome and expensive process be streamlined, instead of making it possible to build MMH by-right?
Who is being represented? People thinking of living here (who don’t vote here) or people who live here?
MMH is overreach, but it’s not even overreach with a sure outcome.
Participant said: “If you can’t build consensus to do the whole thing, just do something.”
I am very interested in discussing all the points that were brought up. My concern is about process in the County. The Board says
it’s been lengthy and inclusive but the survey showed that a large majority of citizens are not in support of it and have major
concerns. My concern is the process going forward, and what the plan is to bring these various pieces together, and whether the
Board feels or the Board has the wherewithal to make these decisions on contentious issues without a referendum. It seems like a
done deal with the way things are laid out. How can this become something we vote for versus something that is being done.
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Voter Referendum
Disagree w/ idea that change has to happen – people have moved to Arl. b/c of how it is and the opposition to change needs to be
taken into account. If there were a possibility of a referendum that would be very much in order.
Change is not inevitable. It’s a choice. ARL has a feel and community aspect. Can hear from discussion that there’s a lot of
opposition. Somehow opposition should be considered. Possibility for referendum that would allow voting would be in order.
Interested in learning /hearing more about referendum possibility – shouldn’t we be voting on it?
Arlington County’s government structure is made of trustees voting on residents’ behalf as opposed to delegates. Delegates
represent only those that voted for them. Trustees are responsible to all constituents. We only vote in state-mandated referenda
such as bonds and funding, not zoning changes.
Concerns about the County Board making this decision, rather than putting it to a vote.
Concern over the County Board making the decision instead of vote.
You had a survey about the framework, the results may be biased, an advisory vote would be better and more representative of the
overall sentiment.
Has the county considered putting it to a vote instead of the Board deciding, it’s too bold instead of allowing the community to
decide? (Katie explains VA law does not allow them to put it on a ballot and increase engagement on this issue, and before
anything is done, explains the process and public hearings)
MMH should be put to a vote countywide.
Why is there no popular vote on MMH?
Wondering why MMHS can’t be put to a county-wide vote? Legally it can’t be a referendum, but why can’t it be a vote?
MMH will be in the ballot in November, so it acts as a referendum. The County Board has a responsibility to consider future
generations in decision-making. Another participant added that voters can make the decision to elect candidates that are either for
or against MMH.
In the 23 years, I’ve lived here this is the most coessential change that County Board wants to do. Having forums is less effective
than voting. Some of County Board members are not running for reelection so there are no consequences for your actions. So
what does it says about your confidence? Let us vote on it. (Takis clarified in the Code of Virginia there are no provisions for a
referendum on MMH)
Arlington County’s government structure is made of trustees voting on residents’ behalf as opposed to delegates. Delegates
represent only those that voted for them. Trustees are responsible to all constituents. We only vote in state-mandated referenda
such as bonds and funding, not zoning changes.
Is this all on the county board and that under state law that this cannot be ballot issue?
Why is the Board moving to push Missing Middle through without a referendum? This issue should be on the ballot. It should be
put to the people rather than pushed through by the Board.
Takis Karantonis pointed out that referenda on zoning are not allowed by Virginia law. He added that a referendum allows voting
up or down on a single issue and cautioned everyone to remember that it is not only homeowners who vote. If a referendum is
considered, it might be better to have it be on segments of Missing Middle, rather than for the whole thing. This is a very big and
complex issue/question to productively put to a single up or down vote.
Concern that something as transformative as MMH, which would turn Arlington into a dense area, should be put to a vote by the
public, not declared by the fiat of five people.
No referendum, keep saying staff, the average house is 700k+ - the County wants to gamble with my money. When you buy a
piece of property, you buy with certain expectations and there is concern when those changes diminish property value.
I and my neighbors are going to vote this issue.
In the end, is MM going to be decided on by the board, but without a public vote?
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Perceptions on Pace of Process
You have seen the hundreds of signs all over Arlington. Hopefully you have read the hundreds of emails of outraged
Arlingtonians. It must be perfectly clear to you that this is a policy that none of us want. Question: why are you shoving this down
our throats?
I really implore upon the Board, and you’ve always embraced inclusiveness, this process is moving far too fast. It needs due
diligence before it moves forward. We can say guardrails, but what’s to stop developers to drive the price up and then we cannot
meet the needs that I think are really driving this discussion?
The Missing Middle is a very broad approach to zoning, which normally is very specific to the community impacted. The single
family detached neighborhoods are overwhelmingly against this change. The views of these communities are not being given the
consideration that is due.
Some are disturbed about the scope and rush to get this done by December. County communications have been so misdirected. No
one ever said it was about the biggest change in zoning in 60 years. If that had been clear at the beginning, it would be a different
conversation now.
Some have pointed out that missing the middle doesn't have to be rushed. It feels like it is rushed. What the community is hearing
is that the County Board is all in on MMHS. Not hearing a serious discussion about concerns being raised here.
I do think the process is not well detailed and may be moving too fast.
The Board does not have a mandate to do this before the end of the year. Nobody has run on this, no campaign, no vote on this.
Nobody talked about this during the campaigns. Came through in dead of night in the pandemic. Feels like a betrayal of people
who live here. This is the first place I have ever called home. Someone lived in Asia and Latin America. This is our country and I
do not want you to mistakenly destroy it.
Economic and environmental studies need to be done.
No mandate for rapid approval
For such a complex issue, feels like a shotgun approach to change and the rush to implement the policy. This is going to divide
Arlington like no other issue.
No reason to rush-go slow. Start w/ duplex and quadplex. No reason for 8-plex
Not enough residents have been engaged in this move that will radically change the landscape of the county. Please do not vote on
MMH this year.
We found out last minute. I have read that the County Board has already made up its mind, and it is the Chair’s goal before she
leaves. This is not going to solve housing problems.
Concern that the process is moving very quickly and it’ll be irreversible. Rushing through decisions.
Please don’t delay. Pass Missing Middle Housing and legalize housing including 8-plexes. We need de-regulation in housing;
central planning doesn’t and hasn’t worked. Please do an analysis of what Missing Middle Housing will cost 10, 20 or 30 years
after construction (if possible). People are comparing new vs. old housing, which is apples to oranges.
Is it fait accompli?
I’m concerned that a radical changes does seem to be a foregone conclusion.
I’ll put it in the form of a question. How many incumbent county board members are lame ducks? For me it’s the process. We are
on the edge of an autocratic decision that will be made that will impact Arlington for generations.
I have a simple question that to me is decisive. Is it too late to even be talking about this?
The onus is on the County to make their case—they have not done so.
Heard you are voting on this in October? (Katie reiterates the timeline).
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My very first question—has the Board made its decision?—was not addressed until the end. Yes. The Board has made its decision
and is drafting its implementing guidelines. I suppose it is theoretically possible for the Board to make small changes but the die is
cast.
Participant recommended extending the process past current election period and reviewing the proposal post-pandemic.
The goal is not clear and without a clearly defined and publicly stated goal, there is no way to establish a path to achieve it. We
need more community input before this moves forward.
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Stormwater
The topic of storm drainage did not come up. It is a big concern.
The community is struggling to understand what planning is being done for drainage in the Langston Blvd. plan. We put in a lot
of drainage for our community.
They should make sure to plan for drainage and keep parks instead of changing zoning Countywide.
We already have a problem with flooding.
Flooding is problematic but is also due to the status quo.
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
Shoving Missing Middle or multiplexes into a neighborhood built for single-family homes (with drainage and streets for singlefamily homes) will not work and will create sewer problems.
Mistakes were made in the past development of Arlington that destroyed the watershed in this area. Four Mile Run is nothing
more than a sluice; it supports little wildlife.
Water runoff within neighborhoods is a material problem. There seems to be no requirement for developers to address how
construction will impact water flow to other properties. Developers of both multi-unit and single-family homes should be required
to submit a plan on how problems with water runoff will be mitigated.
Stormwater runoff is already an issue here – big concern.
The Missing Middle Housing proposal will create even more incentives for additional development and create more problems
with water runoff. In addition, climate change will produce more heavy rain events.
Added the need to accommodate electrical infrastructure and stormwater runoff constraints.
Our basement is flooding because there are more houses around us. This is a problem. The infrastructure has not changed.
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TaxStructure.Implications
Great discussion today. I support the MMH proposal. I like the size-seeked density feature.
Notion of set asides is interesting – worked with teachers for years, having support for them and other public servants would be
helpful. Also want to stress that I am a middle class person, and right now in my little house, the burden of taxes in the County is
pretty steep. MMHS will do nothing to help middle income residents. Notion that we can build and it will suddenly be magically
affordable is not keeping with reality
Retired federal employee – pension plans don’t exist anymore. Financial pressures, especially with tax situation, is high. Those
who will benefit from MMHS financially should be examined. The only people who benefit financial are developers, real estate
agents, and people who can sell their houses at high price points (which already happens). Those wishing to rent or own won’t be
given affordability. If I sold my house, I couldn’t buy back in at the same level
Increased housing taxes is a revenue problem not a housing crisis – Board should spend less
Taxes are going up because single-family housing in an urban environment is desirable so why is that trying to be changed?
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
How does this impact the County’s tax structure?
How has Missing Middle changed in the context of the pandemic and increased work from home?
I pay well over $20k a year in taxes to the County, I pay taxes even if I live somewhere else for six months, but apartment building
owners only pay taxes on the income they earn, not on empty units.
Sometimes single-family owners come across as if renters don’t have a voice in this process because they don’t pay property taxes,
but renters do contribute to the tax base when they pay rent, and the building pays property taxes.
Would like to see if the county is doing anything with regards to displacement. My concern is that we will lose a lot of elderly, a
lot of diversity, many people whom we would not be able to afford their property taxes. I don’t want to lose people because of
these reasons.
Property taxes increasing significantly with the rise in land values causing displacement of the many particularly people of color.
Would be consideration of limiting taxable assessment increase a possibility?
I feel like we are being too narrow, too short sided. I have two senior citizens that live near me. Finding independent care for
senior citizens.
§ Tax rates will increase, which doesn’t help affordability.
§ The County thinks that having more residents will increase tax revenue.
§ In reply to the idea that the County is supporting Missing Middle for increased tax revenue, it’s important to note that office and
commercial vacancies have increased. When office and commercial spaces experience vacancies, the owners of those spaces pay
no taxes. The commercial billing taxes have gone up. But if the space is empty, they don’t pay tax. The burden of taxes falls more
on homeowners. The County Board will appreciate MMH because it brings more revenue. Is the goal of Missing Middle to
provide more tax revenue, more housing, or both?
§ From chat: BTW, by the County's own data, “missing middle” is already 30% of Arlington's housing. It's not missing in
Arlington. A recent FOIA request to the County asked for “Any analyses, projections, estimates, or reports concerning potential
tax revenue, County budgetary impact, or expenditure forecasts related to the potential implementation of any form of the Missing
Middle Housing framework, including any such documents prepared by the Department of Management and Finance.” There is
no responsive record(s) to your request.”
Tax rates will increase, which doesn’t help affordability.
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TaxStructure
Density means a huge responsibility in infrastructure: more police, water, etc. The County will need a huge bond issue and that
will increase our taxes. Concern about taxes going through the roof up front to pay for increased density. Arlington has a good
bond rating, but money is not free.
What will the impact of MM be on tax revenues? i.e. you have a house assessed at $ 1 million and it’s a teardown with a multiunit development worth $6 million, Is this an objective of the County to increase its tax revenue base?
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Transparency.Communication.Engagement
Concerned about MMHS – they say they have done research, but after looking at the evidence, I have to disagree. Not convinced.
Doing something this permanent is very dangerous
July County Board meeting – considering how to implement MMHS. Young woman (employee of County) – had done an
informal poll, found most people hadn’t heard of it and most were opposed. The Board doesn’t have real interest in that – has an
ulterior motive.
Could County do the math on the study? Claim it will only affect 20 properties a year, but math doesn’t work out.
County staff and the Board need to be more transparent about why this is happening.
Sat through Board Working Meeting. They claimed there were 150k postcards sent out. Did not get it. What it said was benign –
come on walking tour for MMHS.
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
Be Clear and transparent on Data:
Council of Gov’t Study:320,000 housing units needed, 245,000 already planned, 75K shortfalls, ony 25% away from mass transit;
only 25% away from unaffordable level.
Arlington is .75% of total area COG = 4 units/year
staff says “19 to 21 lots/yr” as missing middle. But there is no math or analysis
COVID, planning, changing to street and school names, PLB, all of it was a screen for this monumental proposal to change
zoning categories.
It seems pretty clear that the county just wants/needs additional revenue, and this may be the easiest was to do it.
Concerned that it’s a predetermined decision. The last issue that had to do with upzoning and density in CC, seemingly presented
more opposition and the board vote unanimously voted for the proposal. Says they listened. But feels predetermined.
Is the vote actually going to be in November? Or will concerns be considered?
Portfolio of photos of what other jurisdictions have done and different scenarios. Falls Church – someone had done something
with senior citizen cottages? Most people have no idea what this stuff actually looks like. A lot of people don’t have a clear vision
of what it might possibly look like
The County has a history of taking time collecting ideas and evidence, and then they do what they’re going to do. It doesn’t feel
like there is transparency. Homeownership versus developers coming in to build apartment buildings. So there is not the wealth
building… feel like this is a little bit of joke. Prove me wrong.
A house is a most important issue for us and our Arlington community. Please give it all the transparency and care it deserves.
Why the Board started with the position that MMHS would not be County-wide and now it is
MMHS will take something from me that they don’t own – personal property rights. House belongs to me and my wife. Won’t
ever get back personal property rights. Everyone on County Board should have a clear statement, dated, here’s how I stand on
Missing Middle by Oct 28th before going to ballot box. Let’s hear from every Board Member, especially De Ferranti who is up for
reelection
Want to share analysis of survey run by the Board – majority don’t like MMHS
Extremely concerned that process appears to be set up to ratify a proposal that’s not yet on the table; don’t know the specifics;
ratifying the week before Christmas. Ask the Board to take the time to look at the proposal that comes up
Been at several public conversations and talked to neighbors who are very against this idea; don’t know where I stand at this
point; has been shifting reasons for why we are doing MMHS; if we do this, how will it benefit all of Arlington?
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Here to mainly learn about community involvement processes; providing underrepresented perspective that we desperately need
this housing – shouldn’t waver now on MMHS
Here to listen, hoping for less polarized conversation than seeing on NextDoor; one of the main concerns is that so many people
don’t know this is happening
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Agree with putting this up for a vote- important to address with whole community. Mailing things to people rather than a 5-person
decision. When we talk about alternatives – live in river crest, renovations of home – strict of approving things. Gone out that
window – takin up whole lot. Looking to buy and buy – end of street, bought and torn down, under construction for at least for
years. Why isn’t county controlling what builders are doing? Changes affordability within neighborhoods for everyone else – if
you allow homes to be built taking up full lots, impacting the environment, values for homes go up considerably- means that it
allows others can’t afford to move into neighborhood. Out of control development – county is allowing and not controlling it. So
many diff impacts in what county is allowing that wouldn’t allow 5 years ago. One is impacting the other.

Transparency.Communications.Engagement

Informative – pushes forward need for a use case to be worked through with policies – bring everyone together – analytical,
everyone’s point of view is included in proper fashion. People know that work with analytics asking what is happening in
Arlington. Memes – when did Arlington and Moscow become sister cities? Bunch of opinions need to be factored into use case.

Transparency.Communications.Engagement

If we accept notion of MMH – polarized on adding units, Devils in the details on how we transform the county. Not productive
when advocates are stating that delay tactics are just that, delays. There are valid concerns. Risky experiment -effects can spread
quickly, not reassuring for those that value of character of neighborhood. Just as legitimate as other concerns – details of
implementation.
How to get to a place where there is a type of consensus? We have the Yimbys on one side and the people that don’t want
anything done. There is so much time wasted
I went to a festival, and the ladies from the county said this is what is going on. I said, Oh really? This is kind of offensive. There
was no brainstorming in the early process.
I want us to be clear that there is no swollen opposition to MMH from people living in the County. The majority are renters.
Working people are renters. There is support for the idea of MMH.
Do you get the sense that there is opposition in this room? In other places? This feels so fast, so hurried. I know a lot of people;
the majority are very engaged and don’t know about this. I ask you to allow more time.
I think many people don’t understand what this is. A firefighter may be a candidate for MMH. But MMH will not bring affordable
housing for people who want to buy a 2 -3 bedroom unit.
I agree with it. More than a duplex will be a rental. Parking is not going to be good. It seems quick. People don’t know a lot. The
messaging has been abominable.
I think the name MMH is very confusing. Renters think they can afford it. This is a developer scam to tear down SFH. Is
misleading. The messaging has been awful.
This conversation was useless. Lots of editorial comments. Please convey to Arlington residents the facts, not have residents
convey their opinions.
I don’t trust the County – often not looking out for constituents, looking out for themselves.
320 homes in Woodmont. Claims postcards were sent to get feedback – 27.5% back. 5 to 1 against MMHS.
When I talk to people in my neighborhood, people seem disillusioned with local government. This has fostered a lot of distrust
among community members who can’t believe the County Board is doing this.
Vote yourself a tenement. The greatest sin in a democracy is a betrayal by its government. This proposal is a betrayal. An
autocratic decision by a small committee on an issue of this magnitude is a betrayal.
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Transparancy.Comms.Engagement
We’ve been presented with a false dichotomy: we need this or else [less diversity, less affordable housing] or else…; as an
economist, this could be improved to be more targeted. The County has been very clear that this is not for affordability. The
county should also make sure single-family voices are heard; he doesn’t have an issue with it, but others who have made major
financial decisions in their life should be talked to about this change. Should get their buy in.
Same and misdirection and miscommunicating the message in a divisive way in Arlington.
I do not get the idea that the County Board is taking the community opposition to MMH seriously.
People are not aware of MMH and associated issues.
Concern about the by-right aspect of the MMH proposal. Arlington needs to maintain community engagement. By-right
development takes away an opportunity for engagement. Preservation of neighborhood residents’ influence over the future.
Who is being represented? People thinking of living here (who don’t vote here) or people who live here?
Is the County anticipating a financial windfall from the federal government if it increases diversity? See the White House website,
22 May 2022 article, about this. If so, please be transparent about this. Thank you.
Participant feels that there has been a lack of direct engagement with civic associations. Feels that the County redirects people to
the website or does not answer questions. Participant’s civic association has a meeting with a board member and claims that there
have been concerns over the housing squeeze.
Participant is not convinced that the County Board makes good decisions, especially on this topic. Does not want to live in New
York City where they are housing squeezed.
Participant is concerned about how this process is being implemented. Feels disappointed that the Community Conversations
came after public knowledge.
Participant is concerned that County Board is going through the motions and that this is a done deal.
Participant asked: Whose idea of Missing Middle Housing was this?
Participant says that there needs to be more discussion about the MMH process and how it’s been introduced to residents. Says
that developers can’t be trusted to act in the greater good.
MMH would be a consequential change. Feels that County Board members who would vote on this are not intending to run for
reelection and live with the consequences of their decision.
Participant feels that there isn’t a meaningful engagement process for MMH.
I feel cynical because of incumbent Arlington County Board Members, Arlington County Staff and contractors, vendors and
consultants to Arlington County. Years of propaganda and political rhetoric are not substitutes for “conversation,” “public input,”
“democratic participation” and a true vote on the issue. Does willful ignorance have any meaning to incumbent Arlington County
Board Members? Yes, and the result us doubling down on a bad idea and their hearts becoming blocks of ice.
Why is up zoning done so quickly? The County Board refused to meet with Lyon Village CA (Member Karantonis clarified that
he had met with them to talk about MMH).
Wants to learn more about how Arlington came to use it. Hearing about outside money that has entered Arlington and becoming
an influence. Including money that went to Mercatus Center at GMU. Haven’t read from the County, but if it is happening, wish it
was more transparent
I’ve read all of the documents that the County put out and what I haven’t seen is supportive data that shows that they can support
all of the necessary infrastructure improvements that would be needed.
Unfortunately, it seemed that Board member Takis Karantonis had already made up his mind and was not open to other views.
Rather he used the meeting time to dismiss citizens’ concerns and advocate his position in favor of the broad MMH proposal.
This was extremely disappointing. I respectfully ask that the meeting notes that are prepared capture the citizens’ concerns fully
and that these very legitimate concerns receive due and respectful consideration by the full Board.
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Transparancy.Comms.Engagement
I am still very concerned about the Missing Middle proposal and the board member seemed more intent on defending the policy
rather than listening to the rightfully raised concerns of the majority of the participants.
There appears to be several professional PR people/ influencers who are trying to sell this plan on social media. They are very
aggressive and attack and try to discredit anyone who raises concerns and imply they are racist. It seems obvious that there are
some financial ties involved, and I sincerely hope they are not hired by the County but possibly by the building/apartment
industry. Their behavior raises more questions about what’s really behind this effort. After following this issue recently, I am sad
to say I do not feel the same about living in Arlington County anymore.

Transparency.Communications.Engagement

Transparency.Communications.Engagement

Communication and Information
This discussion points up the problem of lack of information and visibility about the missing middle concept. Please start small
and keep us all informed. This could be a winning issue if it gives homeowners more flexibility in how they can use their property
for family expanded units.
Every property owner should be notified about MMHS in detail through a letter in the mail that is sent to same address that is used
for sending them the real estate tax letter so we know every homeowner will be notified.
Seems like there’s a lot of misinformation going on, so believe part of the process should be explaining what it is – might not
change opinions, but at least would all have the correct understanding. There are solutions to issues other than opposing MMHS –
can address concerns that people have
I agree with Missing Middle Housing, but public relations/marketing needs to be improved. Even for me, who knows some things
about zoning and urban development, it was difficult to find out that the proposal is ultimately just an up-zoning. It’s very easy for
people to get the wrong idea.
What do you think the Arlington residents have not heard about MM until this summer?
Concerns of a lack of communication, and Arlington is notorious for this. Who is all getting word about this? Every single
homeowner should be getting some notification about this. Not everyone knows what is going on, and people aren’t moving to the
County with this in mind, that there could be a 12-person dwelling next to them. County should inform everyone living in the
County. What is the effort for the County to notify everyone?
When I hear the discussion around communication, I hear postcards were mailed, stuff on websites. But it was couched in an
affordable housing language from the beginning. But who is against that? The CB members were probably naive and misled in
doing this. This is the 11th hour. People understand now that this is really happening. So that postcard that went out whenever, the
posts online… this study. It was couched as affordable housing and now we realize it’ s changing housing stock. Challenged CB
members that language needs to be changed, that this is not affordable housing.
Communication concerns – “purposefully miscommunicating”
The County needs to be more clear about its goals on this whole exercise and clear about how it would propose to ensure that the
goals are met so that the citizens can engage in the decision-making process before any radical changes are considered by the
Board.
.
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Participation and Engagement
Has the Board reached out to anyone in Fairlington?
The backgrounds of people in the room don’t match the top of this sheet (handout).
How is the Board considering the people who won’t be heard through this process and are we giving veto power to a small
minority.
There’s so much SFH north of Langston here, but no sessions there. Maybe people can drive but seems like the Board is avoiding
a session out there.
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Transparancy.Comms.Engagement
This conversation was disgustingly non-representative of the county. 70% of Arlington lives in multifamily [units]. 2 people here
did. Please keep that in mind when discussing today’s talk.
I understand that it may be difficult to get renters, younger residents, and/or people of color to these meetings but we are still your
constituents and your voters. Do not be afraid to make this bold change by a loud minority.
In those board meetings, there are no Latinos because we are working to be able to stay in Arlington. There were no conversations
with the Latino communities about MMH before this. Even we, the community leaders, did not have any information. We didn't
know anything until VOICE explained MMH to us – did you guys go to Arlington Mills?
Some people are in big boats, some in smaller boats, some are trending water, and some underwater(drowning). Takis, listen to
the people who are drowning.
Remember why our community (Latinos) does not vote. We need you to come to our community to speak. We have already
informed the Board that we have a different way of communicating. Please come to the Civic Association where we live.
Hope for continued engagement with the County if Missing Middle passes… I encourage the board to continue investing in
community engagement and in additional infrastructure.
Desire to learn various perspectives/where everyone stands on Missing Middle. (2x)
One participant was simply listening and had no comment about what they hoped to learn or share.
From chat: How well are Arlington's consultations reaching BIPOC residents for comment? I appreciate this forum has Spanish
translators, and it doesn't appear there are any Spanish speakers here today. Are there additional efforts being made to hear the
voices of BIPOC residents?
Participant feels that there isn’t a meaningful engagement process for MMH.
I am discouraged by the process. Proposed major Zoning changes without outreach to the people of Arlington. The only reason
why we are here today is because the County was forced to do it.
Participant is concerned about the rush to implement MMH. County Board should be willing to meet with people frequently; take
the time to talk to residents.
WW CA is worried about the lack of engagement by the staff. They say no when my CA asks them to come to talk to us. Their
only answer is to go to the website. Takis mentioned six areas of housing. Where are the other five? My CA just had a meeting
with Christian Dorsey. We asked him about building micro units -six-plex and eight-plex in a lot that is the right six.
Community Conversations were full after a day – face to face dialogue makes a lot of sense. Meetings should be catered towards
the likely framework, not the theoretical framework. Vote should be delayed until early next year so the Board can do sufficient
engagement
There needs to be an opportunity for residents to have in-depth discussions with staff without staff saying that they can’t speak
about this. Where is the in-depth citizen input with staff about these issues? We used to be able to do it with them on other issues,
but now we can’t.
Hasn’t been a lot of involvement of residents, mostly Board driven. Great concerns about the County Board decisions about
MMH.
Counting while people were hunkered in pandemic – that is not transparent engagement.
Remember why our community (Latinos) does not vote. We need you to come to our community to speak. We have already
informed the Board that we have a different way of communicating. Please come to the Civic Association where we live.
Hope for continued engagement with the County if Missing Middle passes… I encourage the board to continue investing in
community engagement and in additional infrastructure.
Desire to learn various perspectives/where everyone stands on Missing Middle. (2x)
One participant was simply listening and had no comment about what they hoped to learn or share.
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Transparancy.Comms.Engagement
From chat: How well are Arlington's consultations reaching BIPOC residents for comment? I appreciate this forum has Spanish
translators, and it doesn't appear there are any Spanish speakers here today. Are there additional efforts being made to hear the
voices of BIPOC residents?

Transparency.Communications.Engagement

Vast majority of folks in Arl. aren’t going to be doing these meetings and we need a representative population at these meetings.

Transparency.Communications.Engagement

I don't see any Latinos in the conversations. Nobody has come to our community to explain anything to us. The County knows that
we communicate differently. They have not come to where we live.
Concern about the by-right aspect of the MMH proposal. Arlington needs to maintain community engagement. By-right
development takes away an opportunity for engagement. Preservation of neighborhood residents’ influence over the future.
Community outreach was skewed away from SFH Owners
I was thinking about when my 26-year-old son grew up in APS, in sixth grade got motivated to speak up with the Gulf Branch
Nature Center was being torn down. The message was that community matters and speaking up can cause change. And I came
here today to want to know if the Board is listening to the people. I appreciate the offer to come, and it takes a lot of time to come
to these. I hope that the board is listening. I came to state that I am against this for all the reasons that have been voiced and are
they listening.
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Transparency.Communications.Engagement

I had thought that these “community conversations” were sessions where Board members would receive and listen to the concerns
of Arlington residents about the current MMH proposal. That was not the tenor of the session I attended. Ms. Woods-Warrior
recorded 20 items of concern based on participants’ comments at the beginning of the session, but only about half were discussed.

Transparency.Communications.Engagement

Despite living in Arlington for many years and owning a home for the past 7 years, this was my first attempt to participate in the
Board's community engagement process. It's difficult to find time for such things, but I did so because I thought it important, in
the midst of a housing affordability crisis, to engage with plans to do the only thing that could possibly help--building more
housing. The conversation I witnessed could not have been less representative of the community. It was dominated by older
single-family homeowners, who then took liberties with the format and the topics to give long speeches and even further drown
out other speakers and viewpoints. They were hard-pressed to offer legitimate criticism of missing-middle housing--after all, it's
hard to see how having a few extra neighbors harms anyone. So instead, they are trying to kill the proposal with a thousand
procedural cuts. Pilot projects, neighborhood-specific plans, GLUPs, etc. But at the end of the day they just don't want to live next
to a duplex.

Transparency.Communications.Engagement
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Transportation

General: Transportation
And I share the concerns of many here. I am in support of missing middle housing and affordable housing and my only issue is
transportation and I’m afraid if we don’t get this right, we’re going drown in traffic, which is a huge safety concern for all the of
us and it’s going to clog up our streets so please get this right
The County has a Vision Zero plan. I think I kind of goes along with these concerns about transportation and safety. I like Vision
Zero, but I guess that the plan is dealing more with transportation as it stands now versus planning for the future growth and our
future development, so I would hope that we know that it all goes along with the Arlington County vision, and the same plan
would also carry over through this increased growth and increased density
I have a bicycle. But there are people with kids and disabilities. To choose for them is wrong.
The county is telling people not to use their cars. look, I rode a bike in my youth, but now I'm already 75 years old.
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.

Transportation

Transportation
Transportation.
Transportation.
Transportation

Transportation.Traffic
Take Metro every week – to expect seniors to take public transportation is often unrealistic. Conversation needs to start with
people first and think about their needs
Fifty years ago, we built specific corridors, the orange and blue line along Wilson Blvd. It incentivized people to live in places
around public transportation. That is good for the environment. But Arlington Forest and Donaldson run are car dependent. If you
put density there, it is not smart planning.
In South Arlington, we do not have the same access to public transportation as the North. The nearest Metro station for us is
Ballston. Our relatives are construction workers, so we need at least two cars. We've fought to get more parking. Or is the County
going to put a Metro station nearby and lower the price of buses?
The County sends two messages to use public transportation, ride bikes, and now they want to put in place this plan that would
require more parking/cars without improvements to public transportation
Please don’t keeping promoting a car free diet. Need to understand that folks who work in construction need to leave early and
take their trucks or vans to construction sites in the area that are not well served by Metro or by bus. Missing Middle does not
recognize this transportation need since it presumes that folks will not need private vehicles
Participant challenged the assumption that single-family homes cannot be built close to Metro/walkable areas.
The County has, historically, significantly increased the housing stock by building denser housing around transit. Why does the
County want to diverge from the transit-based housing plans we’ve used in the past?
Believes that developers aren’t stupid and that they will build denser housing closer to metro, should deregulate ability to build
commercial in SFH neighborhoods
I take the bus, but the bus doesn’t come very often and my commute and trips to various places have to be planned out in order to
accommodate the bus schedule. Would like to see more transit infrastructure in more places throughout the County.
Many people can’t afford to live next to Metro and some people don’t live very close to bus lines either, so would also like to see
more transit infrastructure.
Projection is 27% increase in population over 23 years. Does anyone want 27% more traffic getting here? No transit to this
location, so transportation planning is an important factor
I’m retired and old. I want to live in a walkable place.
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Transportation
Understand idea of density and like idea of being able to walk to restaurants and stores. About ¾ of mile to restaurants and stores
– we walk all the time. Metro is 1.75 miles from house – might have time to walk, but not if I had to commute. Every person with
a job who is in one of these multi unit buildings has to have a car, in my neighborhood. Don’t know that everyone has the time to
walk to the bus.
Not everyone has the time or ability to walk to the bus stop.
No one’s really touched on the transportation issues. Our neighborhoods are already parking lots, cars are parked on both sides of
streets. Traffic is worse, everything with cars is worse. Where are these new cars going to go?
Transportation: Roads are so packed, it’s like sardines on our streets.
What planning is being done for traffic in the Langston Blvd. plan?
Concerns about streets that already have high traffic.
Need to increase density to get people out of their cars, and recognize there is a housing crisis.
Need to understand impact on traffic and air pollution if density is increased away from metro stations. Traffic in neighborhoods
(Military Rd.) already increased because of I-66 tolls.
The infrastructure question was not adequately addressed- The traffic impact the fact that schools can’t handle more and have
planned so poorly in the past
We often didn’t have two cars. One person would bicycle. If you put 8 units in our neighborhood, how area you going to get those
people to work? You want to consider the transportation. For bicyclists now, it is so dangerous. I don’t even risk getting on my
bike any longer. People are crazy, the driving is crazy. Let’s be aware of the safety issues of packing people in. You have a lot of
cars already with the big houses.
Concerned for impact on Traffic, cars, quality of life.
Also, echo many, I agree with a lot of the previous comments. I guess I’ll skip to a new one on my list which would be traffic,
congestion and especially increased impervious surfaces. We’re already battling flooding in many of our neighborhoods, and this
is going to create a huge impact on that issue, and the county already is unable to keep up with neighborhoods and homes that are
flooding. I wonder how this is going to affect all of us.
If the housing density increased across Arlington, then it’s also important to fund a robust walkable area to limit the amounts of
people who must drive everywhere or also invest in bike lanes and protected green spaces and expand the bus routes and make it
faster. If everyone drives everywhere there will be a lot more traffic. There will be less density if you get everybody to walk places
and take the bus or other things. I think if the County does both things at once, Missing Middle and increasing public transit then
this thing could work. Just like what was mentioned earlier in Crystal City and then traffic density decreased, hopefully, it would
work like that
How is traffic going to change?
Concern about the cost of not making change. People who cannot live in Arlington will live further out. Their driving will
produce more carbon emissions and reduce safety, since driving is a less safe mode of transportation than others.
MMH will mean more cars and more air pollution.
People don’t have to work in downtown DC.
I doubt that MMH will accomplish reductions in driving or save trees.
Forcing people to live farther from jobs and opportunities, what does that mean for everyone else?

Transportation.Transit

The Langston Blvd. plan reflects what seem to be unrealistic expectations about future use of public transportation.
Where I live, there are no sidewalks, but you can take the bus.
What impacts would an increase in density have on transportation networks? What impacts would there be on transit, overall
density, supply, and affordability?
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Transportation
Hope for continued engagement with the County if Missing Middle passes – engagement on the subjects of transportation,
funding for sidewalks, and schools.
Residents of multiplexes will need cars. Not everyone can walk to Metro. There will be more cars.
Perhaps not everyone can walk to Metro, but many people who can’t walk to Metro can walk to a bus stop.
With things like Amazon coming, we can scale up public transportation.

Transportation
Transportation
Transportation.

How will the County address the need for more public transportation infrastructure? Need to plan ahead for better public transit.

Transportation

How will the County address the need for more public transportation infrastructure? Need to plan ahead for better public transit.

Transportation

There’s no good public transportation in S. Arlington. Will there be more transportation options? Will we treat areas
differently?
All in for diversity and affordability, but building Missing Middle Housing outside of Metro corridors would make it difficult to
traverse due to lack of public transit. People would need cars to get around.
Is there an effort to target areas near metro stations? I’m not an expert on this but that would give more people access to Metro. I
live in East Falls Church and we do have townhouses across from the metro station. It’s mostly single family. But increased access
to mass transit would be amazing. I also want to know if this could help with the environmental impact and parking.
I'd like to add - is there an effort to target locations near mass transit (metro stations)? This would give more people access to mass
transit, and also help with environmental impact and maybe even parking challenges.
I'd like to add -is there an effort to target locations near mass transit? This would give more people access to metro, and also help
with environmental impact and maybe even parking challenges.
The idealism of these proposals is wishing away very real challenges of where these new residents will park, the impact on travel
and bus routes, the lack of easily accessible public transport.
In addition, Libby mentioned that South Arlington, with our only transportation options being car or bus, was sufficient. It is not.
What is going to be done to address public transportation in South Arlington if you are increasing density? We have poor, tiny
bus shelters and live in an area where everyone needs a car, because our public transportation options are so poor, particularly
along the Columbia Pike corridor. This was not addressed, even though it was asked.

Transportation

Transportation
Transportation

Transportation

Transportation
Transportation
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Transportation

Transportation.Walkability
Density is about walkability and less reliance on cars. I want to be able to walk to the office and to the grocery store. This is better
for environmental conservation. I’m in favor of more density in all parts of the County.
In the meeting chat, someone reflected on the comment about walkability by saying “Walkability to commercial uses will not
result from the Missing Middle proposal. Areas will have to be re-zoned commercial uses in order to provide that benefit. You
can't put commercial uses in residential areas even if they are rezoned as high density. Planning walkability is a terrific goal – and
should be looked at by the County -but not one anticipated in this plan.”
Comment in the Meeting Chat that walkability to commercial areas will not result from Missing Middle.
Walkability won’t be solved with Missing Middle housing. You cannot put commercial uses in residential zones.
Agreement about the environmental benefits of density and its connection to walkability. It makes neighborhoods more fun.
There is a problem with walkability. The County manager won’t solve the problem with the Fire Marshall, so we cannot build
sidewalks because the fire marshal says we need this much space for their trucks. The manager decided to do nothing. The folks
that want sidewalks have a good point. MMH is going to exacerbate something that hasn’t been resolved.
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Transportation
Density is about walkability and less reliance on cars. I want to be able to walk to the office and to the grocery store. This is better
for environmental conservation. I’m in favor of more density in all parts of the County.
In the meeting chat, someone reflected on the comment about walkability by saying “Walkability to commercial uses will not
result from the Missing Middle proposal. Areas will have to be re-zoned commercial uses in order to provide that benefit. You
can't put commercial uses in residential areas even if they are rezoned as high density. Planning walkability is a terrific goal – and
should be looked at by the County -but not one anticipated in this plan.”
Comment in the Meeting Chat that walkability to commercial areas will not result from Missing Middle.
Walkability won’t be solved with Missing Middle housing. You cannot put commercial uses in residential zones.
Agreement about the environmental benefits of density and its connection to walkability. It makes neighborhoods more fun.
Single-family homes tend to be in areas that are not walkable.
There are urban villages where you don’t need a car (Shirlington, Westover). There would need to be investment in infrastructure
to increase walkability in other neighborhoods.
Comment in the Meeting Chat that walkability to commercial areas will not result from Missing Middle.
Walkability won’t be solved with Missing Middle housing. You cannot put commercial uses in residential zones.
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Trees.OpenSpace

Trees.OpenSpace
Concern about preserving factors that made Arlington desirable, such as trees and the ability for a resident to have a little garden.

Trees.Open Space

Concern about trees being destroyed to build McMansions.
Concern about trees being removed for giant houses—an issue that MMH does not address.
Confusion about the Board’s ability or lack thereof to intervene when lots are cleared of trees.
Environmental issues and protection of the tree canopy are paramount.
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
I doubt that MMH will accomplish reductions in driving or save trees.
I love Arlington with its trees and parks.
I support meeting housing needs while protecting the tree canopy.
I would feel a sense of loss about trees being cleared.
It’s a big win for the global environment to save lots of trees outside of Arlington by cutting down a few within the County.
The tree canopy in our Langston Blvd. community will go away with Missing Middle housing.
The value of my house won’t remain if trees in the neighborhood are torn down and larger, more urban buildings are put up.
The world system is in disequilibrium because of rising carbon. Weather events will get increasingly variable and more
destructive. It doesn’t follow as a good economic principle that we can substitute someone else’s loss of trees for ours. Will
realize we need to deal with carbon and preserve tree canopy – that’s the most effective way to sequester carbon. This issue
trumps all other considerations. Have no issue with building more housing options, consistent with protecting tree canopy.
Trees are more than carbon sequestration devices. They provide shade, temperature control, good air quality, wildlife habitat, and
beauty.
Trees beware.
We can’t say that someone else’s tree loss will be prevented by ours.
We need a tree canopy.
What planning is being done for the tree canopy in the Langston Blvd. plan?
That’s been a concern that’s been voiced in our neighborhood but you know overall our neighborhood consistently supports the
counties of land acquisition for open space and recently we’ve seen a lot of backtracking on open space, especially with the
Clarendon Sector Plan update, a significant park was eliminated from the plan and we really thought that was the wrong direction
to go and especially given the increase in population that we’re looking at from Missing Middle.
Affecting tree canopy by taking down trees.
And density in housing has a smaller footprint. It’s better for the planet.
Anecdotal – don’t have a lot of green space in Arlington. Old Dominion doesn’t have a park, it has always been an issue.
Building envelopes – on paper the same as a SFH, but in practice would be different b/c need garage, landscaping, deck,
driveway, etc. In practice not the same and this is why tree canopy will be affected.
But that is future (20 years out) tree canopy. Lot coverage reform is key for preserving mature trees today. It is not an answer to
expand opportunities for large footprints to MMH homes. Lot coverage must be fixed first.
Climate resiliency – we think we will save people by bringing them here but we live on a flood plain. Risks that we have of getting
flooded in the same way as New Orleans – no experts wanted to speak, they are afraid of developers.
Concerns about tree canopy and how proposal address the issues of storm water management and heat islands.
Concerns with lot coverage, should not expand opportunities for footprints of mansions. We need to shrink footprints.
Concerns with tree canopy; does Virginia law require Arlington to accommodate anyone?
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Cutting down trees drastically changes the character of a neighborhood – traumatizing – 60-70% of tree canopy in Arl. Exist in
SFH neighborhoods; appears to be a tradeoff that Board is willing to make. If 20% of SFH are redeveloped, loss of 34K trees.
Loss of trees appear to be tradeoff board is willing to make. Thinking behind it.
Eliminating single-family home zoning would bring down tree canopy coverage. Other participant clarifies that the 20% tree
canopy requirements for single-family homes is after 20 years.
How will we prevent tree cover loss? McMansions get tree covers because it sells, but rental units – no one cares.
How will you prevent destruction of tree cover, like happens with the mansions? Is there a greater incentive for developers to strip
the lot and remove tree cover? Won’t care when building multiplex – will all be rental
I live 2-3 blocks away from Lyon Village and tree canopy is already being destroyed by the teardowns of the small single family
homes and the building of these huge single-family homes so let’s use Vision Zero, it doesn’t matter if it’s a fourplex or a huge
single family home, but I think the burden of the impact is on the tree canopy that be will be the same but I do think people are
going to say we do need to be mindful of the environmental, if you have four units on one lot that is going to have a big
environmental impact.
I think we need to keep some green space and make sure we increase corridors with proper transportation, parking and schools.
I was happy to hear people in the county are actively working with the state of Virginia to change the rules around units per acre
and tree canopy requirements on by-right properties. The current rules say that a property zoned for more than 20 units per acre
drops to 10% tree canopy (from 20%) tree canopy. I would like to help with this effort. Please let me know who I should contact
at the county to help change this rule.
Impact of Missing Middle Housing on trees.
Impact on the future tree canopy- reduction from 20% to 10% even for rezoned single-family homes, under state law this cannot
be changed.
In N. Arlington there’s been lots of extreme building and loss of green space; affordable housing is moot b/c it will still be
expensive; fear of environmental disruption b/c of increased density.
Lots of extreme building at fast rate causing congestion and loss of green space. Concerns about losing quality of life that people
bought into when they moved.
No comment on loci of tree canopy.
Not paying enough attention to other examples from other cities where they did Missing Middle and turned their locations into
heat islands and cutting down tree canopies. Cut down a 100-year-old oak and will not realized the damage for another 80 years if
you plant another one, might not even grow because of the additional heat
One of my concerns is that citizens haven’t had the opportunity to discuss concerns like the loss of tree canopy.
Streets become public spaces – kids play, joggers, dogs. Increasing density of parking makes it less safe for pedestrians.
The analysis is weak concerning the impact of Missing Middle on the tree canopy caused by increased deforestation.
The one thing I would raise that hasn’t been touched on is tree canopy. As larger houses go in, we are losing trees at an incredible
rate. It’s like a lunar landscape. Once the big tree canopies are gone, they are gone. And once things are paved over, it’s a huge
concern. This is going to have long-term complications.
There is a concern that under VA law, developers can clear every living thing from a lot before they build something. 20% of trees
are not being saved on a lot. Tree canopy requirement will be cut in half if MMHS passes.
There is concern about the unintended consequences of MMHS and up zoning.
This does not protect our environment.
Townhouses – even houses have attracted the ire of MM opponents; Westwind – 78 units – diverse – owners & renters – on one
single family housing lot, 5 townhouses can fit – tree canopy we have planted 27 trees; also have 2 stormwater retention units
which SFH don’t have.
NOTES: Missing Middle Community Conversation (10.28.2022)
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Trees matter because they affect our quality of life. How will you control the urban heat island effect? 2) A car-free society is a
pipe dream. Ask any parent who works. Trip-chaining—look into it.
Trying to rezone SFH and developers trying to fit in as many people reduces green space and cause of environmental disruption,
water run-off and flooding.
Water run off, tree canopy are concerns. Trees are disappearing, flooding is increasing
Water, tree canopy and green space – too often, only surface water Is talked about. But underground water too – when trees are
removed, it is disturbed. Older homes are now being affected by other building in the area. Water coming into basements. Needs
to be looked at in a holistic way.
We need to make a plan for the people first but include the trees.
What can be done to maintain urban canopy while increasing housing stock?
At least two participants mentioned wanting to learn more about the effect of Missing Middle Housing on the tree canopy. One of
them mentioned that the tree canopy is also being affected by single-family home zoning.
I am not concerned about the (tree canopy) coverage or cutting down trees for more housing. Trees grow back.
McMansions already decimating the trees. We need incentives for developers to maintain trees.
Goes against goals of having more walkable community and more green spaces. Increasing parking won’t mitigate the heat island
effect. Increased density will aggravate that.
The number of trees that you can require to be preserved or replace on a lot is 20% (based on density). All of Arlington currently
falls in this zone. When MMHS goes into place, it goes into the 10% zone. What will Arlington do to prevent this?
The tree destruction would be massive with MMH passing
Participant is concerned about the tree canopy, which have been affected by single-family homes (SFH).
Participant said they would hate to see the tree canopy continue to be destroyed
With increased density, there’s an opportunity here to have more public spaces for people to be able to use. If there are duplexes,
fourplexes, things like that, you’re probably not going to have as much of a backyard, so it’s important that people have an open
area and I think public parks really foster a sense of community here and are really important so that with increasing density, it’s
important to have all these facilities that are available to people, not just a backyard but green spaces that the whole community
can enjoy. And like it was mentioned before limiting urban suburban sprawl we don’t want that that’s not green it’s not helping
the environment.
Some concerns have to do with lack of comprehensive planning associated with increasing density. For example, greater density
in housing will result in less green space, fewer trees at the same time the County is recognizing the importance of biophilia for
residents’ health. Just don’t see any recognition so far on the importance of maintaining a green canopy in Arlington County. Also
lack of stormwater runoff planning
There are already rules in place about tree canopy – nothing in MMHS because it already exists. Not an issue
Concerns expressed today about small homes being replaced with mansions, and resulting tree canopy loss and stormwater runoff,
and loss of options at lower price range. Mansions should be addressed – study of zoning regulations that could affect mansions,
like coverage ratio. Change tax regulations to increase taxes if you have more impermeable surface, which would reduce
incentives to create a very large house. Option to address teardown issue directly
ꞏ
My main concern is tree canopy which goes to lot coverage, and why the county feels they have to reduce the tree canopy. Is
this coming from the State or the County as related to the MMH proposal?
ꞏ
I’m very concerned about tree canopy, just from people building houses, and building a house myself. It seems the way the
tree canopy is replaced is somewhat not conducive to long-term environmental impacts. They rip down trees and put up little tiny
trees. And the trees that are planted are put in a space where they will die. I liked all the parks and green space. The lot coverage
and tree canopy need to be addressed regardless of Missing Middle.
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ꞏ
One thing that has been helping me is that MM is a tiny program, when we talk about the 200k+ people who live here, it’s
tiny but a big win for families who can benefit. This program will have a tiny impact on most of those things. The county is
working on tree canopy, we cannot control what people do with those trees. But it’s out of our hands when it comes to each home
that is own. We need to incentivize in different ways and focus on public spaces that we can control. A small program like MM is
not going to make or break the tree canopy.
ꞏ
I am very pro tree canopy, there are tons of trees, but additional supply we can build here is going to relieve pressure on the
edges of the market that are being built in a sprawling fashion.
ꞏ
Just a point of clarification, are there different restrictions on developers versus homeowners? As a homeowner, we were
required to plant trees, and developers were not required to. I am not sure how MM is going to address that. Are there not already
two different requirements for developers and homeowners. (Board Member responded: No, the question is on what action is
being done and not who the applicant is.)
Density is connected to the environment. The Sierra Club supports Arlington’s Missing Middle proposal. The Missing Middle
would have environmental benefits for more rural areas; there, the Missing Middle in Arlington would save trees and prevent
sprawl and concrete. Someone noted in the meeting chat that McMansions are already eliminating tree canopy.
Those developers are destroying the tree canopy by tearing down trees on lots they develop anyway. It is important to preserve
and expand options for lower priced housing to enhance neighborhoods.
I care about the canopy too. I've had to remove about 10 mature chestnut oak trees that died on my property over the past 15 years.
It is painful to see healthy trees removed for new McMansions.
The existing building regulations have allowed for mega mansions and the serious loss of tree canopy.
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Zoning Ordinance and Planning
Are we at a point to try to go through a hypothetical? If there was an area that were zoned for this, would there be controls over
what developers could get in and build? What are the mechanisms to control that?
Don’t forget about adjacent lots.
In consideration of existing neighborhoods and communities is the County considering if the property purchased by a developer –
they will have the option of SFH or MMHS units – say single-family units would require a variance?
Instead of across-the-board zoning. Some people need a variance for putting on a porch, and this is a much bigger change.
Recommends Cutting the proposed density in half
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
The most equitable way is not in terms of targeting specific neighborhoods.
73% is zoned only for SFH. Prices will continue to rise, pushing people away. Driving longer distances has an impact on the
environment. This County Board wants to do this equitably
What if this goes through? What is the process if you are opposed? Can it be reversed? How will the process be? Matt says they
will come up with an answer.
Build smaller attached row houses on land smaller than 2k SF
The owner must live in the property.
Mr. Dorsey, if I own two R properties next to each other, are you allowed to combine them? (CD- you can, but you can build only
one multibuilding unit)
Nobody is allowed to combine two lots for multiple single-family houses. In R-6, you can put 4 houses, but you are still R-6.
With MMH is the same rule. If you have multiple lots, you can build only one building that fits there. Anything is allowed if it
fits, but you cannot consolidate.
Other design concepts can allow small retail facilities with housing on top for a livelier neighborhood if you want to buy these 5K
sf houses and build multiple units instead. Why is that illegal? Why is the law so prescriptive? It doesn’t hurt anyone to have small
cottages in a neighborhood.
Participant believes the County should scale down the size of building allowed in each lot
Believes that the PES analysis says that the majority of new MMH will be 1-2 units, not 3 or 4. They will tear down somewhataffordable homes and replace them with million dollar or more duplexes. Knows that there are some townhouses and duplexes in
SFH neighborhoods, doesn’t know how it happens, but knows they exist. People in their neighborhood fix up their houses to meet
their changing needs. Believes that this proposal will target the lowest priced SFH houses with no guardrails because it will be
post profitable.
Participant feels that conversation about guardrails is “letting perfect be the enemy of the good” because there’s too many
restrictions to build housing.
One of the participants doesn’t drive; lives along the Rosslyn-Ballston corridor. Sees that high-rises are being built that would add
more units than Missing Middle Housing could.
What will it take for the Arlington County Board and Board members to see that up zoning ( and abandoning single-family zoning
and permitting 2-8 units per lot) is a bad idea and therefore abandon the initiative of “MMH”?? What will it take?
One participant wanted to learn about the housing footprint (what percentage of the lot should be used for the actual building of a
Missing Middle Housing Type)
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The issue at hand is throughout much of Arlington, zoning states only SFH can be built. What we’re talking about is whether that
should be changed. If the argument is that if we change it, there won’t really be a difference – no more affordable than the
alternative; but also if it changes, then the character of the neighborhood will change, or there could be trash cans or home value
will go down. I love to rent – don’t think ordinances should be to impose what I like on anybody else. I don’t think an ordinance
should say only an apartment building should be built here. Why should homeowners preferences be codified into an ordinance?
Doesn’t seem fair to me. Seems like that contributes to the problem.
I agree there are ways we could make MMHS better, like setbacks, # of units/lot.
By ordinance, we are limiting housing – parts of the County can only be SFH
Desire to share, from a realtor’s perspective, the overall need for an increased supply of housing everywhere in the country.
Libby Garvey and others who know how the County works have pointed out without being contradicted by County staff that the
County is not planning for the future.
Concerns about infrastructure, schools (which are crowded), already-limited parking, streets that already have high traffic. I have
children and Arlington’s schools are overcrowded. What is the plan for the future – the plan to deal with increased density and
increased numbers of people? I don’t see a plan to absorb the increasing density.
We need to hold true to our vision for Arlington. I’d like to dismantle a past racist housing policy.
FFSàI want to live here for a long time. I want our community to grow—it’s inevitable. We can’t build 1:1 only. FFY-I’m a
homeowner and a landlord in ARL
Yes! We can build a beautiful, welcoming, inclusive, carbon-friendly community with DUPLEXES & TRIPLEXES.
The community is concerned about structures of 7 or 10 stories in the Plan Langston Blvd. study area. What planning is being
done for limits and structures? Having five stories next to a community near or on Langston Blvd. will destroy the community.
Takis Karantonis interjected to clarify that the Missing Middle Housing Study is not contemplating 5-7-story buildings and that
Missing Middle housing would have to fit in the envelope for single-family homes.
How will plans and different sizes of Missing Middle structures be decided? How malleable are the plans? What will the sizes of
structures be? Where will different structures be allowed? What options will people have?
Having said that, the Affordable housing crisis is big. The problem with this proposal is there are no limits or controls on
household income, owner occupancy vs. speculators, no controls on rent or on appreciation. If you look at workforce housing
projects (middle-income families who make too much to qualify for affordable housing, cannot afford market rate housing).
If the problem MMH is trying to solve is lack of 3-4 BD housing, then why is your proposal broad enough to allow 1-2 BD units
in 4-8-plexes? We have ample -2 BD units throughout Arlington, so why not start with MMH for duplexes only? If so, mandate
that the duplexes have parking space within ¼ mile of Metro, 2 cars for duplexes not near metro b/c Arlington is hilly and most of
the land is 1+ miles from Metro.
Duplexes may be a solution, allow apartments in houses accessory—but not more than that. But don’t give up control of zoning.
Be creative, not prescriptive. Solution does not solve real problem.
What MMH needs is a simple structured approach to building this sector, to keep investors and speculators out, and to control
social forces, quality owners, and other similar issues.
The way the program is structured in Arlington is a symbolic gesture and wishful thinking that will impact the housing market.
Concern over lot coverage and expanding opportunities over expanding houses over the lot size, shrink footprints do not expand
Except that if someone bought it to develop it, they will have the ability to move forward on their development under the zoning
that was in place during the time that the permitting was done.
They do have a right to develop on the zoning that existed when they purchased.
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There are ways to compliment this with planning and zoning, some people might choose larger places to live or add space through
renovation, but these are options other than MMH that we have not heard mentioned.
New zoning could be done more carefully and with more thought.
How easy is it to convert a small house to a big one? That question should be part of this conversation.
Civ Fed’s Environmental Committee provided ideas two years ago for engaging the Zoning Ordinance to address the building of
large homes.
Phoenix, Tucson, and Houston provide examples of the mismatches that occur from wide-open zoning.
Construction/Design considerations/Developer Impacts
Idea of corporations, not families, buying homes
How easy is it to convert a small house to a big one? That question should be part of this conversation.
Civ Fed’s Environmental Committee provided ideas two years ago for engaging the Zoning Ordinance to address the building of
large homes.
We need to look at using office and commercial space for development of housing. That would be a win for everyone, including
housing developers.
Developers and speculators will benefit.
Building a multi family home that way would cost multiple hundreds of thousands
Concerned about upzoning. Feels it’s a breach of the social contract for residents because of moving away from developing along
transit corridors.
Participant supports upzoning but feels that we need to review the ordinances tied to zoning.
If the County Board wants to implement housing and keep good faith with the community, they must find a way to test the concept
without taking a blanket approach to zoning. Mentions the Railroad Cottages in Falls Church as an example that allowed people
around them to see how the concept of MMH would work/would be appealing/is economically feasible.
Participant suggests using a “design-thinking” approach by meeting with small groups of civic associations to enable citizens to
design new zoning regulations as input to a policy decision.
The extent to which the County can use zoning regulations to ensure that development can replace huge single-family homes via
duplexes, triplexes; tools that County will have so that developers won’t take advantage of the change in rules; tools to ensure
fairness and responsiveness.
Why don’t we just let the market determine what the housing is going to be? I’m totally against taking away the single-family
home zoning because it abandons the plan [from 40 years ago] that put density only in a ¼ mile/ ½ mile from the metro
I just wanted to share my thoughts and I very much agree with some of the folks that were saying that it is our zoning ordinance
now that’s driving up a lot of the cost of housing and that it is encouraging developers to come in and build the maximum, being
three stories houses and up to 40% lot coverage and you’re getting those tremendous houses that change the size to the houses that
others were talking about
Why was the phased zoning option dismissed?
Lot coverage and building size? What can be built vs. what is being built; the County doesn’t’ maintain a database of lot
coverage; the avg coverage of new homes is 6k sq. ft but an 8-plex would need 8k sq. ft. Would staff actually do the homework to
ensure that parameters are being met?
Interested in extent to which county can use zoning regulations to ensure that development can replace huge SFH with triplexes or
duplexes. Ensure developers don’t take advantage of change in rules. Tools to ensure fairness and responsiveness
Another participant says zoning should be adjusted to allow more bedrooms to be built.
Civ Fed’s Environmental Committee provided ideas two years ago for engaging the Zoning Ordinance to address the building of
large homes.
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Housing affordability and diversity of housing are two different things. They influence how we plan A115:B127our corridors in
terms of size, height, etc. If you want diverse types of housing, you do it from the commercial areas going outward.
Read the Natural Resources and Forestry plan pretty thoroughly and do not remember seeing anything on recommending a change
in lot coverage. Developers and landowners will see that as a “taking” and take the County to court.
The County will need to beef up its enforcement because right now, people continue to pave over their lots after construction has
ended.
How does one go back?!? Tear down the new construction?
Housing affordability and diversity of housing are two different things. They influence how we plan our corridors in terms of size,
height, etc. If you want diverse types of housing, you do it from the commercial areas going outward.
I think my greatest concern is changing these zoning rules, it’s like opening Pandora’s box. We have had huge homes built in
Donaldson Run and the County has not been accountable for the impacts.
We’ve also seen in other places where it’s more of a wild west with regarding to development because there was no planning. It’s
also correct that we’d be building expensive multiunit housing not accessible to the Missing Middle. And older houses that people
could buy being replaced with expensive multi-unit housing. I think you’ll have a negative impact overall on the availability of
less expensive housing. And it brings a whole host of problems, I don’t see that anyone wins besides developers.
What regulations and restrictions are in place to mitigate negative impacts?
My concern is the size of the building that is proposed. An 8-plex is an apartment. Not sure why we don’t call it an apartment
building. Meanwhile, duplex is a townhouse, which is great.
Talking about the size of the building, I was understanding that it will be the current setbacks. So if an 8-plex is created, it would
be the same size as a mansion would be. So I don’t see the difference there. Also, I get differing things, are we going to regulate
the lot size for a duplex versus an 8-plex.
It seems like there are some neighborhoods that are excluded. What controls are there on which neighborhoods are getting this?
(Board Member clarified that this would apply to zoning categories rather than specific neighborhood, so it would not be
excluding neighborhoods.)
Talking about building size, we tear down small houses and build big houses. And now we will build small houses to fill with
more people. What I don’t understand is why these large houses are allowed to be built. When we put a deck on our house, we
were told we were at the max. We have so much more space on our lot versus what is being built now.
Maybe we should address the issue of duplexes/triplexes vs. small apartment buildings. Lots more people, I suspect, would be in
favor if you weren't
My understanding about the setback and building size is that it largely unaffected by these changes, it’s about the number of
families who can get onto the lot. Living in Arlington is a huge opportunity, there’s lots of access. It’s a huge resource and
preventing families from accessing the resources isn’t fair. It feels like something is being taken from us but it’s really giving the
same opportunity for more families that we had 30 years ago. We would lose street parking, but it wasn’t ours to begin with. And
for clarification, we are talking about the footprint of the houses, but can you clarify the height requirements?
Propose to build no more than X% of Missing Middle Housing types (put caps on the amount of housing per year).
Do Sector Plans for each part of the neighborhoods, after consulting with the neighborhoods about where would be good places
to zone for this.
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The County keeps hiding behind the Dillon Rule/property state argument and not flexing the muscles that it does have. For
example, even if design cannot be strictly regulated, the permitting process could be used to strongly encourage certain
designs/size of houses and the County could work to create an expectation of what is acceptable/prized in Arlington. The County
could be offering design/how to seminars for the public and builders as a means of encouraging homes/buildings that are more
environmentally suitable than McMansions. The lot coverage issue should be part and parcel of this MMH discussion, not
something that will be tackled down the road.
The policy-making process and structure seem to have started from a very narrow question as opposed to the broader question –
smart growth – we shouldn’t be talking in isolation of GLUP plan amendment from the GLUP. There needs to be a holistic
approach.
I put this in the chat -- but I want to be sure this comment is included -- if a zoning change is made, and then its effects are
examined and determined not to be beneficial (or not to address the goals of the action), can it be reversed/amended? How hard
would that be? With such a sweeping change being contemplated, without a more restricted scope to begin with, I worry that it
will be impossible or very hard to roll it back. Starting with something smaller and then expanding it based on success makes more
sense.
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By-Right Development
By-right, once they change the zoning: that means any developer can come in given the size of the lot, they can do what they want.

Zoning.Planning

Why do we want to throw the County into a zoning freefall? By-right puts the county into a free fall. No parachute, no way out.

Zoning.Planning

Participant believes that this will encourage teardowns and developments. Can’t control what developers will build because they
have by-right development. Would like to know how the County plans to deal with this, and why they aren’t fighting harder in
Richmond for more control?
By-right development exists for single-family homes and explains why large homes get built.
MMH needs to be by-right so that we are not fighting site by site.
Granting “by-right” to developers dramatically increases insecurity among residents and instability across the county.
Government’s responsibility is to increase predictability, security, and a sense of stability among citizens.
By-right development exists for single-family homes and explains why large homes get built.
MMH needs to be by-right so that we are not fighting site by site.
Is it not possible now for a developer to come in and petition to request to get an exception to SFH residency if they want to build
a duplex or 4 plex? [no process] So going right from no process to by-right process. Wouldn’t it be a way to maintain what people
like to have in their neighborhoods?
Granting “by-right” to developers dramatically increases insecurity among residents and instability across the county.
SFH built by right now

Change

It’s permanent.
Agree totally with Bill. We think that McMansions are obscene. They loom over adjacent properties right up to the property line.
This proposal won't change that. We will have the same megastructures in our neighborhoods, just occupied by four families
instead of one, with crowding, etc., as we have already discussed, and without a comprehensive, coherent plan for a workable
neighborhood.
Toward a consensus: tighten up the Zoning Ordinance before adopting MM changes.
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One of the problems with upzoning is that it’s all or nothing. There should a process to engage with residents on changes in
existing zoning. I think some consideration should be given to those people closer to the new development.
Understand research on zoning changes
Communities change over the years. And a lot of us in this room, we are from different generations.
By the time I retire, I’d like to move into something missing middle (currently in single-family). What I’m hearing in this room is
people scared of any change, that a high rise will be built next to their home.
Think most important thing you said is you work for us. I am here speaking for myself and the hundreds of other Arlingtonians
who are against the Arlington County board’s quest to change forever the Arlington County zoning ordinance. It was developed in
the 30s and 40s … it’s been set since 1950s. Thousands of people bought their homes because they wanted to live in a singlefamily neighborhood, one home per lot. Never could we have imagined that the board that we elected would try to do this to us.
Question: before, anyone who wanted to put an addition on their home would have to go to the board, seek a variance, and ask
their neighbors to be able to do that. Are you going to seek the permission of the neighbors when you try to build a miniapartment complex in the neighborhood?
Jeez, these old white people are gatekeepers and exhibit racist views. They’re scared of change and new people.
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Estimates

If it was 20 properties, it would cost less than the amount they spent on postcards. Less than 2 a month the County would have to
review. If going to do 20 lots, no need to change zoning. Pay overtime to staff and let’s move on.
Is there some reliable estimate of 20 lots per year? I talked to Matt, and he said he was not sure. This program needs to cap the
number of lots by neighborhood. Otherwise, our neighborhoods will be inundated with people coming by right. This means more
children are coming, and they don’t know how to plan for it. If it goes off the rail, we need to be able to stop it. Libby G said it
would be possible to undo it.
How robust are the County’s estimates related to Missing Middle and have they been tested?
Does it include the housing and development information? Is it specific to increasing density away from the metros? It doesn’t
comprehend quadplexes in single family lots. You don’t know if it’s 20-200 units a neighborhood, you can’t put the genie back in
the bottle, you don’t know the impact of the zoning change. Are you confident of the results of these changes to zoning?
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Zoning and McMansions

Quality of life is an important thing. Come to it as someone who has lived here for 59 years. I’ve seen it all, bad and good. The
quality of life back 20-30 years ago was probably a lot better. We’re in a very diverse county in use. Airport, biggest commercial
building in the pentagon … 27,000 single family homes, 2 golf courses. I was able to climb the real estate ladder. I think the board
a few years back changed zoning laws to the detriment that allowed these McMansions. You used to have to, if you wanted to
expand your patio, you had to go before the board and beg. Then the next thing I knew people are building garages that are right
on the lot line. You can’t put the genie back in the bottle. You want to be careful because we have a nice balance. Interest rates are
going up. In my first house. I lost value. In Arlington. Markets go up and down. Some of these people can buy the ramblers and
fix them up. There still is room for that young family or that young person. By doing what you’re doing, you’re eliminating that
forever. I think there is a neglect of neighborhoods like this which is a historical African American community. There are a lot of
concerned residents in this community about how this community has been treated by developers, by the board. There are
MccMansion issues. You know what’s going to be impacted? These houses right here. The three generation African American
owned houses.
We’ve been told not to worry because what Missing Middle wants to do is reverse the zoning. The most damaging thing the
county has done is change the zoning ordinance to allow those McMansions.
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Zoning.Planning
First things first: You said they could roll things back. So do something about the McMansions. Then we can proceed on to doing
something else.
Issue of McMansions is lot coverage. It used to be less, and then the board undid it. And that’s why we have the affordability
issue.
Mcmansions – should have more restrictive lot policies as in years past. Not enough fields, not enough parks. Just saying that it
will be researched, doesn’t mean it will be. There were more restrictive policies on McMansions in the past.
Big McMansions are currently allowed. Why not address that issue first?
There is a consensus in this room that Arlingtonians are disturbed by McMansions.
And why doesn’t the board set limits so that the large McMansions will be limited? Seems like a fairly easy and popular policy,
although recognizing it may not bring as much taxes.
What is the relationship between the County and developers? All around Arlington, houses are being knocked down to build
McMansions, which are going up all around current residents of Lyon Village. It feels like developers have free rein. The County
says they can’t help. Are developers giving back to the community? Would Missing Middle intensify the relationship between the
County and developers, who currently seem to be allowed to do what they want?
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Options for Reversing Decisions Later

When you build something (my father worked in the Federal government), you change the zoning. But if you want to switch back,
whatever was done, stays. You are going to pay increased taxes. If you change it back, it’s possible the owner that owns 8-plexes
can sue the county for what they lose. So, I should be entitled to compensation.
I want the County attorney to specifically address what citizens can do to take action to reverse the MMH and share that
information with the public.
If you up-zone you can never go back, please explain. (Katie explains that they can go back) follow up comment: Up zoning puts
out spot fires.
And if you live next door to that, you have to shut up about it.
Change the Zoning Ordinance, the community goes into a free fall. There is no way back.
Acknowledgement that McMansions are a problem, but uncertainty that the number of units resulting from Missing Middle will
bring down prices.
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Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous Comments
Are garden apartments considered multifamily? Yes. Think those are more like townhouses. Would like to know the details of that
information.
I have sons your age. They grew up in Arlington. They don’t live here now. And that’s fine. I want to know why Arlington County
doesn’t put it’s time into improving South Arlington. If they would improve the schools everyone would live there. It’s a cool
place to live, but the schools are terrible. They want to move out as soon as their kids are school age.
Strongly disagree with the school comment. I am a substitute teacher and have taught in 95% of schools. Our school system is
awesome;
I think it’s a really, really good idea. I think that we need to do this to give people a chance to be able to afford to live in
Arlington. I think that there will always be people saying that all this is going to be the end of the world and that there’s not going
to be enough space for cars and all that, but the bottom line is that we can do it, Arlington can do it, we have smart people on the
board and smart people on the staff and we can make this work. We just need to do the studies. Make sure that we have all our I’s
dotted and our T’s crossed. And I really do want to say that I am for it, I think this is something that we need to go forward with
and that’s it. That’s my point.
I came from L.A. and what I worry about is the cost of doing nothing, so I agree that if we gather data, I’d love to see how some
were impacted. Also, do you know the long-term impacts of staying on the current path that were on? It seems to me that a lot of
people want to come and live in Northern Virginia, not just Arlington, and that’s the reality that we have to face on whether or not
folks like it, and if we do nothing more folks will just be pushed further out and will be increasing suburban sprawl and
contributing to it, and if you have to think of that part, we are all connected here in Arlington, but you know it is much larger than
that because that’s the way that environmental impacts work, so I just don’t think that now is the time to raise the drawbridge and
say go somewhere else.
In the Plan Langston Blvd. effort, where I live, two green areas will be created for drainage, but we need more. For 5-story
buildings that won’t be enough.
Libby Garvey made one vote that turned it the right way – what happened to that money? Former county Board member working
for the developer to sell that trolley. This is not Portland, this is Arlington. This is the same thing, getting railroaded.
We all love Arlington and just want to make sure its livable.
When my family began to search for our first home, we bought where we could afford.
Concern about future residents.
Lack of response from County staff.
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Will every new building incorporate an opportunity to charge electric cars? We need to plan for cars of some kind and make it
easy to buy electric cars and charge them. Rather than considering reducing parking requirements, the County should think about
providing car owners a place to charge cars because some places are not walkable. It’s easier to provide charging stations.

Miscellaneous Comments

There is a link in the meeting chat to a Sept. 2022 paper by the National Association of Realtors on barriers to housing supply.

Miscellaneous Comments

There is also a link in the meeting chat to a realtor-hosted forum at GMU on 10/13/22.
MMH in Green Valley was outlawed.
I am concerned about the community against Missing Middle Housing using fear as a tactic based in part on misinformation.
I am concerned about MMH/unspecified concern.
Thank you! I was pleased to see all the Missing Middle supporters present. I strongly welcome this policy change. Keep up the
great work!
I favor Missing Middle concept. Yes!
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Miscellaneous
What will the impact of MMH be?
Douglas Park has MMH. I love it, but people look down on Douglas Park.
Once MMH passes, there will be a loss of control.
What problem is MMH solving?
MMH is one prong, one piece of a framework for more housing options and affordability.
MMH is overreach, but it’s not even overreach with a sure outcome.
Usually policy doesn’t entirely solve a problem. Usually the effects of a policy are incremental because policy has to be observed
and take effect in the world.
MMH makes economic sense. It doesn’t involve public dollars. Let the market do what it wants, and there will be environmental
and other benefits.
Once enacted, the County loses control of what the results end up being.
If the results are negative, this cannot be undone
Where will families who want yards purchase in the future? Will they need to leave Arlington? Families with 3 or more kids
need more space than a duplex can provide.
I am very supportive of the Missing Middle Housing initiative, though I do not think that it should include units as large as 6 or 8
units due to parking issues they will likely present.
Plese take note of the points made by Arlingtonians for Upzoning Transparency regarding messages circulating about missing
middle housing that are not correct: "Missing Middle is Not Missing," at https://afut.org/posts/
The Arlington version of the Missing Middle initiative, which involves universal upzoning of single family house neighborhoods,
is a terrible idea whose time has apparently come.
Erica Woods-Warrior did an excellent job of facilitating the meeting.
Greatly appreciate the effort on the County Board to reach out to Arlingtonians. Ms. Garvey's comments were very helpful.
It is so frustrating that this poorly conceived plan will be moved ahead by the County Board
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